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§ 555.120 Complaint to Quiet Title [Code Civ. Proc. § 761.020 ] and for Damages and Penalty [Civ. Code §§
2941(d), 3281 ]--Nonperformance of Statutory Duty on Discharge of Secured Obligation [Civ. Code § 2941(b) ]

[1] FORM

Complaint to Quiet Title [Code Civ. Proc. § 761.020 ] and for Damages and Penalty [Civ. Code §§ 2941(d),
3281 ]--Nonperformance of Statutory Duty on Discharge of Secured Obligation [Civ. Code § 2941(b), (c) ]

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________
_________________________ [name], )

Plaintiff,)
vs. ) NO. _______________
_________________________ [name(s) of ) COMPLAINT TO QUIET
defendant(s) ], )TITLE AND FOR DAMAGES

)AND PENALTY
[and DOES I through ____________________)
_____,] )

Defendant(s).)
)

Plaintiff alleges:

1. Plaintiff _________________ [name] is, and at all times mentioned was, _________________ [allege capacity
and residence of plaintiff, e.g., a California corporation authorized to engage in, and engaging in, the banking business
as a California state bank].

2. Defendant, _________________ [name of trustee], is, and at all times mentioned was, _________________
[allege capacity and residence, e.g., a partnership sued under the name that it has assumed, with its principal place of
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business in _________________ County, California].

3. Defendant, _________________ [name of beneficiary], is, and at all times mentioned was, _________________
[allege capacity and residence, e.g., a resident of _________________ County, California].

[4. Defendants DOES I through _________________, inclusive, have, or claim to have, an interest in the property,
the exact nature of which is unknown to plaintiff. Plaintiff is ignorant of the true names, interests, rights, and capacities
of defendants sued as DOES I through _________________, inclusive, and therefore sues these defendants by those
fictitious names. Plaintiff will amend this complaint to allege their true names, rights, interests, and capacities when
they are ascertained.]

5. On _________________ [date], plaintiff, for a valuable consideration, made and delivered a promissory note
(''the note'') in the sum of $ _________________, with interest at the rate of _________________ percent, dated
_________________ [date] and recorded in _________________ County, California, at book _________________,
page _________________.

6. On the same day, plaintiff executed and delivered to defendant _________________ (name of beneficiary), as
beneficiary, a certain trust deed (''the trust deed'') recorded in _________________ County, California, at book
_________________, page _________________, and covering the following described real property situated in that
county (''the property''): _________________ [describe property, including both legal description and street address or
common designation, if any]. The trust deed conveyed the property to defendant _________________ [name] as trustee.

7. On or about _________________ [date], plaintiff and _________________ [name] (''the purchaser'') entered into
a written contract by the terms of which plaintiff agreed to sell and the purchaser agreed to buy the property for the
price of $ _________________, subject to the condition that title of record to the property be cleared and the sale be
consummated on or before _________________ [date]. As required by the purchaser, the contract expressly provided
that time was of the essence. To secure this contract, plaintiff was required to deposit $ _________________ into
escrow, which, pursuant to the contract of sale, was to be forfeited to the purchaser in the event plaintiff was unable to
clear title on or before _________________ [date]. A copy of the contract is attached as Exhibit A and incorporated by
reference. As required by the contract, an escrow was opened into which the purchaser deposited the full purchase price
to be delivered to plaintiff on completion of the sale, and plaintiff deposited $ _________________, to be delivered to
the purchaser should plaintiff fail to provide a clear title of record.

8. Plaintiff, on or about _________________ [date], paid in full the obligation secured by the trust deed. At that
time plaintiff, in writing, [notified defendant _________________ (name of beneficiary) of the terms and conditions of
the pending sale and] requested that defendant _________________ (name of beneficiary) expedite the execution and
recording of a reconveyance and deliver to plaintiff the note and trust deed. A copy of the request is attached as Exhibit
B and incorporated by reference.

9. In spite of plaintiff's payment of the secured obligation and repeated requests that defendant
_________________ (name of beneficiary) reconvey the title to plaintiff as required by law [and deliver to plaintiff the
note and trust deed], defendant _________________ (name of beneficiary) failed and refused, and continues to fail and
refuse, to do so[, with full knowledge of the pending sale of the property and that completion of the sale would depend
on the recording of a reconveyance on or before _________________ (date), and that time was of the essence].

10. As a proximate result of this failure and refusal of defendant _________________ (name of beneficiary) to
reconvey, _________________ [specify detriment sustained as result of this breach of statutory duty and damages, e.g.,
plaintiff was unable to clear title to the property on or before _________________ (date), the sale agreement was
terminated by its own terms, and plaintiff's deposit in escrow, together with the purchase price deposited by the
purchaser, were delivered to the purchaser, to plaintiff's damage in the sum of $ _________________. After the date
title had to be cleared, the market value of the property plummeted, and the property is now worth no more than $
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_________________. As a further proximate result of this failure and refusal, plaintiff has been damaged in the sum of
$ _________________ (difference between contract price and present market value)].

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays judgment as follows:

1. For judgment quieting plaintiff's title to the property against defendants;

2. For damages in the sum of $ _________________;

3. For a statutory penalty in the further sum of $ 300;

4. For costs of suit herein incurred; and

5. For such other and further relief as the court may deem proper.

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [firm name, if any]

By: _________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Attorney for Plaintiff _________________ [name]

VERIFICATION

I, _________________ [name], am the plaintiff in the above-entitled action. I have read the foregoing complaint
and know the contents thereof. The same is true of my own knowledge, except as to those matters that are therein
alleged on information and belief, and as to those matters, I believe it to be true.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct.

_________________ [date]

_________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a complaint for use by a trustor to quiet title [see Code Civ. Proc. § 760.010 et seq. ; [6],
below] against a trustee and beneficiary, and to recover damages sustained as a proximate result of the beneficiary's
breach of the statutory duty to execute and record a full reconveyance on discharge of the obligation secured by the trust
deed [see Civ. Code § 2941(d) ; § 555.19].

Although this complaint assumes that the security instrument is a deed of trust, the form may be easily modified to
apply to a mortgage and a certificate of discharge [see Civ. Code § 2941(a) ; § 555.19]. Further, if appropriate, it may be
revised to reflect the fact that the action is being brought (1) by the heirs, successors, or assigns of the trustor, or (2)
against the assignee of the beneficiary or trustee [see Civ. Code § 2941(a), (b) ; § 555.19].

This complaint is adapted from the fact situation in Dixon v. Grossman (1972) 22 Cal. App. 3d 941, 944, 99 Cal.
Rptr. 659 , in which the court of appeal held that the plaintiff was entitled to have the title quieted and to recover the
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statutory penalty only, after concluding that sufficient evidence supported the trial court's finding that plaintiff had
suffered no actual damages from the loss of the pending sale of the property.

[3] Allegations

The required contents of a complaint to quiet title are set forth in Code Civ. Proc. § 761.020 [see [6], below]. This
complaint alleges the following facts:

- The plaintiff's capacity (Paragraph 1).

- The defendants' capacity and status as the trustee and beneficiary under the trust deed (Paragraphs
2 and 3) [see Civ. Code § 2941(a), (b) ].

- The execution by the plaintiff of the promissory note (Paragraph 5) [see Civ. Code § 2941(b) ].

- The execution by the plaintiff of the trust deed, and a description of the property (Paragraph 6) [see
Code Civ. Proc. § 761.020(a) ].

- The facts concerning the plaintiff's contract to sell the property (Paragraph 7).

- Payment of the obligation secured by the trust deed, entitling the plaintiff to a reconveyance
(Paragraph 8) [see Civ. Code § 2941(a), (b) ; Code Civ. Proc. § 761.020(b) ].

- A request for the return of the original note and trust deed (Paragraph 8) [see Civ. Code § 2941(b)
].

- The defendant's breach of the statutory duty to reconvey (Paragraph 9) [see Civ. Code § 2941(b) ;
Code Civ. Proc. § 761.020(c) ].

- The detriment sustained by the plaintiff as a proximate result of the breach (Paragraph 10) [see Civ.
Code § 3282 ].

- The plaintiff's damages (Paragraph 10) [see Civ. Code §§ 2941(d), 3281 ].

[4] Verification

A complaint to quiet title must be verified [Code Civ. Proc. § 761.020 ].

PRACTICE TIP:

File and Serve Lis Pendens. Counsel also must file and record a lis pendens as a prerequisite to maintaining a quiet
title action [Code Civ. Proc. § 761.010(h) ]. If the plaintiff does not do so, defendant's counsel should consider bringing
a motion to strike the quiet title claim. By William M. Hensley

[5] Jurisdiction and Venue

Jurisdiction of actions to quiet title [see Code Civ. Proc. § 760.010 et seq. ; [6], below] is in the superior court
[Code Civ. Proc. § 760.040 ]. The county in which the real property is situated is the proper county for trial of a quiet
title action [Code Civ. Proc. § 760.050 ].

[6] Quiet Title Actions

Actions to quiet title are governed by Code Civ. Proc. § 760.010 et seq. The remedy provided by these provisions is
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cumulative and not exclusive of any other remedy, form or right of action, or proceeding provided by law for
establishing or quieting title to property [Code Civ. Proc. § 760.030(a) ]. However, in any action in which quieting title
is in issue, the court, in its discretion, may, on motion of any party, require that the issue be resolved pursuant to Code
Civ. Proc. § 760.010 et seq. to the extent practicable [Code Civ. Proc. § 760.030(b) ].

[7] Cross References

For a comprehensive procedural guide that chronologically outlines all the procedures in a typical civil action brought
in a California state court, see Ch. 2, Procedural Guide for Civil Actions.

For alternative allegations as to agency, capacity, and residence of parties, as well as fictitious name allegations, see Ch.
20, Allegations Commonly Used.

For alternative forms of captions and introductions, see Ch. 108, Captions and Introductions.

For discussion and forms relating to the format of complaints, see Ch. 123, Complaints and Cross Complaints.

For discussion and forms relating to damages and pleading damages, see Ch. 177, Damages.

For discussion and forms relating to fax service and filing of papers, see Ch. 264, Fax Service and Filing of Papers.

For discussion of jurisdiction in California courts in general, see Ch. 323, Jurisdiction, Inconvenient Forum, and
Appearances.

For alternative forms of prayers, see Ch. 420, Prayers.

For discussion and forms relating to quiet title actions, see Ch. 482, Quieting Title.

For discussion and forms relating to service of summons generally, see Ch. 518, Service of Summons and Papers.

For forms of allegations showing proper venue, see Ch. 571, Venue.

For alternative forms of verification, see Ch. 572, Verification.
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§ 555.125 Complaint to Establish Deed As Mortgage [Civ. Code §§ 2924, 2925 ] and to Quiet Title [Code Civ.
Proc. §§ 760.020, 761.020 ]--By Mortgagor

[1] FORM

Complaint to Establish Deed As Mortgage [Civ. Code §§ 2924, 2925 ] and to Quiet Title [Code Civ. Proc. §§
760.020, 761.020 ]--By Mortgagor

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________
_________________________ [name], )

Plaintiff,) NO. _______________
vs. ) COMPLAINT TO

)ESTABLISH DEED AS
)MORTGAGE AND QUIET
)TITLE

_________________________ [name ], )
Defendant.)

)

Plaintiff alleges:

1. [Capacity and residence of plaintiff. See § 555.120[1], Paragraph 1.]

2. Defendant, _________________ [name], is, and at all times mentioned was, _________________ [allege
capacity and residence, e.g., a partnership sued under the name that it has assumed, with its principal place of business
in _________________ County, California].

3. On or about _________________ [date], plaintiff was the owner of certain real property located at
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_________________ [street address or common designation, if any] in _________________ County, California, and
described as follows (''the property''): _________________ [legal description].

4. Plaintiff's title at that time was based on _________________ [specify, e.g., a deed from _________________
(name of plaintiff's grantor) granting the property in fee simple to plaintiff, dated _________________ (date) and
recorded in _________________ County, California, at book _________________, page _________________].

5. On _________________ [date], plaintiff, for a valuable consideration, made and delivered a promissory note in
the sum of $ _________________, with interest at the rate of _________________ percent per annum, payable
_________________ [specify terms of payment] (''the note''). Defendant is presently the holder of the note, a copy of
which is attached as Exhibit A and incorporated by reference.

6. On the same day, plaintiff executed and delivered to defendant a deed to the property. On _________________
[date], that deed was recorded in _________________ County, California, at book _________________, page
_________________. A copy of that deed is attached as Exhibit B and incorporated by reference. That deed was in fact
a mortgage only and was intended by both parties to be mortgage only, in that it was executed and delivered solely to
secure payment of the note.

[7. If accounting of rents and profits is sought from defendant as grantee in possession, allege: On or about
_________________ (date), defendant entered into actual possession of the property and since that time has received
and retained the rents and profits derived from the property.]

[EITHER]

8. Plaintiff has paid all sums due to defendant under the note, as follows: _________________ [specify amounts
and manner of payment]. On or about _________________ [date], plaintiff demanded that defendant reconvey the title
to plaintiff. Defendant failed and refused, and continues to fail and refuse, to reconvey or to recognize the deed (Exhibit
B) as a mortgage only.

[OR]

8. On or about _________________ [date], plaintiff offered to pay defendant the _________________ [whole sum
or the unpaid balance] of principal and interest [owing and] unpaid under the terms of the note, in the sum of $
_________________, and demanded that defendant reconvey the title to plaintiff. Defendant failed and refused, and
continues to fail and refuse, to accept this tender or to reconvey or to recognize the deed (Exhibit B) as a mortgage only.

[OR]

8. On or about _________________ [date], plaintiff offered to pay defendant the _________________ [whole sum
or the unpaid balance] of principal and interest [owing and] unpaid under the terms of the note, less the rents and profits
received by defendant, and requested defendant to give an accounting of rents and profits received and to deliver
possession and reconvey the title on being paid whatever sum was found to be due defendant on the account. Defendant
failed and refused, and continues to fail and refuse, to account to plaintiff, to deliver possession or reconvey, or to
recognize the deed (Exhibit B) as a mortgage only.

[CONTINUE]

9. Plaintiff seeks a determination quieting title as against the defendant as of _________________ [date] [because
_________________ (if date is other than date complaint was filed, allege why determination as of that date is
sought)].

[10. If unpaid balance is due, allege: Plaintiff is ready to pay defendant whatever balance and interest are due on
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the note and offers to deliver this amount into the court for payment.]

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays judgment against defendant as follows:

1. That the deed attached as Exhibit B be adjudged to be a mortgage;

[EITHER]

2. That the court [order an accounting of the rents and profits received by defendant and, after deducting this
amount,] determine the amount [owing and] unpaid on the note;

3. That plaintiff be allowed to deposit whatever amount is adjudged due with the clerk of the court for defendant's
benefit in discharge of the note and, on condition of making the deposit, plaintiff have title to the property quieted in
plaintiff;

[OR]

2. That the note be adjudged to have been fully paid;

3. That plaintiff have title to the property quieted in plaintiff;

[CONTINUE]

4. For costs of suit herein incurred; and

5. For any other and further relief as the court may deem proper.

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [firm name, if any]

By: _________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Attorney for Plaintiff _________________ [name]

[Verification. See § 555.120[1].]

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a complaint for use by the grantor under a deed absolute on its face, to establish that the
deed was intended to be a mortgage only [Civ. Code §§ 2924, 2925 ] and to quiet title against the grantee after discharge
of the debt secured by the mortgage. For further discussion of this particular type of action, see § 555.22.

This form may be modified to state a cause of action against the mortgagee's successor in interest, other than a good
faith purchaser or lienholder [Civ. Code §§ 2925, 2950 ]. It may also be modified for use as a complaint for declaratory
relief when the mortgagor merely seeks a declaration that a deed absolute on its face is in fact a mortgage [see Orlando
v. Berns (1957) 154 Cal. App. 2d 753, 754-757, 316 P.2d 705 ].

For a form of judgment, see § 555.126. For a complaint by a mortgagee to establish a deed as a mortgage and to
foreclose, see § 555.127.
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[3] Allegations

This complaint includes the following allegations, which are essential to state a cause of action to establish a deed
absolute on its face as a mortgage and to quiet title in favor of the mortgagor:

- The mortgagor's title to the property in question and a description of the property (Paragraphs 3 and 4)
[Code Civ. Proc. § 761.020(a),(b) ];

- The execution and delivery of the deed solely to secure a debt, and the parties' intent that it be a
mortgage only (Paragraphs 5 and 6) [Civ. Code § 2924 ; Code Civ. Proc. § 761.020(c) ];

- The mortgagor's payment of the debt, or offer to pay the debt, secured by the mortgage (Paragraphs
8) [see Aguilar v. Bocci (1974) 39 Cal. App. 3d 475, 476-477, 114 Cal. Rptr. 91 ];

- The date as of which the determination as to title is sought (Paragraph 9) [Code Civ. Proc. §
761.020(d) ].

For further discussion of allegations necessary to state a cause of action for quiet title generally, see Ch. 482,
Quieting Title.

[4] Jurisdiction and Venue

An action to quiet title is within the jurisdiction of the superior court [Code Civ. Proc. § 760.040 ]. The proper
county for the trial of an action to quiet title to real property is the county in which some or all of the property is located
[Code Civ. Proc. § 760.050(a) ].

[5] Verification

A complaint seeking to quiet title must be verified [Code Civ. Proc. § 761.020 ].
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§ 555.126 Judgment Declaring Deed to Be Mortgage [Civ. Code §§ 2888, 2924, 2925 ] and Quieting Title [Code
Civ. Proc. § 764.010 ]

[1] FORM

Judgment Declaring Deed to Be Mortgage [Civ. Code §§ 2888, 2924, 2925 ] and Quieting Title [Code Civ.
Proc. § 764.010 ]

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________
_________________________ [name], )

Plaintiff,) NO. _______________
vs. ) JUDGMENT
_________________________ [name ], )

Defendant.)
)

This action came on regularly for trial on _________________ [date] in [_________________ (Department or
Division) _________________ of] the above entitled court, the Honorable _________________ [name], Judge,
presiding[, sitting without a jury]. Plaintiff appeared by _________________ [name], counsel, and defendant appeared
by _________________ [name], counsel. Oral and documentary evidence was presented by both parties. The cause was
argued and submitted for decision. A statement of decision _________________ [has been made and filed or was not
requested].

IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that:

1. As of _________________ [date], _________________ [name of plaintiff] was the sole owner of the title in fee
simple to the following real property: _________________ [legal description].
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2. The instrument executed by _________________ [name of plaintiff] to _________________ [name of
defendant] in the form of a grant deed dated _________________ [date], which is recorded in _________________
County, California, at book _________________, page _________________, which purported to convey to defendant
the above-described property, is in fact and law a mortgage to secure payment of an obligation evidenced by a
promissory note dated _________________ [date], in the sum of $ _________________.

[EITHER]

3. The above-described note has been fully paid.

4. Title to the above-described property is hereby quieted in _________________ [name of plaintiff], and
_________________ [name of defendant] owns no right, title, estate, interest, or lien, whatever, in the property.

[OR]

3. The above-described note has a balance of principal and interest owing and unpaid on _________________
[date], in the sum of $ _________________.

4. On payment to _________________ [name of defendant] of $ _________________ on or before
_________________ [date], title to the above-described property shall be quieted in _________________ [name of
plaintiff], whereupon _________________ [name of defendant] shall own no right, title, estate, interest, or lien
whatever in the property. On the motion of any interested party after that date, the court shall enter an order confirming
the payment and giving effect to this judgment as described in this paragraph or, if payment be not made, an order
dismissing this action.

[CONTINUE]

5. Plaintiff shall recover costs from defendant.

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [signature]

Judge of the Superior Court

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a form of judgment for use by the mortgagor in an action to establish a deed absolute on
its face as a mortgage and to quiet the mortgagor's title to the property. If the mortgagor has not previously paid the
debt, the judgment quieting title must be conditioned on discharge of the secured obligation. For a related complaint,
see § 555.125[2]. For further discussion and forms relating to judgments in quiet title actions, see Ch. 482, Quieting
Title.

In an action to establish a deed as a mortgage, in which the mortgagor sought to recover clear title to the property
on payment of the amount found to be due, the judgment properly provided for dismissal on the defendant's motion if
the plaintiff failed to pay the amount determined to be due within a reasonable time set by the court, but the judgment
could not provide for foreclosure of the mortgage [ Cline v. Robbins (1896) 112 Cal. 581, 585-586, 44 P. 1023 ].

[3] Cross References

For discussion of obtaining, amending, or attacking judgments in general, see Ch. 40, Appeal: An Overview, et seq. and
Ch. 318, Judgments.
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For discussion and forms relating to statements of decision, see Ch. 529, Statement of Decision.
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AUTHOR:William M. Hensley, Editorial Consultant

§ 555.127 Complaint to Establish Deed As Mortgage [Civ. Code §§ 2924, 2925 ] and to Foreclose [Code Civ. Proc.
§ 726(a) ]--By Mortgagee

[1] FORM

Complaint to Establish Deed As Mortgage [Civ. Code §§ 2924, 2925 ] and to Foreclose [Code Civ. Proc. §
726(a) ]--By Mortgagee

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________
_________________________ [name], )

Plaintiff,) NO. _______________
vs. ) COMPLAINT TO

)FORECLOSE UNDER
)MORTGAGE

_________________________ [name ], )
Defendant.)

)

Plaintiff alleges:

1. [Capacity and residence of plaintiff. See § 555.120[1], Paragraph 1.]

2. [Capacity and residence of defendant. See § 555.125[1], Paragraph 2.]

3. On _________________ [date], defendant, for a valuable consideration, made and delivered a promissory note
in the sum of $ _________________, with interest at the rate of _________________ percent per annum, payable
_________________ [specify terms of payment] (''the note''). Plaintiff is presently the holder of the note, a copy of
which is attached as Exhibit A and incorporated by reference.
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4. On the same day, defendant executed and delivered to plaintiff a deed to the property. On _________________
[date], that deed was recorded in _________________ County, California, at book _________________, page
_________________. A copy of that deed is attached as Exhibit B and incorporated by reference. That deed was in fact
a mortgage only and was intended by both parties to be a mortgage only, in that it was executed and delivered solely to
secure payment of the note.

5. Defendant has defaulted under the terms of the note, in that _________________ [specify default, e.g., he has
failed and refused, and continues to fail and refuse, to make payments of $ _________________, principal and interest,
due on _________________ (date), and subsequent months, to and including _________________ (date), and
amounting to $ _________________].

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays judgment against defendant as follows:

1. That the deed attached as Exhibit B be adjudged to be a mortgage securing payment of the obligation evidenced
by the promissory note attached as Exhibit A;

2. [Set out remainder of prayer as in foreclosure action. See § 555.160[1]].

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [firm name, if any]

By: _________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Attorney for Plaintiff _________________ [name]

[Verification, if desired. See § 555.120[1].]

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a complaint for use by a mortgagee as the grantee of a deed absolute, to establish that the
deed is in fact a mortgage [Civ. Code §§ 2924, 2925 ] and then to foreclose the mortgage [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(a) ;
see § 555.22[5][b]]. This form may be modified by including, as appropriate, additional allegations set forth in a usual
complaint for foreclosure, such as allegations necessary for recovery of a deficiency judgment or for naming junior
lienholders as defendants [see § 555.160; see also § 555.163 (foreclosure decree)].

For a complaint by a mortgagor to establish a deed as a mortgage and to quiet title, see § 555.125.

[3] Allegations

This complaint includes the following allegations, which are essential to state a cause of action to establish a deed
absolute on its face as a mortgage for the purpose of foreclosing the mortgage [Civ. Code §§ 2924, 2925 ; Code Civ.
Proc. § 726(a) ]:

- A debt (Paragraph 3);

- Execution of a deed solely for the purpose of securing the debt and serving as a mortgage
(Paragraph 4);

- The mortgagor's default under the terms of the secured obligation, entitling the mortgagee to
foreclosure (Paragraph 5).
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§ 555.128 Complaint to Establish and Foreclose Equitable Mortgage on Real Property [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(a) ]

[1] FORM

Complaint to Establish and Foreclose Equitable Mortgage on Real Property [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(a) ]

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________
_________________________ [name], )

Plaintiff,) NO. _______________
vs. ) COMPLAINT TO

)FORECLOSE UNDER
)EQUITABLE MORTGAGE

_________________________ [name ], )
Defendant.)

)

Plaintiff alleges:

1. [Capacity and residence of plaintiff. See § 555.120[1], Paragraph 1.]

2. [Capacity and residence of defendant. See § 555.125[1], Paragraph 2.]

3. [Making of promissory note. See § 555.126[1], Paragraph 3.]

4. _________________ [Allege instrument intended to secure debt, e.g., On the same day, and as part of the same
transaction, defendant executed and delivered to plaintiff an agreement to provide certain real property then owned by
defendant as security for payment of the note, by naming plaintiff as beneficiary in a trust deed to be executed and
delivered for that purpose. By the terms of this agreement, the real property to be provided as security is located in
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_________________ County, California, and is described as follows: _________________ (legal description and street
address or common designation, if any). A copy of this agreement is attached as Exhibit B and incorporated by
reference].

5. Defendant has defaulted under the terms of the note in that _________________ [specify default, e.g., she has
failed and refused, and continues to fail and refuse, to make payments of $ _________________, principal and interest,
due on _________________ (date), and subsequent months, to and including _________________ (date), and
amounting to $ _________________]. _________________ [Allege failure to execute formal security instrument, e.g.,
Further, Defendant has failed to execute and deliver the trust deed mentioned above].

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays judgment against defendant as follows:

1. That the real property described above be decreed to be subject to an equitable mortgage in favor of plaintiff, to
the extent of $ _________________.

2. [Set out remainder of prayer as in foreclosure action. See § 555.160[1]].

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [firm name, if any]

By: _________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Attorney for Plaintiff _________________ [name]

[Verification, if desired. See § 555.120[1].]

[2] Use of Form

The complaint in [1], above, is a complaint for use by a creditor to establish a written agreement as an equitable
mortgage [see, e.g., Higgins v. Manson (1899) 126 Cal. 467, 469-470, 58 P. 907 ; Schelling v. Thomas (1929) 96 Cal.
App. 682, 684, 687-688, 274 P. 755 (written promise to give mortgage or trust deed held enforceable as equitable
mortgage)] and then to foreclose the mortgage [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(a) ]. For further discussion, see § 555.23. For a
related form of judgment, see § 555.129.

This form may be modified by including, as appropriate, additional allegations set forth in a usual complaint for
foreclosure, such as allegations necessary for recovery of a deficiency judgment or for naming junior lienholders as
defendants [see § 555.160; see also § 555.163 (foreclosure decree)].

An executory agreement in writing, in which a debtor sufficiently indicates the intent to make certain real property
security for the debt, is deemed in equity to create an enforceable mortgage on that property except as against good faith
purchasers or lienholders [ Kaiser Industries Corp. v. Taylor (1971) 17 Cal. App. 3d 346, 351, 94 Cal. Rptr. 773 ].

[3] Allegations

This complaint includes the following allegations, which are essential to state a cause of action to establish a
writing as an equitable mortgage for the purpose of foreclosing the mortgage [Code Civ. Proc. § 726 ; see Coast Bank v.
Minderhout (1964) 61 Cal. 2d 311, 313-314, 38 Cal. Rptr. 505, 392 P.2d 265 (overruled on other grounds in
Wellenkamp v. Bank of America (1978) 21 Cal. 3d 943, 953, 148 Cal. Rptr. 379, 582 P.2d 970 ); Civ. Code §§ 2924,
2925 ]:
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- A debt owed to the plaintiff (Paragraph 3).

- The creation of an instrument that evidences the parties' intent that certain real property should be
provided as security for the debt (Paragraph 4).

- A default under the terms of the secured obligation, entitling the plaintiff to foreclosure (Paragraph
5).

[4] Cross References

For further discussion and forms relating to impression and foreclosure of equitable liens on real property, see Ch. 342,
Liens and Wage Preferences, § 342.40 et seq.
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§ 555.129 Judgment Establishing and Foreclosing Equitable Mortgage [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(a) ]

[1] FORM

Judgment Establishing and Foreclosing Equitable Mortgage [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(a) ]

[Caption and recitals. See § 555.126[1].]

IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that:

1. The real property subject to this decree is located at _________________ [street address or common
designation, if any] in _________________ County, California, and is described as follows: _________________ [legal
description].

2. The above-described real property is subject to an equitable mortgage that constitutes a lien in favor of
_________________ [name of plaintiff] to the extent of $ _________________, together with interest thereon at the
rate of _________________ percent per annum from and after _________________ [date] until paid.

3. [Set out remainder of judgment as in foreclosure action. See § 555.163[1]].

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [signature]

Judge of the Superior Court

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a form of judgment for use by the plaintiff in an action to establish and foreclose an
equitable mortgage. For a related complaint and discussion of such an action, see § 555.128.
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§§ 555.130-555.134 [Reserved]

[Reserved]
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AUTHOR:William M. Hensley, Editorial Consultant

§ 555.135 Declaration of Trustee's Nonmonetary Status [Civ. Code § 2924l ]

[1] FORM

Declaration of Trustee's Nonmonetary Status [Civ. Code § 2924l ]

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________
_________________________ [name], )

Plaintiff,) NO. _______________
vs. ) DECLARATION OF

)TRUSTEE'S NONMONETARY
)STATUS

_________________________ [name ], )
Defendant.)

)

I, _________________ [name], declare:

1. I am the trustee under a trust deed dated _________________, executed by _________________ [name] as
_________________ [trustor] to _________________ [me or name of original trustee] as trustee for
_________________ [name] as beneficiary, recorded _________________ [date] in _________________ County,
California, at book _________________, page _________________. That trust deed is the subject of this
_________________ [action or proceeding].

2. I _________________ [know or maintain a reasonable belief] that I have been named as a defendant in this
_________________ [action or proceeding] solely in my capacity as trustee under the trust deed. Further, it is my
reasonable belief that I have not been named as a defendant because of any acts or omissions on my part in the
performance of my duties as trustee. The following is the basis for this [knowledge and] belief: _________________ [
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specify, e.g., the action is a judicial foreclosure action by the beneficiary, and the beneficiary has acknowledged to me
that I have been named simply as a nominal defendant and that the beneficiary is not seeking any monetary or other
relief against me].

4. I agree to be bound by whatever order or judgment is issued by the court regarding the trust deed.

5. This declaration is made pursuant to Civil Code Section 2924l .

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct.

_________________ [date]

_________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a declaration for use by a trustee under a trust deed when the trustee has been named in
an action or proceeding in which the trust deed is the subject, and the trustee maintains a reasonable belief that the
trustee has been named in the action or proceeding solely in the capacity of trustee and not as a result of any wrongful
acts or omissions in the performance of duties as trustee. The trustee may file the declaration at any time [Civ. Code §
2924l(a) ].

For purposes of Civ. Code § 2924l , ''trustee'' includes any agent or employee of the trustee who performs some or
all of the duties of a trustee under Civ. Code § 2920 et seq. [Civ. Code § 2924l(g) ].

[3] Contents

The declaration must set forth the following [Civ. Code § 2924l(b) ]:

- The status of the declarant as trustee under the trust deed that is the subject of the action or proceeding.

- That the declarant knows or maintains a reasonable belief that the declarant has been named as a
defendant solely in the capacity of trustee under the trust deed.

- That the declarant maintains a reasonable belief that the declarant has not been named as a
defendant because of any acts or omissions in the performance of duties as trustee.

- The basis for that knowledge or reasonable belief.

- That the declarant agrees to be bound by whatever order or judgment is issued by the court
regarding the trust deed.

[4] Service; Objections; Subsequent Demand to Participate

The declaration must be served on the parties in the manner of serving papers in civil actions generally [Civ. Code
§ 2924l(a) ; see Code Civ. Proc. § 1010 et seq. ; see also Ch. 518, Service of Summons and Papers]. The parties who
have appeared in the action or proceeding will have 15 days from the service of the declaration in which to object to the
trustee's nonmonetary judgment status. Any objection must set forth the factual basis for the objection and be served on
the trustee [Civ. Code § 2924l(c) ].

If a timely objection is made, the trustee will thereafter be required to participate in the action or proceeding [Civ.
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Code § 2924l(e) ]. Otherwise, the trustee will not be required to participate any further in the action or proceeding, will
not be subject to any monetary awards for damages, attorneys' fees, or costs, will be allowed to respond to any
discovery requests as a nonparty, and will be bound by any court order relating to the trust deed [Civ. Code § 2924l(d) ].

If the parties do not duly object to the declaration but later, through discovery or otherwise, determine that the
trustee should participate in the action because of the performance of duties as a trustee, the parties may file and serve
on all parties and the trustee a motion to require the trustee to participate. The motion must be brought pursuant to Code
Civ. Proc. § 473 (governing certain amendments to pleadings that may be allowed in the court's discretion) and specify
the factual basis for the demand to participate [for coverage of Code Civ. Proc. § 473 , see Ch. 21, Amended and
Supplemental Pleadings]. On the court's granting of the motion, the trustee will thereafter be required to participate in
the action or proceeding [Civ. Code § 2924l(e) ].

[5] Filing of Answer

On the filing of the declaration, the time within which the trustee must file an answer or other responsive pleading
will be tolled for the period within which the other parties may respond to the declaration. On the timely service of an
objection to the declaration, the trustee will have 30 days from the date of service within which to file an answer or
other responsive pleading to the complaint or cross-complaint [Civ. Code § 2924l(f) ].
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AUTHOR:William M. Hensley, Editorial Consultant

§ 555.136 Statutory Substitution of Trustee [Civ. Code § 2934a ]--By All Beneficiaries

[1] FORM

Statutory Substitution of Trustee [Civ. Code § 2934a ]--By All Beneficiaries
Recording requested by )
_________________________ [name] )
When recorded mail to )
_________________________ [name] )
_________________________ )
[address] )
_________________________ [city, )
state, zip] )

)

_________________

Space above this line for recorder's use

SUBSTITUTION OF TRUSTEE

The undersigned hereby substitutes _________________ [name] as trustee in place of _________________
[name], the trustee now of record, under that certain trust deed executed by _________________ [name] as trustor to
_________________ [name] as trustee for _________________ [name], as beneficiary, recorded _________________
[date] in _________________ County, California at book _________________, page _________________.

_________________ [signature]
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_________________ [typed name]

Beneficiary

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

State of California, ) ss.
County of _______________. )
)

On _________________ [date] before me, _________________ [name and title of officer], personally appeared
_________________ [name(s)], _________________ [personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of
satisfactory evidence] to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledged
to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity/capacities, and that by his/her/their
signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or the entity on behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the
instrument.

WITNESS my hand and official seal.

Signature: _________________ (Seal)

Name of Office: _________________

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is for use by the sole beneficiary or all beneficiaries of a trust deed to substitute a new
trustee in place of the trustee of record [see Civ. Code § 2934a(a)(1)(A) ]. This form may be modified to substitute the
trustee in multiple trust deeds that are recorded in the same county in which the substitution is being recorded and that
all have the same trustee and beneficiary or beneficiaries [see Civ. Code § 2934a(a)(4) ].

[3] Alternative Statutory Methods

Civ. Code § 2934a provides two alternative methods for substituting a trustee who is acting under a trust deed on
real property or an estate for years in real property that (1) was given to secure an obligation to pay money, and (2)
confers no duties on the trustee other than those that are incidental to the exercise of the power of sale conferred in the
trust deed [Civ. Code § 2934a(a)(1) ]. Both methods require the recordation of a substitution statement in the county in
which the property is located. Under the first method, the substitution (this form) must be executed and acknowledged
by all of the beneficiaries of the trust deed, or their successors in interest. The substitution will be effective
notwithstanding any contrary provision in the trust deed, provided the trust deed was executed after 1967 [Civ. Code §
2934a(a)(1)(A) ]. For a form of substitution under the second method, see § 555.137.

Under either statutory method, the instrument of substitution must include the date of recordation of the trust deed,
the name of the trustor, the book and page or instrument number where the trust deed is recorded, and the name of the
new trustee [Civ. Code § 2934a(a)(4) ]. A substitution may be accomplished, with respect to multiple trust deeds that
are recorded in the same county in which the substitution is being recorded and that all have the same trustee and
beneficiary or beneficiaries, by recording a single document that complies with the requirements and substitutes trustees
for all of the trust deeds [Civ. Code § 2934a(a)(4) ].

From the time the substitution is filed for record, the new trustee succeeds to all of the powers, duties, authority,
and title granted and delegated to the trustee named in the trust deed [Civ. Code § 2934a(a)(4) ].

[4] Notice Requirements
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If a substitution document is executed, but not recorded, before or concurrently with the recording of the notice of
default, the beneficiary or beneficiaries or their authorized agents must cause notice of the substitution to be mailed,
before or concurrently with the recording of the substitution document, to all persons to whom a copy of the notice of
default would be required to be mailed [Civ. Code § 2934a(b) ]. If the substitution is effected after a notice of default
has been recorded but before the recording of the notice of sale, the beneficiary or beneficiaries or their authorized
agents must cause a copy of the substitution document to be mailed, before or concurrently with the recording of that
document, to the trustee then of record and to all persons to whom a copy of the notice of default would be required to
be mailed [Civ. Code § 2934a(c) ]. An affidavit must be attached to the substitution document, stating that notice has
been given to the persons and in the manner required [Civ. Code § 2934a(b), (c) ; see Civ. Code § 2924b (requirements
for mailing)].

A trustee named in a recorded substitution document must be deemed to be authorized to act as the trustee under
the mortgage or deed of trust for all purposes from the date the substitution document is executed by the mortgagee,
beneficiaries, or by their authorized agents. Nothing in Civ. Code § 2934a requires that a trustee under a recorded
substitution document accept the substitution. Once recorded, the substitution document constitutes conclusive evidence
of the authority of the substituted trustee or his or her agents to act [Civ. Code § 2934a(d) ].

Unless a new notice of sale containing the name, street address, and telephone number of the substituted trustee is
given in accordance with Civ. Code § 2924f after execution of the substitution document, any sale conducted by the
substituted trustee will be void [Civ. Code § 2934a(e) ].

[5] Format Requirements

The document must meet format requirements prescribed for recordable documents (for instance, a half-inch
margin on each vertical side and the top 2.5 inches of the first page left blank for recording information) [see Gov. Code
§ 27361.6 ]. For discussion, see California Legal Forms, Ch. 27, Deeds and Recording (Matthew Bender).

[6] Cross References

For discussion and alternative forms of acknowledgments, see Ch. 9, Acknowledgments.

For additional forms of declarations and affidavits, which may be modified, see Ch. 15, Affidavits, Certificates, and
Declarations, and Ch. 518, Service of Summons and Papers.

For a form of declaration of mailing, see California Legal Forms, Ch. 25C, Release and Reconveyance (Matthew
Bender).
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AUTHOR:William M. Hensley, Editorial Consultant

§ 555.137 Statement by Beneficiaries Holding More Than 50 Percent of Specified Interests [Civ. Code §
2934a(a)(1)(B),(2) ]

[1] FORM

Statement by Beneficiaries Holding More Than 50 Percent of Specified Interests [Civ. Code §
2934a(a)(1)(B),(2) ]

[Recording information. See § 555.136[1].]

STATEMENT BY PARTIES SIGNING SUBSTITUTION OF TRUSTEE

The undersigned, the beneficiaries who executed the Substitution of Trustee to which this statement is attached (the
''Substitution of Trustee''), hereby assert the following.

(1) The Substitution of Trustee was signed pursuant to Civil Code Section 2934a(a)(1)(B) .

(2) None of the undersigned is a licensed real estate broker or an affiliate of the broker that is the issuer or servicer
of the obligation secured by the trust deed (''Deed of Trust'') described in the Substitution of Trustee.

(3) The undersigned together hold more than 50 percent of _________________ [the record beneficial interest of a
series of notes secured by the same real property securing the Deed of Trust or the undivided interests in a note secured
by real property equivalent to a series transaction].

(4) Notice of the substitution was sent by certified mail, postage prepaid, with return receipt requested, to each
holder of an interest in the obligation secured by the Deed of Trust identified in the Substitution of Trustee who has not
joined in the execution of the Substitution of Trustee or this statement.

We, the undersigned, declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is
true and correct.
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_________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Beneficiary

_________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Beneficiary

[Acknowledgment. See § 555.136[1].]

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a separate statement that may be used in connection with a form of substitution of the
trustee [see § 555.136[1]] when the substitution is effected by the holders of more than 50 percent of the record
beneficial interest of a series of notes secured by the same real property securing the trust deed or of undivided interests
in a note secured by real property equivalent to a series transaction [Civ. Code § 2934a(a)(1) ].

A substitution executed under this method is not effective unless all of the parties signing the substitution also sign,
under penalty of perjury, a separate written document (this form) containing certain specified statements regarding
compliance with the applicable statutory requirements [see Civ. Code § 2934a(a)(2) ]. This separate document must be
attached to the substitution and must be recorded in each county in which the real property described in the trust deed is
located. Once this separate document is recorded, it constitutes conclusive evidence of compliance with these statutory
requirements in favor of substituted trustees acting pursuant to Civ. Code § 2934a , subsequent assignees of the
obligation secured by the trust deed, and subsequent good faith purchasers or lienholders for value of the described real
property [Civ. Code § 2934a(a)(2) ].

For additional discussion, see § 555.136[3] and [4].
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AUTHOR:William M. Hensley, Editorial Consultant

§ 555.138 Petition for Stay of Foreclosure Proceedings and Relief From Installment Contract or Mortgage, Trust
Deed, or Other Security in Nature of a Mortgage on Real Property for Purchase of Real Property by Active
Service Member [Mil. & Vet. Code §§ 407(a), (b), 408 ; 50 U.S.C. App. §§ 532, 533 ]

[1] FORM

Petition for Stay of Foreclosure Proceedings and Relief From Installment Contract or Mortgage, Trust
Deed, or Other Security in Nature of a Mortgage on Real Property for Purchase of Real Property by Active
Service Member [Mil. & Vet. Code §§ 407(a), (b), 408; 50 U.S.C. App. §§ 531, 532]

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________

) NO. __________
) PETITION BY ACTIVE

_________________________ [name], ) SERVICE MEMBER FOR
Petitioner,) STAY OF FORECLOSURE

vs. ) PROCEEDINGS AND
_________________________ [name(s)], ) OTHER APPROPRIATE

Respondent(s)) RELIEF WITH REGARD
) TO __________
) INSTALLMENT or
)MORTGAGE]
) PAYMENTS
)

1. Petitioner _________________ [name] is currently an active member of the military service of the United States,
being a member of _________________ [describe service, rank, and position].

2. Respondent _________________ [name] is a _________________ [describe, e.g., lending institution doing
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business in California].

3. Before entry into activity military service, Petitioner executed _________________ [describe and attach as
exhibit to petition, e.g., an installment loan agreement, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit _________________
(e.g., A) to this Petition] with Respondent for a loan to purchase real property located at _________________ [address
of property], with the loan to be secured by _________________ [specify, e.g., a mortgage or a deed of trust] on that
property and with payments on the loan to be made under the terms of the agreement.

4. Petitioner now finds that, because of active military service, he/she is unable to keep up with the payments
required by the agreement with Respondent described in Paragraph 3, above. As a result, Respondent began foreclosure
proceedings against the Petitioner on _________________ [date], by serving the notice attached as Exhibit
_________________ [e.g., B] to this document. The details of why Petitioner's military service interferes with his/her
ability to keep up with the loan are as follows: _________________ [describe].

5. Petitioner requests the Court to provide relief from the agreement described in Paragraph 3, and set out in full as
Exhibit _________________ [e.g., A] to this Petition, under the authority granted to the Court by the California
Military & Veterans Code Sections 407, 408 , and by the federal Servicemembers Civil Relief Act at 50 United States
Code Appendix Sections 532, 533 . In addition to the stay of foreclosure proceedings, Petitioner seeks the following
relief from the Court: _________________ [describe desired action in as great as detail as possible, including
suggested time for relief and subsequent resumption of payments.]

_________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Attorney for Petitioner

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a petition for stay of foreclosure proceedings and related relief with regard to an
installment contract or mortgage for the purchase of real property. It may be filed with the court by an active member of
the United States military who otherwise meets the requirements for this type of relief with regard to an installment
contract or mortgage, trust deed, or other security in the nature of a mortgage on real property. The form provides the
court with information on the key elements that must be satisfied for the court to have authority to modify the terms of
the installment or mortgage loan agreement and to provide relief for the active service member [Mil. & Vet. Code §§
407(a), (b), 408 ; 50 U.S.C. App. §§ 532, 533 ; see [3], below].

[3] Court's Authority to Provide Relief for Active Military Service Members Under State and Federal Law

A court has extensive latitude in handling claims against a person who has joined military service after the date
when he or she has given a deposit or paid an installment of the purchase price under a contract for the purchase of real
or personal property, or purchased property secured by a mortgage, deed of trust, or other similar security [Mil. & Vet.
Code §§ 407, 408 ; 50 U.S.C. App. §§ 532, 533 ].

With regard to proceedings to enforce mortgages and similar obligations of active service members, on application
to the court by an active service member (or another person on the service member's behalf) or on the court's own
motion, the court must stay the proceedings and take any other action to conserve the interest of all the parties if it finds
that the ability of the defendant to comply with the terms of the obligation is materially affected by reason of the
member's military service [Mil. & Vet. Code § 408(b) ; see 50 U.S.C. App. § 533(b) ]. This applies to proceedings
arising out of nonpayment of any sum due or out of any other breach of the terms of the mortgage commenced in any
court during the period of military service to enforce the obligation. It covers obligations secured by a mortgage, trust
deed, or other security in the nature of a mortgage on real property owned by a service member at the commencement of
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the period of the military service, and still owned by the service member whose obligations originated before the
person's period of military service [Mil. & Vet. Code § 408(a), (b) ; see 50 U.S.C. App. § 533(a), (b) ].

An active service member is otherwise protected from foreclosure and similar actions. To be valid, any sale,
foreclosure, or seizure of property for nonpayment of any sum due under any obligation, or for any other breach of the
terms made during the member's period of military service or within three months thereafter (or 90 days under the
federal law), except pursuant to an agreement between the parties, may only take place on an order previously granted
by the court and a return made and approved by the court [Mil. & Vet. Code § 408(c) ; see 50 U.S.C. App. § 533(c) ].
This is applicable to actions taken under a power of sale, a judgment entered on warrant of attorney to confess judgment
contained in the warrant, or otherwise [Mil. & Vet. Code § 408(c) ; see 50 U.S.C. App. § 533(c) ]. Any person who
knowingly makes or causes to be made any invalid sale, foreclosure, or seizure of property, or attempts to do so, is
guilty of a misdemeanor [Mil. & Vet. Code § 408(d) ; see 50 U.S.C. App. § 533(d)(1) ].

Similarly, with regard to installment contracts to purchase real property, the court may use its discretion, and on its
own motion make any other disposition of the case as may be equitable to conserve the interests of all parties [Mil. &
Vet. Code § 407(b) ; see 50 U.S.C. App. § 532(c) ]. If the court finds that terminating the contract and allowing the
lender to resume possession of the property is an appropriate form of relief, the court may order the repayment of prior
installments or deposits or any part of those as a condition of that relief [Mil. & Vet. Code § 407(b) ; see 50 U.S.C. App.
§ 532(c)(1) ]. A service member who meets the requirements for relief is protected by the law from any other actions
from the lender or another party. Only by action of a court of competent jurisdiction may the selling party attempt to
exercise any right or option under the contract to rescind or terminate the contract or resume possession of the property
for nonpayment of any installment due, or for any other breach of its terms occurring before or during the period of the
person's military service [Mil. & Vet. Code § 407(a) ; see 50 U.S.C. App. § 532(a) (installment contract may not be
rescinded or terminated without court order)]. A lender or seller who knowingly resumes possession of the subject
property, or attempts to do so, is guilty of a misdemeanor [Mil. & Vet. Code § 407(c) ; see 50 U.S.C. App. § 532(b)(1) ].

For a general discussion of protection from foreclosure and other similar types of relief for active service members,
see § 555.70[8].

[4] Jurisdiction and Venue

Jurisdiction under California law is in the superior court of the county in which the property is located [Code Civ.
Proc. §§ 760.40, 760.50 ]. Jurisdiction is also granted by the federal Servicemembers Civil Relief Act (SCRA) [50
U.S.C. App. § 501 et seq. ], which applies to any noncriminal proceedings commenced in any court in the United States,
the individual states and territories, the District of Columbia, and all territory subject to the jurisdiction of the United
States [50 U.S.C. App. § 512(a), (b) ]. Under the SCRA, appropriate courts include any court of competent jurisdiction
in the United States or any state, whether or not it is a court of record [50 U.S.C. App. § 511(5) ]. Any application under
SCRA that is required to be made to a court in which no proceeding has commenced may be made to any court that
would otherwise have jurisdiction over the matter [50 U.S.C. App. § 512(c) ].
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§ 555.139 Application for Stay in Response to Attempt to Collect Real Property Taxes or Assessments on
Property Owned by Active Service Member [Mil. & Vet. Code § 409.2 ; 50 U.S.C. App. § 561 ]

[1] FORM

Application for Stay in Response to Attempt to Collect Real Property Taxes or Assessments on Property
Owned by Active Service Member [Mil. & Vet. Code § 411; 50 U.S.C. App. § 560]

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________
_________________________ [name], ) NO. __________

Petitioner,) APPLICATION FOR STAY
vs. ) OF PROCEEDINGS TO
_________________________ [name(s)], ) COLLECT REAL PROPERTY

Respondent(s)) TAXES OR ASSESSMENTS
) FROM ACTIVE SERVICE
)MEMBER
)

1. Petitioner _________________ [name] is currently an active member of the military service of the United States,
being a member of _________________ [describe service, rank, and position].

2. Respondent _________________ [name] is a _________________ [name of taxing entity, e.g., the Tax Collector
for Contra Costa County California].

3. Before entry into activity military service, Petitioner purchased residential real property at _________________
[specify address of real property], described in the records of _________________ [name of taxing entity] as Parcel
Number _________________.
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4. The property taxes now due on the property described in Paragraph 3 are as follows: _________________
[described in detail, including current assessments and passed due taxes]. All relevant documents received from
_________________ [name of taxing entity] are attached as Exhibit _________________. Therefore, a total amount of
$ _________________ is now owed by Petitioner to _________________ [name of taxing entity].

5. Petitioner now finds that, because of active military service, he/she is unable to pay the amount of taxes owed on
the property, as described above. The details of why Petitioner's military service interferes with his/her ability to keep
up with the loan is as follows: _________________ [describe in detail].

6. Petitioner requests the Court to provide relief from the property taxes described above, and as set out in full in
the attached Exhibit _________________ to this Petition, under the authority granted by the California Military &
Veterans Code Section 407 , and by the federal Servicemembers Civil Relief Act at 50 United States Code Appendix
Section 561 . Petitioner seeks the following relief from the Court: _________________ [describe desired action such as
suspension of tax payments until end of active military service, and any other type of relief desired.]

_________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Attorney for Petitioner

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is an application for a stay of proceedings that may be used in response to an attempt by a
taxing entity to collect taxes or assessments on real property of active service members who otherwise meet the
requirements for preferential treatment under California or federal law [see [3], below]. The petition provides the court
with information on the key elements that must be satisfied for the court to have authority to provide this relief for an
active service member.

[3] Court's Authority to Provide Relief for Active Military Service Members Under State and Federal Law

An active service member may seek protection in response to an attempt by a taxing entity to collect any general or
special property taxes or assessments that fall due before or during a service members period of military service and are
not paid. This applies to taxes on real property owned and occupied for dwelling, professional, business, or agricultural
purposes by a service member or his or her dependents at the commencement of the member's period of military service
and still so occupied by the service member's dependents or employees [Mil. & Vet. Code § 409.2(a) ; see 50 U.S.C.
App. § 561(a) (also applies to taxes on personal property, money, or credits, but not to taxes on income)]. The property
may not be sold to enforce the collection of any tax or assessment, or any proceeding or action commenced for that
purpose, except on leave of court granted on application by the collector of taxes or other officer whose duty it is to
enforce the collection of taxes or assessments. The court may then stay the proceedings or sale for a period extending
not more than six months after the member's termination of military service (180 days under the federal statute), unless
the court finds that the ability of the service member to pay the taxes or assessments is not materially affected by reason
of his or her military service [Mil. & Vet. Code § 409.2(b) ; see 50 U.S.C. App. § 561(b) ]. The unpaid tax or assessment
will bear interest until paid at the rate of 6 percent per year. No other penalty or interest may be incurred by reason of
the nonpayment. Any lien for any unpaid taxes or assessment must also include 6 percent interest on the lien [Mil. &
Vet. Code § 409.2(d) ; 50 U.S.C. App. § 561(d) ].

If by law the service member's property may be sold or forfeited to enforce the collection of any tax or assessment,
the service member has the right to redeem or commence an action to redeem that property, at any time not later than
six months (180 days under the federal statute) after the termination of the period of military service [Mil. & Vet. Code
§ 409.2(c) ; 50 U.S.C. App. § 561(c) ].
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For a general discussion of protection from foreclosure and other similar types of relief for active service members,
see § 555.70[8].

[4] Jurisdiction and Venue

Jurisdiction under California law is in the superior court of the county in which the property is located [Code Civ.
Proc. §§ 760.40, 760.50 ]. Jurisdiction is also granted by the federal Servicemembers Civil Relief Act (SCRA) [50
U.S.C. App. § 501 et seq. ], which applies to any noncriminal proceedings commenced in any court in the United States,
the individual states and territories, the District of Columbia, and all territory subject to the jurisdiction of the United
States [50 U.S.C. App. § 512(a), (b) ]. Under the SCRA, appropriate courts include any court of competent jurisdiction
in the United States or any state, whether or not it is a court of record [50 U.S.C. App. § 511(5) ]. Any application under
SCRA that is required to be made to a court in which no proceeding has commenced may be made to any court that
would otherwise have jurisdiction over the matter [50 U.S.C. App. § 512(c) ].
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§ 555.139A Order for Stay of Foreclosure Proceedings and Remedy of Court in Relation to Obligation Secured
by Mortgage, Trust Deed, or Other Security in Nature of a Mortgage on Real Property for Active Service
Member [Mil. & Vet. Code §§ 407, 408 ; 50 U.S.C. App. §§ 532, 533 ]

[1] FORM

Order for Stay of Foreclosure Proceedings and Remedy of Court in Relation to Obligation Secured by
Mortgage, Trust Deed, or Other Security in Nature of a Mortgage on Real Property for Active Service Member
[Mil. & Vet. Code §§ 407, 408; 50 U.S.C. App. §§ 531, 532]

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________
_________________________ [name], ) NO __________

Petitioner,) ORDER STAYING
)FORECLOSURE

vs. ) PROCEEDINGS AND
)PROVIDING

_________________________ [name(s)], ) RELATED RELIEF FOR
)ACTIVE

Respondent(s).) SERVICE MEMBER
)

This action came on regularly for hearing and trial on _________________ [date] in [_________________
(Department or Division) _________________ of] the above entitled court, the Honorable _________________
[name], Judge, presiding, sitting without a jury. Petitioner appeared by _________________ [(name), counsel or
designate other representative or that Petitioner appeared alone before the Court], and Respondent appeared by
_________________ [specify name and official position with Respondent company]. The Petition was argued and
submitted for decision. A statement of decision _________________ [has been made and filed or was not requested].
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IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that:

1. Petitioner _________________ [name] is currently an active member of the military service of the United States,
being a member of _________________ [describe service, rank, and position].

2. Respondent _________________ is a _________________ [describe, e.g., lending institution doing business in
California].

3. Before entry into activity military service, Petitioner entered _________________ [describe and attach as
exhibit, e.g., an installment loan agreement, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit _________________ to the Petition]
with Respondent for a loan to purchase real property located at _________________ [address of property], with the
loan to be secured by that property according to the terms of the agreement, and with payments on the loan to be made
under the terms of the agreement.

4. By the power granted to it under Military & Veterans Code Section 408 and 50 United States Code Appendix
Section 533 ], the court has fashioned this remedy:

[Describe court's orders and remedies, e.g., The Court orders a stay of all foreclosure proceedings and collection
activities by the Respondent with regard to the aforementioned remedy, and that both parties now proceed with regard
to the _________________ [specify instrument, e.g., mortgage or deed of trust] under the follow terms and time line:
_________________ (specify)].

_________________ [signature]

Judge of the Superior Court

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is an order staying an action on an obligation secured by a mortgage, trust deed, or similar
security, which may be combined with other related court-ordered remedies. It may be issued by an appropriate court
[see [4], below] providing remedies available to the court to assist active military service members who otherwise meet
the requirements for protection under California and federal law [see [3], below]. For a petition seeking appropriate
relief for an active service member from actions based on mortgages or similar arrangements, including a stay of action,
see § 555.138[1].

[3] Protections for Active Military Service Members Under State and Federal Law

A court has extensive latitude in handling claims against a person who has joined military service after the date
when he or she has given a deposit or paid an installment of the purchase price under a contract for the purchase of real
or personal property, or purchased property secured by a mortgage, deed of trust, or other similar security [Mil. & Vet.
Code §§ 407, 408 ; 50 U.S.C. App. §§ 532, 533 ]. For discussion of this authority, see § 555.138[3].

[4] Jurisdiction and Venue

Jurisdiction under California law is in the superior court of the county in which the property is located [Code Civ.
Proc. §§ 760.40, 760.50 ]. Jurisdiction is also granted by the federal Servicemembers Civil Relief Act (SCRA) [50
U.S.C. App. § 501 et seq. ], which applies to any noncriminal proceedings commenced in any court in the United States,
the individual states and territories, the District of Columbia, and all territory subject to the jurisdiction of the United
States [50 U.S.C. App. § 512(a), (b) ]. Under the SCRA, appropriate courts include any court of competent jurisdiction
in the United States or any state, whether or not it is a court of record [50 U.S.C. App. § 511(5) ]. Any application under
SCRA that is required to be made to a court in which no proceeding has commenced may be made to any court that
would otherwise have jurisdiction over the matter [50 U.S.C. App. § 512(c) ].
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§ 555.140 Declaration of Trustor's Nonmilitary Service [50 U.S.C. App. § 533(c) ]

[1] FORM

Declaration of Trustor's Nonmilitary Service [50 U.S.C. App. § 532(3) ]

DECLARATION OF TRUSTOR'S NONMILITARY SERVICE

I, _________________ [name], declare:

1. I am _________________ [set forth capacity or status of affiant, e.g., and at all times mentioned was, the
beneficiary under a trust deed executed by _________________ (name) as _________________ trustor to
_________________ (name) as _________________ trustee for _________________ (name) as beneficiary and
recorded _________________ (date), in _________________ County, California, at book _________________, page
_________________].

2. _________________ [I have personally known _________________ (name of trustor) since
_________________ (date) or I personally do not know _________________ (name of trustor)]. He/she presently
resides at _________________ [address] and has resided at this address since _________________ [date]. He/she is
employed by _________________ [name] at _________________ [address] and has been so employed since
_________________ [date]. He/she _________________ [set forth all other factors, such as age, physical disability, or
discharge, tending to show that trustor is not in military service, and has not been in military service within preceding
90 days, e.g., is presently 55 years of age]. I know that he/she is not in military service.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct.

_________________ [date]

_________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]
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[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a declaration for use by a beneficiary to submit to the trustee of a trust deed as proof that
the trustor is not, and has not been within the preceding 90 days, on active military service. A trustee will usually
require this proof before proceeding with a trustee's sale, because a trustor's status as a active member of the armed
forces may preclude foreclosure in the absence of a court order [see 50 U.S.C. App. § 533(a), (c) ]. For discussion of the
special protections given to active military service members, see § 555.70[8], and for discussion and forms, see §§
555.138-555.139A. See also § 555.33[2] for discussion of the effects of federal protections under the Servicemembers
Civil Relief Act on judicial and nonjudicial foreclosure.
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§ 555.141 Request for Copy of Notice of Default and Copy of Notice of Sale [Civ. Code § 2924b(a) ]

[1] FORM

Request for Copy of Notice of Default and Copy of Notice of Sale [Civ. Code § 2924b(a) ]

[Recording information. See § 555.136[1].]

REQUEST FOR COPIES OF NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND NOTICE OF SALE

In accordance with Civil Code Section 2924b , request is hereby made that a copy of any notice of default and a
copy of any notice of sale under the _________________ [trust deed or mortgage] recorded _________________
[date], _________________ [in book _________________ at page _________________ in the records of or filed for
record with recorder's serial number _________________ in] _________________ County, California, executed by
_________________ [name] as _________________ [trustor or mortgagor] in which _________________ [name] is
named as _________________ [beneficiary or mortgagee] [and _________________ (name) is named as trustee], be
mailed to _________________ [name] at _________________ [address].

NOTICE:

A copy of any notice of default and of any notice of sale will be sent only to the address contained in this recorded
request. If your address changes, a new request must be recorded.

_________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

State of California, ) ss.
County of _______________. )
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)

On _________________ [date] before me, _________________ [name and title of officer], personally appeared
_________________ [name(s)], _________________ [personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of
satisfactory evidence] to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledged
to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity/capacities, and that by his/her/their
signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or the entity on behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the
instrument.

WITNESS my hand and official seal.

Signature: _________________ (Seal)

Name of Office: _________________

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, may be used by any person to request a copy of any notice of default or notice of sale that is
given in a nonjudicial foreclosure proceeding under a specified trust deed or mortgage [Civ. Code § 2924b(a) ; see §§
555.52[2], [3][a], 555.56[3]]. Printed forms of request for copies of notice of default and notice of sale may be obtained
from most title insurance companies.

A title insurance company was liable to a junior lienholder in an action for negligent loss of security based on the
company's failure to record a request for notice of default and notice of sale [ Howe v. City Title Ins. Co. (1967) 255
Cal. App. 2d 85, 86-87, 63 Cal. Rptr. 119 ].

[3] Contents, Acknowledgment, and Recordation of Request

A request for copies of a notice of default and notice of sale must be substantially the same as this form. It must (1)
specify the name and address of the person to whom the notice is to be mailed, and (2) identify the trust deed or
mortgage by stating the names of the parties, the recordation date, and the book and page in which it is recorded or the
recorder's number [Civ. Code § 2924b(a) ].

The request must be signed and acknowledged by the person making the request. It must also include, above the
signature, a notice to that person that he or she will receive copies of a notice of default or notice of sale only at the
address specified in the request, and he or she must record a new request in the event of a change of address [Civ. Code
§ 2924b(a) ].

To be effective, the request must be filed for record in the office of the recorder of any county in which any part of
the encumbered property is located, at any time after the recordation of the trust deed or mortgage specified in the
request but before the recordation of notice of default [Civ. Code § 2924b(a) ].

[4] Format Requirements

The document must meet format requirements prescribed for recordable documents (for instance, a half-inch
margin on each vertical side and the top 2 inches of the first page left blank for recording information) [see Gov. Code §
27361.6 ]. For discussion, see California Legal Forms, Ch. 27, Deeds and Recording (Matthew Bender).
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§ 555.142 Notice of Default [Civ. Code §§ 2924, 2924c(b)(1) ]--By Beneficiary, Trustee, Mortgagee, or Agent

[1] FORM

Notice of Default [Civ. Code §§ 2924, 2924c(b)(1) ]--By Beneficiary, Trustee, Mortgagee, or Agent

[Recording information. See § 555.136[1].]

NOTICE OF DEFAULT

[If default is curable pursuant to Civ. Code § 2924c , notice of default must begin with statement below, which, except
as otherwise specified, must appear in at least 12-point boldface type if printed.]

[Heading and introductory clause must be in capital letters if typed or 14-point boldface type if printed.]

IMPORTANT NOTICE

IF YOUR PROPERTY IS IN FORECLOSURE BECAUSE YOU ARE BEHIND IN YOUR PAYMENTS, IT
MAY BE SOLD WITHOUT ANY COURT ACTION, and you may have the legal right to bring your account in good
standing by paying all of your past due payments plus permitted costs and expenses within the time permitted by law for
reinstatement of your account, which is normally five business days before the date set for the sale of your property. No
sale date may be set until three months from the date this notice of default may be recorded (which date of recordation
appears on this notice). This amount is $ _________________ as of _________________ [date] and will increase until
your account becomes current.

While your property is in foreclosure, you still must pay other obligations (such as insurance and taxes) required by
your note and trust deed or mortgage. If you fail to make future payments on the loan, pay taxes on the property,
provide insurance on the property, or pay other obligations as required in the note and trust deed or mortgage, the
beneficiary or mortgagee may insist that you do so in order to reinstate your account in good standing. In addition, the
beneficiary or mortgagee may require as a condition to reinstatement that you provide reliable written evidence that you
paid all senior liens, property taxes, and hazard insurance premiums.
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On your written request, the beneficiary or mortgagee will give you a written itemization of the entire amount you
must pay. You may not have to pay the entire unpaid portion of your account, even though full payment was demanded,
but you must pay all amounts in default at the time payment is made. However, you and your _________________
[beneficiary or mortgagee] may mutually agree in writing before the time the notice of sale is posted (which may not be
earlier than the end of the three-month period stated above), among other things, (1) to provide additional time in which
to cure the default by transfer of the property or otherwise, (2) to establish a schedule of payments in order to cure your
default, or (3) both (1) and (2).

Following the expiration of the time period referred to in the first paragraph of this notice, unless the obligation
being foreclosed on or a separate written agreement between you and your creditor permits a longer period, you have
only the legal right to stop the sale of your property by paying the entire amount demanded by your creditor.

To find out the amount you must pay, or to arrange for payment to stop the foreclosure, or if your property is in
foreclosure for any other reason, contact:

_________________ [name of beneficiary or mortgagee]
_________________ [mailing address]
_________________ [telephone]

If you have any questions, you should contact a lawyer or the government agency that may have insured your loan.

Notwithstanding the fact that your property is in foreclosure, you may offer your property for sale, provided the
sale is concluded before the conclusion of the foreclosure.

[Warning below must be in capital letters if typed or 14-point boldface type if printed.]

Remember, YOU MAY LOSE LEGAL RIGHTS IF YOU DO NOT TAKE PROMPT ACTION.

[CONTINUE]

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN by the undersigned, as [agent for] the _________________ [beneficiary or trustee
or mortgagee] under a _________________ [trust deed or mortgage] executed by _________________ [name] as
_________________ [trustor or mortgagor] to _________________ [name] as _________________ [trustee or
mortgagee] [for _________________ (name) as beneficiary], recorded _________________ [date] in
_________________ County, California, at book _________________, page _________________, that a breach of the
obligation, for which the [trust deed or mortgage] provides security, has occurred as follows:

1. _________________ [Describe with particularity all breaches in this and succeeding numbered paragraphs,
e.g., _________________ (name of trustor or mortgagor) has failed, and continues to fail, to make timely installment
payments of principal and interest due for the months of _________________ through _________________ (specify)].

THEREFORE, the _________________ [beneficiary or mortgagee] [declares that the entire debt and all sums
secured by the above-described _________________ (trust deed or mortgage) are immediately due and payable and]
elects to sell the property, or to cause it to be sold, to satisfy the claim for all amounts now due and unpaid.

_________________ [date]

_________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

[2] Use of Form
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The form in [1], above, may be used by a beneficiary, trustee, or mortgagee (or an authorized agent) in a
nonjudicial foreclosure proceeding to give notice of a default on the obligation secured by the trust deed or mortgage
and of the consequent election by the beneficiary or mortgagee to sell the encumbered property [Civ. Code § 2924 ].
Optional language is included for use by the beneficiary or mortgagee to declare the entire outstanding secured debt to
be immediately due and payable under an acceleration clause [see Engelbertson v. Loan & Bldg. Assn. (1936) 6 Cal. 2d
477, 479, 58 P.2d 647 (declaration of acceleration in notice of default was sufficient indication of election to exercise
option under acceleration clause)]. For further discussion, see § 555.15[3]].

Printed forms of notice of default may be obtained from most title insurance companies.

[3] Contents

[a] Standard Requirements; Actual and Potential Defaults

The notice of default must identify the trust deed by stating the name of the trustor or mortgagor and giving either
the book and page in which it is recorded, as in this form, or a description of the property. It must also include a
statement that a breach of the obligation secured by the trust deed or mortgage has occurred, a description of the nature
of the breach, and a statement of the beneficiary's or mortgagee's election to sell the property [Civ. Code § 2924 ]. All
copies of the notice must include its recordation date [see Civ. Code §§ 2924b(b)(1),(c)(1), 2924c(b)(1) ].

Reference should be made not only to actual defaults but also to any other default that might arise before
reinstatement, such as a delinquency in the payment of property taxes or installments under a senior trust deed. In one
case, a junior beneficiary recorded a notice of default and afterward cured another default under a senior trust deed. The
junior beneficiary then refused to accept a tender of payment for reinstatement on the ground that it did not cover the
amount for the curing the default under the senior trust deed. The court of appeal indicated that such a refusal was
wrongful. Although the junior beneficiary was entitled to add the disputed amount to the trustor's total debt, the junior
beneficiary was not entitled to add that amount to the total sum necessary for reinstatement because that amount was not
mentioned in the previously recorded notice of default [ Little v. Harbor Pacific Mortgage Investors (1985) 175 Cal.
App. 3d 717, 720-721, 221 Cal. Rptr. 59 ]. The court noted that the notice of default would have been sufficient to
require tender of the disputed amount if it had included a reference, not only to actual delinquencies, but also to
delinquent payments, if any, under the senior trust deed [ Little v. Harbor Pacific Mortgage Investors (1985) 175 Cal.
App. 3d 717, 721 n.6, 221 Cal. Rptr. 59 ].

[b] Reinstatement

If the beneficiary or mortgagee has elected to accelerate the secured debt, the trustor or mortgagor has a limited
right to reinstate the obligation without paying the entire accelerated amount [Civ. Code § 2924c(a)(1) ; see § 555.54],
and the notice of default must be prefaced with the statement set out in this form, which provides information
concerning reinstatement [Civ. Code §§ 2924, 2924c(b)(1) ]. The statement must be given in Spanish if either of the
following conditions is satisfied [Civ. Code § 2924c(b)(1) ]:

- The trustor or mortgagor requested a Spanish translation of the security agreement in a consumer
transaction described in Civ. Code § 1632(a)(1) or (4) .

- The secured obligation was negotiated principally in Spanish and is a home improvement contract
[see Bus. & Prof. Code §§ 7151.2, 7159 ] that is subject to the Unruh Act [see Civ. Code § 1801 et seq. ].

[c] Failure to Comply

Failure to comply with these requirements does not affect the validity of a subsequent private sale to a good faith
purchaser or the rights of a good faith lienholder [Civ. Code § 2924c(b)(2) ]. There is a rebuttable presumption that the
beneficiary actually knew of all unpaid loan payments to the beneficiary and secured by the trust deed or mortgage
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subject to the notice of default. The failure to include an actually known default does not invalidate the notice of sale,
however, and the beneficiary is not precluded from asserting a claim based on the omitted default in a separate notice of
default [Civ. Code § 2924 ].

[4] Recording, Mailing, and Publishing Notice

The trustee, beneficiary, or mortgagee, or an authorized agent, must file the original notice of default for record in
each county in which some part of the property is located [Civ. Code § 2924 ]. For further discussion, see § 555.52.
Acknowledgment is not required before recordation [ U.S. Hertz, Inc. v. Niobrara Farms (1974) 41 Cal. App. 3d 68,
85-86, 116 Cal. Rptr. 44 ].

Copies of the notice of default must be mailed to certain persons after recordation of the original notice [see Civ.
Code § 2924b(b)-(e) ]. The time and manner of mailing these copies, and the persons entitled to receive mailed copies,
are discussed in § 555.52[3]. In addition, publication of a copy of the notice is required in certain situations for the
benefit of the trustor or mortgagor [Civ. Code § 2924b(d) ]. For discussion of when this publication is necessary, and
the time and manner in which it is accomplished, see § 555.52[4].

The mailing, publication, and delivery of a notice of default (or other notice) as required in Civ. Code § 2924 , and
the performance of related statutory procedures, constitute privileged communications within Civ. Code § 47 [Civ. Code
§ 2924 ].
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§ 555.143 Notice of Rescission of Declaration of Default and Demand for Sale [Civ. Code § 2924c(a)(2) ]

[1] FORM

Notice of Rescission of Declaration of Default and Demand for Sale [Civ. Code § 2924c(a)(2) ]

[Space for recording information; see § 555.141[4].]

NOTICE OF RESCISSION OF DEFAULT

_________________ [Name], as [agent for] the _________________ [beneficiary or trustee or mortgagee] under a
_________________ [trust deed or mortgage] executed by _________________ [name] as _________________
[trustor or mortgagor] to _________________ [name] as _________________ [trustee or mortgagee] [for
_________________ (name) as beneficiary], recorded _________________ [date] in _________________ County,
California, at book _________________, page _________________, hereby rescinds the declaration of default and
election to sell the property that was recorded _________________ [date] in _________________ County, California,
at book _________________, page _________________. The date of reinstatement is _________________ [date].

_________________ [date]

_________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is for use by a beneficiary or mortgagee (or an agent for a beneficiary or mortgagee) in a
nonjudicial foreclosure proceeding, to record a notice of rescission of the declaration of default and election to sell [see
§ 555.142] after reinstatement of the secured obligation. The form must be delivered to the trustee for recordation [see
Civ. Code § 2924c(a)(2) ]. For discussion of reinstatement, see § 555.54.

[3] Notice of Rescission As Mandatory
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If the trustor, mortgagor, or other authorized person cures the default, the beneficiary, mortgagee, or an agent must,
within 21 days, execute and deliver to the trustee a notice rescinding the declaration of default and demand for sale and
stating the date of reinstatement. The trustee must cause the notice of rescission to be recorded within 30 days of
receiving it (accompanied by all allowable fees and costs). No charge, except for the recording fee, may be made to the
trustor for the execution and recordation of the notice of rescission [Civ. Code § 2924c(a)(2) ]. It appears that
acknowledgment of the notice of rescission is not necessary before recordation, as the notice does not confer any right
to or lien on the property [see U.S. Hertz, Inc. v. Niobrara Farms (1974) 41 Cal. App. 3d 68, 86, 116 Cal. Rptr. 44 ].
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§ 555.144 Notice of Sale [Civ. Code §§ 2924, 2924f(b), 2924g(a) ]

[1] FORM

Notice of Sale [Civ. Code §§ 2924, 2924f(b), 2924g(a) ]

[Space for recording information; see § 555.141[4].]

NOTICE OF SALE OF PROPERTY UNDER POWER OF SALE

YOU ARE IN DEFAULT UNDER A _________________ [TRUST DEED orMORTGAGE] DATED
_________________. UNLESS YOU TAKE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR PROPERTY, IT MAY BE SOLD AT A
PUBLIC SALE. IF YOU NEED AN EXPLANATION OF THE NATURE OF THE PROCEEDING AGAINST YOU,
YOU SHOULD CONTACT A LAWYER.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that, on _________________ [business day, i.e., Monday through Friday], the
_________________ day of _________________ [month], _________________ [year], at _________________ [time
between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.] at _________________ [street address and specific place at that address where sale
is to be held], in _________________ [city], _________________ [name of county in which all or any part of property
to be sold is located] County, California, _________________ [name of trustee or other person acting as trustee's agent
and conducting sale], whose street address in California is _________________ and whose _________________
[toll-free telephone number or telephone number in California] is _________________, will sell at public auction to the
highest bidder for cash, in lawful money of the United States, all payable at the time of the sale, the real property
described below.

[EITHER]

The real property is located in the [City of _________________,] County of _________________, State of
California. It is commonly described as _________________ [street address or other common designation]. The county
assessor's parcel number for the property is _________________. [If desired, add: The following is the legal description
of the property: _________________.]
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[OR, if property has no street address or other common designation]

The real property is located in the [City of _________________,] County of _________________, State of
California. The following is the legal description of the property: _________________. Directions to the property may
be obtained by submitting a written request to the beneficiary requesting this sale, within 10 days after
_________________ [date of first publication of notice]. The name of the beneficiary is _________________ and
_________________ [his or her] address is _________________.

[CONTINUE]

The sale will be made without covenant or warranty regarding title, possession, or encumbrances, pursuant to the
power of sale conferred in a _________________ [trust deed or mortgage] dated _________________, executed by
_________________ [name], _________________ [specify status, e.g., a single man], as _________________ [trustor
or mortgagor] to _________________ [name], _________________ [specify status, e.g., a corporation], as
_________________ [trustee for _________________ (name) as beneficiary or mortgagee], recorded
_________________ [date], in _________________ County, California, at book _________________, page
_________________.

A notice of default was recorded _________________ [date], in _________________ County, California, at book
_________________, page _________________.

This notice is given in compliance with a written request made to the trustee by the beneficiary.

On _________________ [date], which is the date of the initial publication of this notice, the total unpaid balance of
the obligation secured by the property plus reasonably estimated costs, expenses, and advances amounted to $
_________________.

[Add if appropriate: This notice of sale is being republished pursuant to a cancellation of a cash equivalent pursuant
to Civil Code Section 2924h(d) .]

[If present holder of secured note is not original beneficiary or mortgagee, add: The beneficial interest under the
_________________ (trust deed or mortgage) and the secured obligations were assigned to _________________ (name
of assignee), _________________ (specify status, e.g., a corporation), by an assignment dated _________________
(date), and recorded _________________ (date) in _________________ County, California, at book
_________________, page _________________.]

[If there has been substitution of original trustee under trust deed, add: The undersigned was appointed and
substituted as trustee under the trust deed by a substitution dated _________________ (date) and recorded
_________________ (date) in _________________ County, California, at book _________________, page
_________________.]

_________________ [date]

_________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

_________________ [Trustee orMortgagee]

[2] Use of Form
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The form in [1], above, is for use by a trustee, mortgagee, or other person conducting a sale of real property
pursuant to a power of sale conferred in a trust deed or mortgage, to give notice of the sale [see Civ. Code §§ 2924,
2924b(b)-(e), 2924f(b), 2924g(a) ]. For discussion of the requirements relating to the time and manner of recording the
original notice of sale and posting, publishing, and mailing copies of the notice of sale, see § 555.56.

[3] Typeface and Heading

A notice of sale of real property under a power of sale must conform to the minimum requirements of Gov. Code §
6043 [Civ. Code § 2924f(b)(1) ]. Thus, the notice must be set in type that is not smaller than nonpareil. Further, it must
be preceded with words (that is, a heading) printed in blackface type, not smaller than nonpareil, describing or
expressing in general terms the purport or character of the notice intended to be given [Gov. Code § 6043 ]. (There is no
statutory definition of ''nonpareil'' as a type size. It is about six points, according to some old typesetting manuals.)

[4] Contents of Notice

[a] In General

The notice of sale must include the following contents (as well as information described in [b]-[d], below):

- A statement required by Civ. Code § 2924f(c)(3) , which is set out in the first paragraph of the body of
this form [Civ. Code § 2924f(b)(1) ].

- The time of the sale, which must be between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. on a business day [Civ. Code
§ 2924g(a) ].

- The street address and the specific place at that address where the sale will be held, which must be
in the county in which any part of the property to be sold is located [Civ. Code §§ 2924, 2924f(b)(1),
2924g(a) ].

- The name, street address in California (which may reflect an agent of the trustee), and either a
toll-free telephone number or telephone number in California of the trustee, and the name of the original
trustor [Civ. Code § 2924f(b)(1) ].

- A statement that the notice is being republished pursuant to a cancellation of a cash equivalent
under Civ. Code § 2924h(d) [see § 555.57[5]], if this is the case [Civ. Code § 2924f(b)(1) ].

In addition, if there has been an assignment of the secured note or a substitution of trustees, the notice of sale
should include appropriate recording information [see Civ. Code §§ 2934, 2934a(a) ]. The name, address, and telephone
number of the substituted trustee must be included in the notice of sale, otherwise any sale by that trustee will be void
[Civ. Code § 2934a(e) ].

Other provisions in this form, such as the statement that the sale will be made without warranty of title, that the sale
will be for cash, and that the notice is given pursuant to the beneficiary's request, are clauses that are typically included
pursuant to the terms of standard trust deed forms.

It appears that acknowledgment of the notice of sale is not necessary before recordation, because the notice does
not confer any right to or lien on the property [see U.S. Hertz, Inc. v. Niobrara Farms (1974) 41 Cal. App. 3d 68, 86,
116 Cal. Rptr. 44 ].

[b] Property Description

The description of the property must include the county assessor's parcel number and the street address, if any, or
other common designation, if any. If the property has no street address or other common designation, the notice must
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include a legal description of the property, the name and address of the beneficiary at whose request the sale is to be
conducted, and a statement that directions may be obtained pursuant to a written request submitted to the beneficiary
within 10 days from the first publication of the notice of sale [Civ. Code § 2924f(b)(1) ].

If the notice of sale indicates that directions to the property may be obtained from the beneficiary, any such
directions will be deemed reasonably sufficient to locate the property if they refer to the direction and approximate
distance from the nearest crossroads, frontage road, or access road [Civ. Code § 2924f(b)(1) ].

If the property description includes a legal description or a county assessor's parcel number and either a street
address or another common designation of the property, the validity of the notice and the validity of the sale will not be
affected by any error or omission in the street address, other common designation, name and address of the beneficiary,
or the directions obtained from the beneficiary [Civ. Code § 2924f(b)(1) ].

[c] Amount Due

The notice must state the total amount of the unpaid balance of the secured obligation and reasonably estimated
costs, expenses, and advances as of the date of the initial publication of the notice of sale. The trustee is not liable for
any good faith error in stating the proper amount, including any amount provided in good faith by or on behalf of the
beneficiary, and an inaccurate statement does not affect the validity of the sale to a good faith purchaser [Civ. Code §
2924f(b)(1) ]. For discussion of permitted costs and expenses, see §§ 555.54[2], 555.58.

[d] Unified Sale Including Personal Property or Fixtures

If the sale of the property is to be a unified sale [see Com. Code § 9604(a)(1)(B) ], the notice must include a
description of the personal property or fixtures to be sold. If it is contemplated that all of the personal property or
fixtures are to be sold, the description in the notice of the personal property or fixtures will be sufficient if it is the same
as the description of the personal property or fixtures contained in the agreement creating the security interest in or
encumbrance on the personal property or fixtures or the filed financing statement relating to the personal property or
fixtures. In all other cases, the description in the notice will be sufficient if it would be a sufficient description of the
personal property or fixtures under Com. Code § 9108 [Civ. Code § 2924f(b)(2) ].

Inclusion of a reference to or a description of personal property or fixtures will not constitute an election by the
secured party to conduct a unified sale and in no way will render defective or noncomplying either the notice or a sale
pursuant to that notice by reason of the fact that the sale includes none or less than all of the personal property or
fixtures referred to or described in the notice [Civ. Code § 2924f(b)(2) ].
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§ 555.145 Declaration of Mailing Notices of Default and Sale [Civ. Code § 2924b(e) ]

[1] FORM

Declaration of Mailing Notices of Default and Sale [Civ. Code § 2924b(e) ]

DECLARATION OF MAILING

I, _________________ [name], declare:

1. I am _________________ [identity of declarant, e.g., and at all times mentioned was, trustee under a trust deed
executed by _________________ (name) as _________________ trustor to _________________ (name) as
_________________ trustee for _________________ (name) as beneficiary and recorded _________________ (date),
in _________________ County, California, at book _________________, page _________________]. I am over the
age of 18 years. My _________________ [residence or business] address is _________________ [address].

2. On _________________ [date], within 10 business days after recordation of the notice of default, a true and
correct copy of which is attached to this declaration, I deposited in the United States mail copies of the notice of default
in separate, sealed envelopes, with first-class postage fully prepaid, addressed as follows:

_________________ [Name and address of each trustor or mortgagor to whom notice of default was mailed].

3. On _________________ [date], more than three months after the recording of the notice of default and at least
20 days before the date of the sale set forth in the notice of sale, a true and correct copy of which is attached to this
declaration, I deposited in the United States mail copies of the notice of sale in separate, sealed envelopes, with
first-class postage fully prepaid, addressed to the persons at the addresses stated above.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct.

_________________ [date]

_________________ [signature]
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_________________ [typed name]

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a declaration for use by any person who is required to send copies of a notice of default
or sale to each trustor or mortgagor by first class mail, in addition to those copies required to be sent by registered or
certified mail [see under Civ. Code § 2924b(b),(c) ; §§ 555.52[3][a], 555.56[3]]. Such a person must also execute and
retain an affidavit (or declaration under Code Civ. Proc. § 2015.5 ) showing that these additional copies were mailed as
required [Civ. Code § 2924b(e) ].

[3] Contents and Effect of Declaration

The affidavit (or declaration under Code Civ. Proc. § 2015.5 ) must state the following facts [Civ. Code § 2924b(e)
]:

- The name and residence or business address of the declarant.

- That the declarant is over the age of 18 years.

- A specification of each notice of which a copy was mailed.

- The date each copy of a notice was deposited in the mail.

- The name and address of each trustor or mortgagor to whom a copy of a notice was mailed.

- That each envelope containing a copy of notice was sealed and deposited in the mail with
first-class postage fully prepaid.

In the absence of fraud, the affidavit (or declaration) establishes a conclusive presumption of mailing [Civ. Code §
2924b(e) ].
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§ 555.146 Deed by Trustee Pursuant to Exercise of Power of Sale [Civ. Code § 2924 ]

[1] FORM

Deed by Trustee Pursuant to Exercise of Power of Sale [Civ. Code § 2924 ]

[Recording information. See § 555.136[1].]

TRUSTEE'S DEED

_________________ [Name of trustee], _________________ [capacity, e.g., a California corporation], as trustee
under the trust deed described below, grants without warranty to _________________ [name] all that real property
situated in [_________________ (city),] _________________ County, California, at _________________ [street
address or other common designation], described as follows: _________________ [full legal description].

This conveyance is made pursuant to the powers conferred on the grantor by the trust deed executed by
_________________ [name] as trustor to _________________ [name] as trustee for _________________ [name] as
beneficiary, recorded _________________ [date] in _________________ County, California, at book
_________________, page _________________, and after fulfillment of the conditions specified in the trust deed
authorizing this conveyance, as follows:

1. A default occurred in the obligations for which the transfer in trust under the trust deed was given as security,
and notice of default was recorded in _________________ [the or each] county in which the property described in the
trust deed is situated. The default consisted of the following: _________________ [specify all breaches, e.g.,
_________________ (name of trustor) failed to make timely installment payments of principal and interest due for the
months of _________________ through _________________]. This default still existed at the time of sale.

2. The beneficiary made due demand on the trustee to sell the property pursuant to the terms of the trust deed.

3. Not less than three months elapsed between the recordation of the notice of default and the posting and first
publication of the notice of sale of the property.
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4. The trustee gave notice of the time and place of sale of the property in accordance with law and the terms of the
trust deed.

5. Copies of the notice of default and notice of sale were mailed in accordance with the law to the trustor and to all
persons who recorded requests for copies of notice or who were entitled by law to receive notice.

6. The trustee sold the property at public auction on _________________ [date] in _________________ County,
California, in accordance with the law and the terms of the trust deed. The above-named grantee was the highest bidder
at the sale, became the purchaser, and paid to the trustee the amount bid, being $ _________________, in lawful money
of the United States.

_________________ [date]

_________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Trustee

[Acknowledgment. See § 555.141[1].]

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a deed for use by a trustee to grant title to the person who purchased the property at the
foreclosure sale [see Civ. Code § 2924 ]. For discussion of the effect of the trustee's deed and the rights of the grantee,
see §§ 555.61 and 555.62.

[3] Contents of Deed

The form in [1], above, includes a conveyance of title without warranty, because the trustee has no duty to guaranty
title [ Brown v. Busch (1957) 152 Cal. App. 2d 200, 204, 313 P.2d 19 ].

The form also includes recitals indicating that title was duly conveyed pursuant to the trustee's authority under the
terms of the trust deed, after (1) a specified default in the secured obligation, and (2) compliance with all terms of the
trust deed and all applicable requirements of law. For discussion of the effect of the recitals of compliance with
statutory notice requirements, see § 555.63[2][b].

[4] Cross References

For discussion of grant deeds generally, see Ch. 184, Deeds, § 184.10 et seq.

For discussion and forms relating to unlawful detainer proceedings by a purchaser at a foreclosure sale against a trustor
or mortgagor who remains in possession, see Ch. 333, Landlord and Tenant: Eviction Actions.
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§ 555.147 Complaint for Declaratory Relief [Code Civ. Proc. §§ 1060, 1061 ] and for Preliminary and Permanent
Injunctive Relief [Code Civ. Proc. § 525 et seq. ; Civ. Code § 3420 et seq. ]--To Prevent Private Sale Based on
Alleged Breach of Obligation Secured by Trust Deed [Civ. Code § 3367(3) ]--By Trustor or Successor

[1] FORM

Complaint for Declaratory Relief [Code Civ. Proc. §§ 1060, 1061 ] and for Preliminary and Permanent
Injunctive Relief [Code Civ. Proc. § 525 et seq. ; Civ. Code § 3420 et seq. ]--To Prevent Private Sale Based on
Alleged Breach of Obligation Secured by Trust Deed [Civ. Code § 3367(3) ]--By Trustor or Successor

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________
_________________________ [name], )

Plaintiff,) NO. _______________
vs. ) COMPLAINT FOR

)DECLARATORY RELIEF AND
)INJUNCTION

_________________________ [name ], )
Defendant.)

)

Plaintiff alleges:

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
(Declaratory Relief)

1. [Capacity and residence of plaintiff. See § 555.120[1], Paragraph 1.]

2. [Capacity and residence of defendants. See § 555.120[1], Paragraphs 2 and 3.]

3. [Making of promissory note. See § 555.125[1], Paragraph 5.]
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4. On the same day and as part of the same transaction, plaintiff executed a trust deed conveying certain property to
defendant _________________ [name] as trustee for defendant _________________ [name], the beneficiary, to secure
payment of the note. That property is located in _________________ County, California, and is described as follows
(''the property''): _________________ [legal description]. The trust deed was recorded _________________ [date] in
_________________ County, California, at book _________________, page _________________. A copy of the trust
deed is attached as Exhibit B and incorporated by reference.

5. On _________________ [date], defendant _________________ [name] recorded a notice of default in
_________________ County, California, at book _________________, page _________________, alleging that the
following breach of the obligation secured by the deed of trust had occurred: _________________ [summarize breach
set out in notice of default]. A copy of the notice of default is attached as Exhibit C and incorporated by reference.

6. _________________ [Allege facts showing that default was improperly declared or that defendant is otherwise
not entitled to proceed with sale of property].

7. An actual controversy has arisen and now exists between plaintiff and defendants concerning their respective
rights and duties. Plaintiff contends that _________________ [plaintiff's contentions as to legal consequences resulting
from allegations above, e.g., defendant _________________ (name of beneficiary) was not entitled to accelerate the
maturity of the secured obligation by reason of the acts of plaintiff described above], whereas defendants dispute this
contention and contend that _________________ [defendants' contentions, e.g., defendant _________________ (name
of beneficiary) was entitled to accelerate it].

8. A judicial declaration is necessary and appropriate at this time in the circumstances in order that plaintiff may
ascertain plaintiff's rights and duties under the note and trust deed.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
(Injunction)

9. Plaintiff refers to and incorporates Paragraphs 1-6 of the First Cause of Action.

10. Defendants threaten to (and unless restrained, will) sell the property, or cause it to be sold, to plaintiff's great
and irreparable injury, for which pecuniary compensation would not afford adequate relief, in that _________________
[specify].

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays judgment against defendant as follows:

1. For a declaration of the rights and duties of the parties, including a declaration that _________________ [specify
declaration, e.g., a breach of the obligation for which the trust deed is security has not occurred];

2. For an order requiring defendant _________________ [name of trustee] to show cause why defendant should not
be enjoined as set forth below, during the pendency of this action;

3. For a temporary restraining order, a preliminary injunction, and a permanent injunction, all enjoining defendant
_________________ [name of trustee] and all persons acting under, for, or in concert with that defendant, from selling
the trust property or attempting to sell it or causing it to be sold, either under the power of sale in the trust deed or by
foreclosure action.

4. For costs of suit herein incurred; and

5. For any other and further relief as the court may deem proper.

Dated: _________________.
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_________________ [firm name, if any]

By: _________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Attorney for Plaintiff _________________ [name]

[Verification. See § 555.120[1].]

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a complaint for use by a trustor or a successor in interest, to bring an action to enjoin a
threatened nonjudicial foreclosure sale under a power of sale in a trust deed [Civ. Code § 3420 et seq. ; Code Civ. Proc.
§ 525 et seq. ] and obtain a declaration of the rights of the parties [Code Civ. Proc. §§ 1060, 1061 ], when the plaintiff
contends that the beneficiary and trustee are not entitled to exercise the power of sale. For further discussion, see §
555.63[1].

Although the trustor or a successor in interest is usually the plaintiff in this type of action, it appears that any other
person with an interest adversely affected by the sale may also have a cause of action [see, e.g., Lansdown v. Smith &
Sons R. Corp., Ltd. (1934) 1 Cal. App. 2d 618, 619-620, 37 P.2d 127 (assuming, without deciding, that junior lienholder
would have standing to sue)].

Foreclosure for failure to pay a prepayment penalty was not enjoinable on the basis of equitable estoppel when the
collection agent mistakenly accepted payoff from the debtor's agent without a penalty, even though the debtor's agent
knew of the clear penalty language in the note [ Sanguansak v. Myers (1986) 178 Cal. App. 3d 110, 117-118, 223 Cal.
Rptr. 490 ]. Nor could an injunction be issued on the basis of Civ. Code § 1501 (waiver of the inadequacies of tendered
performance if no objection is made at the time of tender) or Code Civ. Proc. § 2076 (same) after the collection agent
mistakenly accepted payoff without objection or demand for the prepayment penalty, because those statutes apply to
intentional failures to demand proper tender [ Sanguansak v. Myers (1986) 178 Cal. App. 3d 110, 115-117, 223 Cal.
Rptr. 490 ].

[3] Allegations

This complaint states two causes of action. The first, for declaratory relief, alleges the following facts:

- The existence of the secured obligation and trust deed in issue, indicating a proper subject for
declaratory relief (Paragraphs 3 and 4) [see Code Civ. Proc. § 1060 (declaration of rights under written
instrument or in respect to property)].

- The declaration of default and election to sell under the trust deed, together with any other steps
that the defendant trustee may have taken to conduct the threatened sale (Paragraphs 5).

- The existence of facts on the basis of which the plaintiff contends that an actual justiciable
controversy exists with respect to the defendant trustee's right to conduct the sale (Paragraphs 6-8) [Code
Civ. Proc. §§ 1060, 1061 ].

For further discussion and alternative forms of complaints relating to declaratory relief generally, see Ch. 182,
Declaratory Relief.

The second cause of action for injunctive relief incorporates the allegations of the first cause of action (Paragraph
9) and alleges grounds for preliminary and permanent injunctive relief to enjoin the threatened sale (Paragraph 10) [Civ.
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Code § 3422(1) ; Code Civ. Proc. § 526(a)(2), (4) ]. For further discussion and forms relating to injunctive relief
generally, including forms for use in conjunction with this form of complaint to obtain preliminary injunctive relief, see
Ch. 303, Injunctions.

[4] Verification

Verification [see Code Civ. Proc. § 446 ] is required if the plaintiff seeks a temporary restraining order or a
preliminary injunction on the complaint instead of on an affidavit (or declarations under Code Civ. Proc. § 2015.5 ) [see
Code Civ. Proc. § 527(a) ; see generally Ch. 303, Injunctions]. Otherwise, verification is not required [see Code Civ.
Proc. § 128.7(a) (unless otherwise required by law, pleadings not required to be verified)]. However, if the complaint is
verified, the defendant is required to file a verified answer in an unlimited civil case [Code Civ. Proc. §§ 92(b), 446(a) ]
and is precluded from making a general denial in an unlimited civil case and even in a limited civil case that is based on
a claim assigned to a third party for collection [see Code Civ. Proc. § 431.30(d) ]. For further discussion of the effect
that verifying a complaint has on the answer, see Ch. 26, Answers.

If relying on a verified complaint instead of an affidavit (or declaration), counsel must plead evidentiary facts that
would entitle the plaintiff to the relief sought [see E.H. Renzel Co. v. Warehousemen's Union (1940) 16 Cal. 2d 369,
373, 106 P.2d 1 ; San Juan G. Co. v. San Juan R. etc. Assn. (1939) 34 Cal. App. 2d 159, 174, 93 P.2d 582 ]. In addition,
counsel must append to this form a certificate relating to notice [Code Civ. Proc. § 527(a) ; Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 379
]. For discussion, a procedural checklist, and additional forms necessary to obtain a temporary restraining order or
preliminary injunction, see Ch. 303, Injunctions.

[5] Jurisdiction and Venue

An action for declaratory relief or for a permanent injunction restraining a private sale of real property is within the
jurisdiction of the superior court and is not a limited civil action [Cal. Const., art. VI, § 10 ; Code Civ. Proc. § 1060 ;
see Code Civ. Proc. §§ 85, 86(a)(8), (b) ]. When title or right to possession is to be tried, or permanent injunctive relief
is sought, the case will be classified as an unlimited civil case [see Code Civ. Proc. § 88 ].

In an action for the determination of rights with respect to real property, the superior court in the county in which
the real property is situated is the proper court for the trial of the action [Code Civ. Proc. § 392(a)(1) ].
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§ 555.148 Petition and Declaration Regarding Unresolved Claims and Deposit of Undistributed Surplus Proceeds
of Trustee's Sale--Judicial Council Form MC-095

[1] FORM

Petition and Declaration Regarding Unresolved Claims and Deposit of Undistributed Surplus Proceeds of
Trustee's Sale--Judicial Council Form MC-095

Click here to view image.

[2] Use of Form

The form illustrated in [1], above, is the mandatory Judicial Council form for a petition and declaration to be used
by a trustee when the trustee is unable to determine the priority of written claims to the surplus, or the trustee
determines that there is a conflict between potential claimants [Civ. Code § 2924j(c) ; see Cal. Judicial Council Form
MC-095 ]. This form is available in electronic format in LexisNexis TM Automated California Judicial Council Forms.
The form may also be viewed, and an interactive version accessed (for an individual or monthly charge) at
www.lexis.com or www.lexisone.com. A full size blank copy of the form is also available in California Forms of
Pleading and Practice, Judicial Council Forms Volumes.

At the time of filing this form, the trustee must deposit the portion of the sale proceeds that cannot be distributed
with the court [Civ. Code § 2924j(c) ] and send appropriate notice to all potential claimants [Civ. Code § 2924j(d) ; see
[4], below].

At least 15 days before the scheduled hearing date, the court must serve written notice of the hearing by first class
mail on all claimants identified in the trustee's declaration, at the specified addresses of the claimants. Within 90 days
after the trustee files the petition and declaration and deposits the funds with the clerk, the court must consider all
claims filed. After the hearing, the court must distribute the deposited funds to all entitled claimants in the priority
specified by statute [Civ. Code § 2924j(d) ; see § 555.59 (priority of claims)].

[3] Information, Allegations, and Accompanying Documents
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The declaration must set forth (1) the date of the trustee's sale, (2) a description of the property, (3) the names and
addresses of all persons to whom notice was sent, (4) a statement that the trustee exercised due diligence and provided
written notice as required, and (5) the amount of the sale proceeds deposited. In addition, the trustee must submit a copy
of the trustee's sale guaranty and any information relevant to the identity, location, and priority of potential claims. The
trustee must also file proof of service of the required notice with the declaration [Civ. Code § 2924j(c) ; see [4], below].

[4] Notice of Conflicting Claims Mailed to Entitled Persons

Before the trustee deposits the funds with the court clerk, the trustee must send written notice by first-class mail,
postage prepaid, to all persons entitled to notice of conflicting claims. The notice must state that the trustee intends to
deposit the funds with the clerk, and that claimants must file claims within 30 days following the date of the notice. The
address of the court where the funds were deposited, and a phone number for further information, must be included in
the notice [Civ. Code § 2924j(d) ].

[5] Jurisdiction and Venue

The petition and declaration and related documents [see [3], above] must be filed, and the sales proceeds that
cannot be distributed must be deposited, with the clerk of the superior court of the county in which the sale occurred
[Civ. Code § 2924j(c) ].
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§§ 555.149-555.159 [Reserved]

[Reserved]
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§ 555.160 Complaint for Foreclosure of Deed of Trust Based on Monetary Default [Code Civ. Proc. §§ 725a,
726(a) ]--By Beneficiary

[1] FORM

Complaint for Foreclosure of Deed of Trust Based on Monetary Default [Code Civ. Proc. §§ 725a, 726(a)
]--By Beneficiary

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________
_________________________ [name], )

Plaintiff,) NO. _______________
vs. ) COMPLAINT FOR

)FORECLOSURE OF TRUST
)DEED

_________________________ [name ], )
Defendant.)

)

Plaintiff alleges:

1. [Capacity and residence of plaintiff. See § 555.120[1], Paragraph 1.]

2. Defendant, _________________ [name of trustor], is, and at all times mentioned was, _________________
[allege capacity and residence, e.g., a resident of _________________ County, California].

3. [Making of promissory note. See § 555.126[1], Paragraph 3.]

4. [Execution and recordation of trust deed. See § 555.147[1], Paragraph 4.]

5. Defendant is the record owner of the property.
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6. [On _________________ (date) the note and the beneficial interest in the trust deed were assigned to plaintiff. A
copy of the assignment is attached as Exhibit C and incorporated by reference.] Plaintiff is now, and at all times
_________________ [mentioned was or since _________________ (date of assignment) has been], the lawful owner
and holder of the note and the beneficiary of the trust deed.

7. The note provides that, should a default occur in the payment of any installment when due, or in the performance
of any obligation in the trust deed securing payment of the note, the whole sum of principal and interest shall become
immediately due at the election of the holder of the note and shall, at the election of the holder, bear interest during the
period of the default at the rate of _________________ percent per annum. The trust deed provides that, should a
default occur in the payment of any debt secured by the trust deed, or in the performance of any obligation in the note or
trust deed, all sums secured by the trust deed shall, at the election of the beneficiary, become immediately due and
payable.

8. By the terms of the note, defendant promised to pay monthly installments of $ _________________ or more,
principal and interest, on the _________________ day of each month beginning _________________ [date]. Defendant
has failed and refused to make payments of $ _________________ principal and interest, due on _________________
[date] and in subsequent months, up to and including _________________ [date], and amounting to $
_________________ in installments. By reason of these defaults, plaintiff elected to declare the whole sum of principal
and interest immediately due and payable. The whole sum due consists of a principal balance of $ _________________
plus interest from _________________ [date] to _________________ [date] at _________________ percent per
annum amounting to $ _________________, a combined total of $ _________________. Interest on the combined total
amounts to $ _________________ per day for each additional day from _________________ [date] to the date of entry
of judgment.

[9. _________________ (Allege additional obligation in default, e.g., By the terms of the trust deed, defendant
promised to pay, at least _________________ days before delinquency, all general and special city and county taxes
affecting the property. Defendant has failed and refused to pay these for the fiscal year _________________ in the sum
of $ _________________, and plaintiff has paid these taxes to prevent a sale to the State of California for
delinquency).]

[10. _________________ (Allege additional obligation in default, e.g., By the terms of the trust deed, defendant
promised to provide and maintain in force at all times fire, earthquake, and other insurance, each in an amount
satisfactory to, and with loss payable to, plaintiff as beneficiary. Since _________________ (date), defendant has failed
and refused to renew and maintain in force fire, earthquake, and other insurance. By reason of defendant's failure and
refusal to pay the premium on the insurance policies at the time of renewal, plaintiff has been required to pay, and has
paid, the premiums on the insurance in order to keep the property and improvements insured at all times. The dates and
amounts of, and periods covered by, these payments are: _________________ (specify). By the terms of the trust deed,
when plaintiff is required to make payments because of defendant's failure and refusal to pay the premiums on the
insurance policies, the amounts paid by plaintiff shall be charged to the principal due on the note secured by the trust
deed. The sum of $ _________________, representing payment by plaintiff on the insurance policies, is not included in,
and is in addition to, the above-described principal sum of $ _________________).]

11. By the terms of the trust deed, defendant promised that if any action were commenced on the note or trust deed,
defendant would pay plaintiff's reasonable attorney's fees and that these charges would also become a lien on the
property. By reason of the above-mentioned defaults by defendant it has become necessary for plaintiff to employ
_________________ [name], an attorney at law duly licensed to practice in all the courts of the State of California, to
commence and prosecute this foreclosure action.

[12. _________________ (If deficiency judgment is being sought, allege basis for personal liability of defendant
other than trustor, e.g., On _________________ (date) _________________ (name) assumed the obligation evidenced
by the note. A copy of the assumption agreement is attached as Exhibit D and incorporated by reference).]
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[13. _________________ (If deficiency judgment, otherwise permissible, is not being sought, allege express
waiver, if desired, e.g., Plaintiff waives judgment for any deficiency between the sale price of the real property and the
amount due plaintiff with costs).]

[14. _________________ (Allege existence of all known junior lienholders or other interest holders, if any, e.g.,
Defendant _________________ (name) is a judgment creditor of defendant _________________ (name of trustor) and
on _________________ (date) recorded an abstract of judgment for the sum of $ _________________ in
_________________ County, California. The lien of this judgment is subsequent to and subject to the lien of the trust
deed).]

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays judgment as follows:

1. Against _________________ [names of trustor and any other defendant personally liable for secured
obligation] for the total sum of $ _________________, principal and interest, together with interest at the rate of $
_________________ per day from _________________ [date] to the date of entry of judgment[, and for the sum of $
_________________ paid by plaintiff on account of _________________ (specify additional amounts of taxes,
premiums, etc., for which plaintiff is entitled to repayment under terms of trust deed)];

2. Against _________________ [names of trustor and any other defendant personally liable for secured
obligation] for attorney's fees in an amount that the court adjudges reasonable;

3. Adjudging that all rights, claims, ownership, liens, titles, and demands of defendant[s, jointly and severally,] are
subsequent to and subject to the lien of the trust deed;

4. Adjudging that the trust deed be foreclosed, that the property be sold according to law by a levying officer to be
appointed by the court, that the proceeds of the sale be applied in payment of the amounts due to plaintiff, that [each]
defendant and all persons claiming under [each] defendant, after execution of plaintiff's trust deed, whether as lien
claimant, judgment creditor, claimant under a junior trust deed, purchaser, lienholder, or otherwise, be barred and
foreclosed from all rights, claims, interests, or equity of redemption in the property and every part of the property when
time for redemption has elapsed;

[5. Adjudging that _________________ (names of trustor and any other defendant personally liable for secured
obligation) is/are personally liable for payment of the obligation secured by the trust deed, and that a deficiency
judgment may be ordered following proceedings prescribed by law;]

6. Permitting plaintiff or any parties to this action to become a purchaser at the foreclosure sale;

7. Directing the levying officer, after the time for redemption has elapsed, to execute a deed to the purchaser of the
property at the sale, and directing that the purchaser be let into possession of the property on production of the levying
officer's deed;

8. For costs of suit herein incurred; and

9. For any other and further relief as the court may deem proper.

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [firm name, if any]

By: _________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]
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Attorney for Plaintiff _________________ [name]

[Verification, if desired. See § 555.120[1].]

[2] Use of Form

This form is a complaint for use by a beneficiary of a trust deed to bring an action for foreclosure based on a
monetary default in the obligation secured by the trust deed [Code Civ. Proc. §§ 725a, 726(a) ; see § 555.70]. It may be
modified for use by a mortgagee [see Code Civ. Proc. §§ 725a, 726(a) ; § 555.70[2][a]].

A lis pendens should be recorded at the time the complaint is filed [Code Civ. Proc. § 405.20 et seq. ; see §
555.70[3]]. For further discussion and a form of lis pendens for use in a foreclosure action, see Ch. 348, Lis Pendens.

[3] Allegations

This complaint alleges the following essential facts:

- The secured obligation (Paragraph 3).

- The trust deed securing the obligation (Paragraph 4).

- The plaintiff's status as creditor (Paragraph 6).

- Acceleration clauses enabling the plaintiff to declare the entire unpaid debt immediately due
(Paragraph 7) [see Code Civ. Proc. § 728 ; § 555.15[3]].

- The defaults entitling the plaintiff to foreclose (Paragraphs 8-10) [see Code Civ. Proc. § 726(a) ].

- A provision for the recovery of reasonable attorney's fees (Paragraph 11) [see Code Civ. Proc. §
730 ; § 555.74].

- Optional allegations for use if the plaintiff will seek a deficiency judgment (Paragraph 12) or if the
plaintiff desires to waive recovery of a deficiency judgment (Paragraph 13) [see Code Civ. Proc. §
726(b) ].

[4] Defendants

Necessary defendants are the record owner, whether the trustor or a successor, and all persons with a recorded
interest in the property that is subsequent or subordinate to the trust deed [see Code Civ. Proc. § 726(c) ]. Persons who
are liable for the secured obligation must be made defendants if a deficiency judgment is being sought [see Code Civ.
Proc. § 726(b) ]. The trustee need not be a defendant [see Field v. Acres (1937) 9 Cal. 2d 110, 112-113, 69 P.2d 422 ].
For further discussion relating to these parties, see § 555.70[2].

[5] Appointment of Receiver

In some circumstances a receiver may be appointed during the pendency of the action, to take possession of the
property [Code Civ. Proc. § 564(b)(2) ; see § 555.70[4]]. For further discussion and related forms, see Ch. 486,
Receivers.

A receiver may be appointed in an action by a secured lender for specific performance of an as signment of rents in
a trust deed, mortgage, or separate assignment document. Such an appointment may be continued after entry of a
judgment for specific performance in the action if appropriate to protect, operate, or maintain the property or to collect
rents while a pending nonjudicial foreclosure under power of sale is being completed [Code Civ. Proc. § 564(b)(11) ].
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A receiver may be appointed in a case brought by an assignee under an assignment of leases, rents, issues, or profits
pursuant to Civ. Code § 2938(g) [Code Civ. Proc. § 564(b)(12) ; see Civ. Code § 2938 (governing written assignments
of interests in leases, rents, issues, or profits of real property made in connection with obligation secured by real
property); see also § 555.81[1]].

[6] Deficiency Judgment

If a deficiency judgment is being sought, the court will determine whether one may be recovered in the
circumstances and, if so, who among the defendants may be held liable [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ; see § 555.163[2]].
The amount of the deficiency will be determined and adjudged in a subsequent proceeding, which must be commenced
within three months after the sale of the property under the foreclosure decree [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ; see § 555.73
and §§ 555.164-555.168].

[7] Verification

Verification of this complaint is not required [see Code Civ. Proc. § 128.7(a) (unless otherwise required by law,
pleadings not required to be verified)]. However, if the complaint is verified, the defendant is required to file a verified
answer in a superior court action other than a limited civil case [Code Civ. Proc. §§ 92(b), 446(a) ] and is precluded
from making a general denial in superior court actions that are not limited civil cases and in some limited civil cases
[see Code Civ. Proc. § 431.30(d) ]. For further discussion of the effect that verifying a complaint has on the answer, see
Ch. 26, Answers.

[8] Jurisdiction and Venue

The superior court has jurisdiction of foreclosure actions involving real property; the action is not a limited civil
case [see Cal. Const., art. VI, § 10 ; Code Civ. Proc. §§ 85, 86 ]. The court retains jurisdiction until expiration of the
statutory redemption period [ Van Loben Sels v. Bunnell (1901) 131 Cal. 489, 492, 63 P. 773 ; see § 555.72]. When title
or right to possession is to be tried, or permanent injunctive relief is sought, the case will be classified as an unlimited
civil case [see Code Civ. Proc. § 88 ].

When the United States is a defendant, the action may be brought in, or removed to, the U.S. district court [28
U.S.C. §§ 1444, 2410(a) ; see § 555.70[2][b]].

The superior court in the county in which all or part of the encumbered property is located is the proper court for
the trial of a foreclosure action [Code Civ. Proc. § 392(a)(2) ].
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§ 555.161 Affirmative Defense Allegation--Bar of Statute of Limitations [Civ. Code § 2911(1) ; Code Civ. Proc. §
337(1) ]

[1] FORM

Affirmative Defense Allegation--Bar of Statute of Limitations [Civ. Code § 2911(1) ; Code Civ. Proc. § 337(1)
]

AS A [_________________ (if more than one, specify number, e.g., FIRST)] SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSE [if more than one cause of action is alleged, state TO THE _________________ (specify, e.g., SECOND)
CAUSE OF ACTION], defendant alleges that the plaintiff's alleged cause of action herein is barred by the provisions of
Civil Code Section 2911(1) and Code of Civil Procedure Section 337(1) in that the four-year statute of limitations has
run on the promissory note secured by the _________________ [trust deed or mortgage].

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is for use by a defendant in an action for foreclosure to raise the statute of limitations as a
bar by way of an affirmative defense [Code Civ. Proc. § 431.30(b)(2) ; see Flack v. Boland (1938) 11 Cal. 2d 103,
106-107, 77 P.2d 1090 ]. For further discussion, see § 555.18[4][a] and Ch. 345, Limitation of Actions. The limitation
period is the one that applies to an action on the secured obligation [Civ. Code § 2911(1) ]. Usually, it is the four-year
period applicable to actions on a written contract [Code Civ. Proc. § 337(1) ]. For further discussion of answers
generally, including general forms in which this affirmative defense may be inserted, see Ch. 26, Answers.

[3] Alternative Use of Demurrer

If the defense of the statute of limitations is apparent on the face of the complaint or from matter of which the court
may take judicial notice [see Evid. Code §§ 451, 452 ], the bar of the statute may be raised by a general demurrer [Code
Civ. Proc. §§ 430.10(e), 430.30(a) ], although the specific ground must be pleaded. This is an exception to the rule that
general demurrers need only state that the complaint fails to state a cause of action. However, the defense of the statute
of limitations is not waived for failure to demur, and it may be asserted as an affirmative defense [ California Safe etc.
Co. v. Sierra etc. Co. (1910) 158 Cal. 690, 697-698, 112 P. 274 ]. For further discussion and forms of demurrers
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generally, see Ch. 206, Demurrers and Motions for Judgment on the Pleadings.
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§ 555.162 Affirmative Defense Allegation--Senior Lien of Another Trust Deed [Civ. Code §§ 1214, 1215 ]

[1] FORM

Affirmative Defense Allegation--Senior Lien of Another Trust Deed [Civ. Code §§ 1214, 1215 ]

AS A [_________________ (if more than one, specify number, e.g., FIRST)] SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSE [if more than one cause of action alleged, state TO THE _________________ (specify, e.g., SECOND)
CAUSE OF ACTION], defendant alleges:

1. On _________________ [date] _________________ [name of trustor], for a valuable consideration, made,
executed, and delivered to defendant a promissory note for the sum of $ _________________, plus interest. A copy of
the note is attached as Exhibit A and incorporated by reference.

2. On the same day and as part of the same transaction, _________________ [name of trustor] executed a trust
deed conveying the property described in the complaint to _________________ [name] as trustee for defendant as
beneficiary to secure payment of the note. The trust deed, duly acknowledged on _________________ [date], was
recorded _________________ [date] in _________________ County, California, at book _________________, page
_________________. A copy of the trust deed is attached as Exhibit B and incorporated by reference.

3. Defendant took the trust deed attached as Exhibit B in good faith without any knowledge, actual or constructive,
that plaintiff had, or claimed to have, a prior trust deed on the property. That prior trust deed was not recorded and is
void as against defendant.

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is for use as an affirmative defense [Code Civ. Proc. § 431.30(b)(2) ] by the beneficiary of
a second trust deed, who has been named in an action to foreclose a prior trust deed and whose trust deed is alleged in
the complaint to be subsequent or subordinate to the trust deed being foreclosed. The defense is that the second trust
deed is, in fact, superior to the trust deed being foreclosed, because the second beneficiary was a subsequent lienholder
in good faith and for a valuable consideration, who had no actual notice of the prior trust deed and whose own trust
deed was first recorded [Civ. Code §§ 1214, 1215, 1217 ].
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For further discussion of answers generally, including general forms in which this affirmative defense may be
inserted, see Ch. 26, Answers.
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§ 555.163 Judgment of Foreclosure and Order of Sale [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(a),(b) ]

[1] FORM

Judgment of Foreclosure and Order of Sale [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(a), (b) ]

[Caption and recitals. See § 555.126[1].]

IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that:

1. Now due and owing to plaintiff from defendant _________________ [name of trustor or other defendant
personally liable] are the following sums: _________________ [specify, e.g., $ _________________ principal and
interest on a promissory note made _________________ [date]; $ _________________ expended for general and
special city and county taxes; $ _________________ expended for premiums on fire, earthquake, and other insurance; $
_________________ in attorney's fees; and plaintiff's costs of suit. These debts are liens on the real property described
below, pursuant to a trust deed executed by _________________ [name] as trustor to _________________ [name] as
trustee for _________________ [name] as beneficiary, which was recorded _________________ [date] in
_________________ County, California, at book _________________, page _________________.

2. The real property described, or as much of it as may be necessary, shall be sold in the manner prescribed by law
by the levying officer of _________________ County, California, on proper application for issuance of a writ of sale to
the levying officer. Any party to this action may be a purchaser at the sale.

3. From the proceeds of the sale, the levying officer shall deduct the expenses for the levy and sale and shall then
pay to plaintiff the sums adjudged due, together with interest at the rate of _________________ percent per annum
from the date of this judgment.

4. If any surplus remains after making those payments, it shall be paid by the levying officer as follows:
_________________ [specify order of payment and amounts to be paid to other parties determined to be entitled to any
surplus proceeds].
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[EITHER]

5. Defendant _________________ [name] is personally liable for payment of the sums secured by the trust deed,
and a deficiency judgment may be ordered against him/her/it following proceedings prescribed by law. The Court
retains jurisdiction to determine the amount of the deficiency, if any, and to render a money judgment on proper
application.

6. A deficiency judgment not being waived or prohibited, the property shall be sold subject to the right of
redemption as provided in Code of Civil Procedure Section 729.010 et seq.

[OR]

5. _________________ [No defendant is personally liable or Plaintiff has waived judgment] for any deficiency
between the sale price and the total amount due plaintiff together with expenses of sale.

6. A deficiency judgment being _________________ [prohibited or waived], the property shall be sold as provided
in Code of Civil Procedure Section 716.020 .

[CONTINUE]

7. From and after delivery of a deed by the levying officer to the purchaser at the sale, _________________
[name(s) of defendant(s)] and all persons claiming under him/her/them or having liens subsequent to the trust deed on
the real property described below, and their personal representatives, and all persons claiming to have acquired any
estate or interest in the property subsequent to the filing of notice of the pendency of this action with the county
recorder, are forever barred and foreclosed from all equity of redemption in, and claim to, the property and every part of
it.

8. The property that is the subject of this judgment and order is located in _________________ County, California,
and is described as follows: _________________ [legal description].

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [signature]

Judge of the Superior Court

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a form of judgment for use by the plaintiff in an action for foreclosure and an order of
sale under a trust deed [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(a), (b) ; see Code Civ. Proc. § 725a ]. For a related complaint and
discussion of such an action, see § 555.160.

This form assumes that one or more of the defendants appeared in the action. It may be modified, as appropriate,
when judgment is taken by default. For further discussion and forms, see Ch. 205, Defaults and Default Judgments.

[3] Contents

The judgment must do the following:

- Declare the amount of the secured debt or otherwise state the secured obligation [Code Civ. Proc. §
726(b) ].

- Direct the sale of the encumbered property, or as much of it as may be necessary [Code Civ. Proc.
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§ 726(a) ; see § 555.71].

- Direct application of the sale proceeds to pay court costs, levy and sale expenses, and the amount
due to the plaintiff, including, if the trust deed provides for payment of attorney's fees [see § 555.74], a
reasonable sum for attorney's fees set by the court [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(a) ; see Code Civ. Proc. § 730
].

- Direct that any surplus proceeds be paid to the defendants or cross complainants who are
determined to be entitled to the surplus, according to their determined priorities; or, if the interests of
these parties are not properly put in issue, direct that any surplus be paid into the court pending later
determination and order [Code Civ. Proc. § 727 ; see Livingston v. Rice (1955) 131 Cal. App. 2d 1, 4-5,
280 P.2d 52 ; Withington v. Shay (1941) 47 Cal. App. 2d 68, 73, 117 P.2d 415 ; § 555.59].

- Identify the defendants, if any, who have been determined to have personal liability and against
whom a deficiency judgment may be ordered in subsequent proceedings, unless a deficiency judgment
has been waived or is barred by Code Civ. Proc. § 580b [see §§ 555.31[4], 555.32[2][a], [3][b]], in
which case the judgment must so declare [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ].

For discussion and forms relating to a subsequent proceeding for a deficiency judgment, see §§ 555.73 and
555.164-555.168.

[4] Entry of Judgment and Notice of Entry

In an action tried by the court, the clerk is required to enter judgment immediately after the order granting judgment
is filed [Code Civ. Proc. § 664 ]. The prevailing party must then serve notice of entry of judgment on all parties and file
the original of the notice with proof of service [Code Civ. Proc. § 664.5(a) ]. For further discussion and forms of notice
and proof of service, see Ch. 318, Judgments, § 318.40 et seq.

[5] Enforcement

The sale of the property is initiated by application of the judgment creditor to the clerk of the court for issuance of a
writ of sale to the levying officer of the county in which the property is to be sold [Code Civ. Proc. §§ 701.570(a),
712.010, 716.010(a), 716.020, 726(e), 729.010(b) ; see § 555.71]. For further discussion along with forms for use in
enforcing the judgment, see Ch. 254, Executions and Enforcement of Judgments, § 254.130 et seq.
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§ 555.164 Notice of Motion for Deficiency Judgment [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ]

[1] FORM

Notice of Motion for Deficiency Judgment [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ]

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________

) NO. _______________
_________________________ [name], ) NOTICE OF MOTION AND

)MOTION FOR DEFICIENCY
)JUDGMENT

Plaintiff,) Date: _______________
vs. ) Time: _______________
_________________________ [name ], ) Dept: _______________

Defendant.) Judge: _______________
) Date Action Filed: ___
) Trial Date: __________
)

To _________________ [identify party, e.g., defendant _________________ (name of trustor or other defendant
personally liable)] and to his/her attorney of record:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on _________________ [date] at _________________ [time] or as soon
thereafter as the matter may be heard, in [_________________ (Department or Division) _________________ of] this
court, located at _________________ [street address], _________________ [city], _________________ [specify party,
e.g., plaintiff] will, and hereby does, move for a deficiency judgment. The motion will be and hereby is made on the
ground that the proceeds for the foreclosure sale, duly held on _________________ [date], are insufficient to satisfy the
judgment of foreclosure entered _________________ [date], pursuant to which the sale was held, and that plaintiff is
entitled to a money judgment for the deficiency, pursuant to that judgment, which provides that the Court shall retain
jurisdiction for the purpose of rendering a deficiency judgment in the event that the proceeds from the foreclosure sale
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are insufficient.

The motion will be based on this notice of motion, on the declaration(s) of _________________ [name(s)] and the
memorandum of points and authorities served and filed with this notice, on the records and file in this action, and on
evidence to be presented at the hearing of the motion.

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [firm name, if any]

By: _________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Attorney for _________________ [party's status and name]

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a notice of motion for use by the plaintiff to move for a deficiency judgment after a
foreclosure sale held pursuant to a judgment [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ; see § 555.73[2]]. It must be filed within three
months after the date of the foreclosure sale [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ]. The three-month period is a statute of
limitations. Thus, a party entitled to seek a deficiency judgment must file an application within three months of the
foreclosure sale or no money judgment for a deficiency can be obtained [ Life Savings Bank v. Wilhelm (2000) 84 Cal.
App. 4th 174, 177, 100 Cal. Rptr. 2d 657 ]. The three-month period runs from the date the sale is effected, that is, when
the highest bid is received at the auction, not when the certificate of sale is recorded [ Paykar Construction, Inc. v.
Bedrosian (1999) 71 Cal. App. 4th 803, 808, 84 Cal. Rptr. 2d 135 ]. Copies must be served on all appearing defendants
against whom a deficiency judgment is sought, or on their attorneys of record, at least 15 days before the date set for the
hearing to determine the amount of the deficiency [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ].

For a declaration supporting such a motion, see § 555.165. For a judgment for deficiency, see § 555.168.

A memorandum of points and authorities must be served and filed with this notice of motion [see Code Civ. Proc.
§§ 1005(b), 1010 ; Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 313(a) ]. For discussion and forms, see Ch. 417, Points and Authorities.

[3] Jurisdiction and Venue

For coverage of judisdiction and venue, see § 555.160[8].

[4] Cross References

For points and authorities supporting the relief sought in this form, see California Points and Authorities, Ch. 230, Trust
Deeds and Real Property Mortgages, §§ 230.40, 230.41 (Matthew Bender).

For discussion and forms of motions and applications generally, see Ch. 372, Motions and Orders.

For discussion of service of notices of motions generally, see Ch. 518, Service of Summons and Papers.
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AUTHOR:William M. Hensley, Editorial Consultant

§ 555.165 Declaration in Support of Motion for Deficiency Judgment [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ]

[1] FORM

Declaration in Support of Motion for Deficiency Judgment [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ]

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________

) NO. _______________
_________________________ [name], ) DECLARATION OF _______

)________ [name] IN
)SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
)DEFICIENCY JUDGMENT

Plaintiff,) Date: _______________
vs. ) Time: _______________
_________________________ [name ], ) Dept: _______________

Defendant.) Judge: _______________
) Date Action Filed: ___
) Trial Date: __________
)

I, _________________ [name], declare:

1. I am _________________ [identify declarant, e.g., the attorney of record for the plaintiff].

2. On _________________ [date], this Court entered a judgment of foreclosure of the trust deed in this action. By
that judgment the Court determined that defendant _________________ [name of trustor or other defendant, as
appropriate] is personally liable for payment of the sums secured by the trust deed and that a deficiency judgment may
be ordered.

3. On _________________ [date within three months preceding filing of notice of motion], the real property was
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sold at foreclosure sale. As shown by the levying officer's accounting of amounts collected and costs incurred, filed with
the return of the writ of sale on _________________ [date], the property was sold for $ _________________, and the
expenses of levy and sale amounted to $ _________________.

4. The entire amount of the debt under the judgment, with interest, fees, costs, and expenses of levy and sale, is $
_________________, consisting of the following items: _________________ [list items and amounts].

5. The appraised fair value of the property, as of the time of sale, is $ _________________.

6. There is a deficiency of $ _________________.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct.

_________________ [date]

_________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a declaration [Code Civ. Proc. § 2015.5 ] for use by a plaintiff to support a motion for a
deficiency judgment [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ]. For an illustrative motion and related discussion, see § 555.164.

[3] Contents

The supporting declaration should show the amount of the deficiency [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ; see §§ 555.73[1],
555.163[2]].

The existence of the deficiency and the persons liable for it may be determined by reference to court records
showing the amount due to the plaintiff under the judgment and the amount of proceeds and expenses of the sale
reported by the levying officer (Paragraphs 2-4) [see Code Civ. Proc. §§ 699.560, 712.050 (return of writ of sale and
report of levying officer)].

The amount of the deficiency is determined by reference to the fair value of the property as of the date of sale
[Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ; see § 555.73[4]]. If the plaintiff had the property appraised (in lieu of or in addition to the
appraisal, if any, by a court-appointed probate referee [see §§ 555.166, 555.167]), this fact should be included
(Paragraph 5).
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AUTHOR:William M. Hensley, Editorial Consultant

§ 555.166 Notice of Motion for Appointment of Probate Referee [Prob. Code § 8920 et seq. ] in Proceedings for
Deficiency Judgment [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ]

[1] FORM

Notice of Motion for Appointment of Probate Referee [Prob. Code § 8920 et seq. ] in Proceedings for
Deficiency Judgment [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ]

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________

) NO. _______________
_________________________ [name], ) NOTICE OF MOTION AND

)MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT
)OF PROBATE REFEREE

Plaintiff,) Date: _______________
vs. ) Time: _______________
_________________________ [name ], ) Dept: _______________

Defendant.) Judge: _______________
) Date Action Filed: ___
) Trial Date: __________
)

To _________________ [identify party, e.g., defendant _________________ (name of trustor or other defendant
personally liable)] and to his/her attorney of record:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on _________________ [date] at _________________ [time] or as soon
thereafter as the matter may be heard, in [_________________ (Department or Division) _________________ of] this
court, located at _________________ [street address], _________________ [city], _________________ [specify party,
e.g., plaintiff] will, and hereby does, move for an order appointing a probate referee to appraise the property sold as of
the time of sale, according to law, and to file the appraisal with the clerk of this Court. The motion will be made on the
following grounds:
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1. On _________________ [date], this Court entered judgment for plaintiff for the following amounts: principal
and interest in the amount of $ _________________, attorney's fees in the amount of $ _________________, and costs
in the amount of $ _________________, together with interest. The judgment directed that the real property subject to
the trust deed be sold, and this Court retained jurisdiction to enter a deficiency judgment against defendant
_________________ [name].

2. On _________________ [date], the real property was sold as ordered. The proceeds of $ _________________,
less expenses of levy and sale in the sum of $ _________________, yielded a net amount of $ _________________, as
shown by the levying officer's accounting of amounts collected and costs incurred, filed with the return of the writ of
sale on _________________ [date].

3. On _________________ [date], plaintiff moved for a deficiency judgment against defendant
_________________ [name], which motion is set for hearing on _________________ [date].

The motion will be based on this notice of motion, on the declaration(s) of _________________ [name(s)] and the
memorandum of points and authorities served and filed with this notice, on the records and file in this action, and on
evidence to be presented at the hearing of the motion.

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [firm name, if any]

By: _________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Attorney for _________________ [party's status and name]

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a notice of motion for use by any party to a proceeding for a deficiency judgment, to
obtain appointment of a probate referee to appraise the property sold at the foreclosure sale, as of the time of the sale
[Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ; see Code Civ. Proc. § 1003 (application for order not contained in judgment is made by
motion); Prob. Code § 8920 et seq. (designation by court of probate referee); see also § 555.73[3]].

The notice of motion must be filed at least 10 days before the date set for the hearing on the motion for a deficiency
judgment [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ]. Service of copies of the notice of motion on other parties to the proceeding does
not appear to be necessary [see Code Civ. Proc. § 1005 (motions requiring written notice)], but counsel may provide
copies as a courtesy.

For a form of order of appointment, see § 555.167.
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AUTHOR:William M. Hensley, Editorial Consultant

§ 555.167 Order Appointing Probate Referee [Prob. Code § 8920 et seq. ] in Proceedings for Deficiency
Judgment [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ]

[1] FORM

Order Appointing Probate Referee [Prob. Code § 8920 et seq. ] in Proceedings for Deficiency Judgment
[Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ]

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________
_________________________ [name], )

Plaintiff,) NO. _______________
vs. ) ORDER
_________________________ [name ], )

Defendant.)
)

The motion of _________________ [identify party, e.g., plaintiff], _________________ [name], for an order
appointing a probate referee to appraise the real property described below came on regularly for hearing by the court on
_________________ [date]. Plaintiff appeared by counsel _________________ [name]; defendant appeared by counsel
_________________ [name].

On proof made to the satisfaction of the court that the motion ought to be granted,

IT IS ORDERED that the motion be, and it hereby is, granted, and _________________ [name], a probate referee,
is appointed to appraise the following described real property as of _________________ [date]: _________________
[legal description]. The referee shall be paid $ _________________, plus expenses, and is directed to file the appraisal,
together with an oath that the referee has truly, honestly, and impartially appraised the property to the best of the
referee's knowledge and ability, with the clerk of this Court on or before _________________ [date].

Dated: _________________.
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_________________ [signature]

Judge of the Superior Court

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is an order for use by the moving party for appointment of a probate referee [see § 555.166
(related notice of motion)] to appraise the property sold at a foreclosure sale, for the purpose of determining the amount
of the deficiency that may be recovered [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ].

For further discussion of the probate referee's appointment, compensation, and appraisal, see § 555.73[3].

[3] Notice of Order

The moving party is generally required to serve notice of the order on all parties and to file the original of the notice
with proof of service [see Code Civ. Proc. § 1019.5(a) ].

For further discussion and forms of notice and proof of service, see Ch. 372, Motions and Orders, and Ch. 518,
Service of Summons and Papers.
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AUTHOR:William M. Hensley, Editorial Consultant

§ 555.168 Judgment for Deficiency [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ]

[1] FORM

Judgment for Deficiency [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ]

[Caption and recitals. See § 555.126[1].]

IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that plaintiff recover from defendant _________________
[name of trustor or other defendant personally liable] the sum of $ _________________, with interest at the rate of
_________________ percent per annum from _________________ [date] together with $ _________________ as
costs.

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [signature]

Judge of the Superior Court

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a form of judgment for use by the plaintiff who has moved for a deficiency judgment
after the judicial foreclosure and sale of real property under a trust deed [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(b) ; see § 555.164
(related notice of motion)].

For further discussion of the hearing on the motion for a deficiency judgment and the entry of the deficiency
judgment, see § 555.73[4].
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AUTHOR:William M. Hensley, Editorial Consultant

§ 555.169 Stipulation and Deficiency Judgment

[1] FORM

Stipulation and Deficiency Judgment

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________
_________________________ [name], )

Plaintiff,) NO. _______________
vs. ) STIPULATION AND

)JUDGMENT
_________________________ [name ], )

Defendant.)
)

STIPULATION FOR DEFICIENCY JUDGMENT

_________________ [Identify stipulating parties, e.g., Plaintiff _________________ (name) and defendants
_________________ (names)] stipulate as follows.

1. On _________________ [date], pursuant to the judgment of foreclosure entered in this action on
_________________ [date] (''the foreclosure judgment''), the real property described in the foreclosure judgment (''the
property'') was sold.

2. The parties have exchanged information relating to the value of the property as of the date of sale. There was a
deficiency of $ _________________ for which, pursuant to the foreclosure judgment, defendants _________________
[names] are personally liable, jointly and severally.

3. _________________ [Financial terms of stipulation and judgment, e.g., Defendant _________________ (name)
has paid the deficiency amount to plaintiff _________________ (name). Judgment may be rendered that defendant
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_________________ (name) recover from defendants _________________ (names), jointly and severally, the sum of $
_________________ with interest at the rate of _________________ percent per annum from _________________
(date), and that plaintiff _________________ (name) has received satisfaction of all claims arising from or based on the
foreclosure judgment (''the stipulated judgment''). Each party shall bear the party's own costs. Plaintiff
_________________ (name) shall, on entry of the stipulated judgment, file an acknowledgment of full satisfaction of
the foreclosure judgment.]

4. Each of the parties waives any and all rights to appeal or otherwise attack the stipulated judgment. Each of the
parties waives the right to have findings of fact or a statement of decision with respect to the stipulated judgment.

5. Each of the parties acknowledges, represents, and warrants that in all negotiations for this stipulation, each party
had an adequate opportunity to be, and each party was, represented by the party's attorney of choice, and that each
attorney signing this stipulation is duly and fully authorized to make this stipulation on behalf of the party represented.

6. Each attorney signing this stipulation acknowledges, represents, and warrants that he/she is duly and fully
authorized to make this stipulation on behalf of the party represented.

7. This stipulation shall be governed by the laws of the State of California.

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [firm name, if any]

By: _________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Attorney for _________________ [party's status and name]

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [firm name, if any]

By: _________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Attorney for _________________ [party's status and name]

JUDGMENT

The parties having so stipulated, and the Court having determined that the stipulation is regular and proper,

IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that:

1. Defendant _________________ [name] recover from defendants _________________ [names], jointly and
severally, the sum of $ _________________ with interest at the rate of _________________ percent per annum from
_________________ [date].

2. Plaintiff _________________ [name] has received satisfaction of all claims arising from or based on the
judgment entered in this action on _________________ [date].

Dated: _________________.
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_________________ [signature]

Judge of the Superior Court

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, may be used in lieu of the forms in §§ 555.164-555.168 for rendition of a deficiency
judgment following a judicial foreclosure sale, when the parties can come to an agreement about the amount of the
deficiency, and they have a reason for wanting and allowing a judgment to be entered (instead of simply paying the
amount of the deficiency). For instance, if multiple defendants were jointly and severally liable for the deficiency, they
could agree that one of them would pay it and that a judgment would be rendered to establish the payer's claim and the
others' liability for contribution. Thus, the paying defendant could take the place of the plaintiff as the judgment creditor
to whom the other defendants would be liable--a situation that all of the defendants could have reason to view as
preferable in supplanting a potentially hostile creditor with a comparatively friendly one. The plaintiff could be willing
to agree on the amount of the deficiency because by stipulating to a judgment, the plaintiff would avoid the litigation
expenses of moving for a deficiency judgment and establishing the amount of the deficiency.

The judgment may be separated from the stipulation, as the parties may prefer if the stipulation is lengthy. For
further discussion of stipulations and judgments based on stipulations, see Ch. 318, Judgments, § 318.40 et seq., and Ch.
533, Stipulations.

This stipulation and judgment is based on a form prepared by William M. Hensley, the Editorial Consultant for this
chapter, for an action litigated in the Los Angeles County Superior Court.
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AUTHOR:William M. Hensley, Editorial Consultant

§ 555.170 Complaint on Promissory Note Secured by Junior Trust Deed--Security Rendered Valueless by
Foreclosure of Senior Lien

[1] FORM

Complaint on Promissory Note Secured by Junior Trust Deed--Security Rendered Valueless by Foreclosure
of Senior Lien

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________
[or other as appropriate]
_________________________ [name], )

Plaintiff,) NO. _______________
vs. ) COMPLAINT FOR MONEY
_________________________ [name ], ) [LIMITED CIVIL CASE]

Defendant.)
)

Plaintiff alleges:

1. [Capacity and residence of plaintiff. See § 555.120[1], Paragraph 1.]

2. [Capacity and residence of defendant. See § 555.120[1], Paragraph 2.]

3. [Making of promissory note. See § 555.126[1], Paragraph 3.]

4. [Execution and recordation of trust deed. See § 555.147[1], Paragraph 4.]

5. The trust deed was subject to a senior trust deed encumbering the property, dated _________________ [date]
and recorded in _________________ County, California, at book _________________, page _________________,
securing payment of an obligation in the original amount of $ _________________ owed by defendant to
_________________ [name].
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6. _________________ [Allege foreclosure of senior lien, e.g., After giving notice of default and notice of sale as
required by law, _________________ [name], trustee under the senior trust deed, proceeded at _________________
[time] on _________________ [date] under a power of sale to sell the property at _________________ [city],
_________________ County, California. The property was sold for $ _________________; the amount claimed due
and delinquent on the obligation secured by the senior trust deed was $ _________________; and the expenses of the
sale were $ _________________. No portion of the proceeds of the sale remained to be applied on the note after
deducting the amount due on the above mentioned obligation and the expenses of the sale.]

7. As a result of the sale of the property, the security for the note has become worthless, without any act on the part
of plaintiff.

8. Defendant has defaulted on the note, and the entire unpaid balance, together with interest, is now due.

9. Plaintiff has performed all conditions and promises required to be performed on plaintiff's part by the terms of
the note, including all conditions precedent to the right to enforce defendant's duty of performance.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays judgment as follows:

1. For the sum of $ _________________;

2. For interest on that sum at _________________ percent per annum from _________________ [date];

3. For reasonable attorney's fees in the sum of $ _________________;

4. For costs of suit herein incurred; and

5. For any other and further relief as the court may deem proper.

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [firm name, if any]

By: _________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Attorney for Plaintiff _________________ [name]

[Verification, if desired. See § 555.120[1].]

[2] Use of Form

This form is for use by the payee of a promissory note to sue the maker of the note, after real property securing the
note has been rendered worthless as security by foreclosure of a senior lien. This situation is an exception to the general
rule requiring a secured creditor first to exhaust the security [see Roseleaf Corp. v. Chierighino (1963) 59 Cal. 2d 35,
39-44, 27 Cal. Rptr. 873, 378 P.2d 97 ]. For further discussion, see § 555.31[3]. An action on the note is barred,
however, if the note was secured by a purchase-money trust deed subject to Code Civ. Proc. § 580b [see Brown v.
Jensen (1953) 41 Cal. 2d 193, 197-198, 259 P.2d 425 ]. For further discussion of this ban, see § 555.32[4].

Code Civ. Proc. § 580a limits the amount of recovery on a debt by a junior lienholder whose security has been
rendered worthless by private foreclosure of the senior lien and who purchased the property at the foreclosure sale [
Walter E. Heller Western, Inc. v. Bloxham (1985) 176 Cal. App. 3d 266, 270-274, 221 Cal. Rptr. 425 ]. For further
discussion, see § 555.32[4].
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[3] Allegations

A complaint to recover money due under a promissory note [Civ. Code § 3302 ; Com. Code § 3122 ] must allege
the following essential facts:

- The note and security (Paragraphs 3 and 4).

- That the security for the note has become worthless in consequence of the foreclosure of a senior
lien (Paragraphs 5-7).

- The defendant's default and the resulting damage to the plaintiff (Paragraph 8).

- The plaintiff's performance of all conditions to be performed on the plaintiff's part (Paragraph 9).

Usually an action cannot be brought directly on a note secured by a trust deed, because foreclosure is the required
remedy [Code Civ. Proc. § 726(a) ]. To forestall this affirmative defense, the complaint also alleges facts showing that
the security for the note has become worthless without any fault on the plaintiff's part, in consequence of the foreclosure
of a senior lien on the property [see, e.g., Cohen v. Marshall (1925) 197 Cal. 117, 122-125, 239 P. 1050 ; see also Code
Civ. Proc. § 483.010(b) (attachment may be issued on claim originally secured when security has become valueless
without any act of plaintiff); cf. Barbieri v. Ramelli (1890) 84 Cal. 154, 156-158, 23 P. 1086 (action on note was barred
when security was initially valueless)].

[4] Verification

Verification of this complaint is not required [see Code Civ. Proc. § 128.7(a) (unless otherwise required by law,
pleadings not required to be verified)]. However, if the complaint is verified, the defendant is required to file a verified
answer in a superior court action other than a limited civil case [Code Civ. Proc. §§ 92(b), 446(a) ] and is precluded
from making a general denial in superior court actions that are not limited civil cases and in some limited civil cases
[Code Civ. Proc. § 431.30(d) ]. For further discussion of the effect that verifying a complaint has on the answer, see Ch.
26, Answers.

[5] Jurisdiction and Venue

The superior court has jurisdiction of the action, which will be classified as an unlimited civil case unless the
amount in controversy, exclusive of interest, is $ 25,000 or less, in which case it will be classified as a limited civil case
[Cal. Const., art. VI, § 10 ; Code Civ. Proc. §§ 85, 86(a)(8) ]. When title or right to possession is to be tried, or
permanent injunctive relief is sought, the case will be classified as an unlimited civil case [see Code Civ. Proc. § 88 ].

Generally, the proper county for the trial is the county in which the obligation was entered into, the county in which
the obligation is to be performed, or the county in which the defendant presently resides. Unless there is an agreement to
the contrary, the county in which the obligation was incurred is deemed to be the county in which it is to be performed
[Code Civ. Proc. § 395(a) ]. If the defendant is a corporation or association, the county in which its principal place of
business is located is also a proper county for trial [Code Civ. Proc. §§ 395.2, 395.5 ].

[6] Cross References

For further discussion and alternate forms for use in an action to enforce a promissory note, see Ch. 385, Negotiable
Instruments.
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§§ 555.171-555.179 [Reserved]

[Reserved]
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§ 555.180 Complaint for Specific Performance of Trust Deed [Civ. Code § 3384 et seq. ]--Beneficiary to Take
Possession After Default and Collect Rents, Issues, and Profits [Civ. Code § 2927 ]

[1] FORM

Complaint for Specific Performance of Trust Deed [Civ. Code § 3384 et seq. ]--Beneficiary to Take
Possession After Default and Collect Rents, Issues, and Profits [Civ. Code § 2927 ]

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________
_________________________ [name], )

Plaintiff,) NO. _______________
vs. ) COMPLAINT FOR

)SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE
_________________________ [name ], )

Defendant.)
)

Plaintiff alleges:

1. [Capacity and residence of plaintiff. See § 555.120[1], Paragraph 1.]

2. [Capacity and residence of defendant. See § 555.160[1], Paragraph 2.]

3. [Making of promissory note. See § 555.126[1], Paragraph 3.]

4. [Execution and recordation of trust deed. See § 555.147[1], Paragraph 4.]

5. The trust deed provides, ''_________________ [recite assignment-of-rents clause, e.g., As additional security,
Trustor hereby confers on Beneficiary the right, power, and authority, during the continuance of the Trust, to collect the
rents, issues, and profits of the property, reserving to Trustor the right, before any default by Trustor in payment of any
debt secured by this deed or in performance of any agreement under this deed, to collect and retain the rents, issues, and
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profits as they become due and payable. Upon any such default, Beneficiary may enforce this assignment in any method
authorized by Civil Code Section 2938 ].''

6. The consideration received by defendant for the note was _________________ [specify, e.g., the principal
amount of the note, received at the time the transaction was entered into], and the agreement is, as to defendant, just and
reasonable.

7. Plaintiff has performed all conditions, covenants, and promises required to be performed by plaintiff in
accordance with the terms and conditions of the agreement.

8. Defendant defaulted under the terms of the note and trust deed in that _________________ [allege default, e.g.,
defendant failed to pay interest and principal for the months of _________________ through _________________].

9. Plaintiff has demanded that defendant let, but defendant failed and refused and continues to fail and refuse to let,
plaintiff into possession of the property to collect the rents, issues, and profits as provided in the trust deed.

10. There is no adequate remedy at law to enforce the provision of the trust deed set out above.

[11. A notice of default and election to sell under the trust deed, as a result of defendant's default, was recorded on
_________________ (date).]

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays judgment against defendant as follows:

1. That a receiver be appointed to take possession and charge of the property described in this complaint, to
conserve and manage it [pending the sale] under the terms of the trust deed, and to collect any and all rents and profits
[pending the sale];

2. That defendant and anyone holding under defendant be ordered to deliver possession of the property to the
receiver without delay;

3. For reasonable attorney's fees and expenses incurred in the collection of rents, issues, and profits;

4. For costs of suit herein incurred; and

5. For any other and further relief as the court may deem proper.

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [firm name, if any]

By: _________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Attorney for Plaintiff _________________ [name]

[Verification, if desired. See § 555.120[1].]

[2] Use of Form

This form is a complaint for use by a beneficiary of a trust deed, to sue for specific performance of a standard
assignment-of-rents clause in the trust deed by requiring the trustor to surrender possession to a receiver, who will
collect rents and profits after a default by the trustor. If an action for foreclosure is contemplated, this form should be
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combined with a complaint for foreclosure [see § 555.160]. For further discussion and forms relating to actions for
specific performance, see Ch. 528, Specific Performance.

This form is based on Code Civ. Proc. § 564(b)(11) , which authorizes the appointment of a receiver in the
circumstances described and also provides for the appointment of a receiver in a case brought by an assignee under an
assignment of leases, rents, issues, or profits pursuant to Civ. Code § 2938(g) [Code Civ. Proc. § 564(b)(12) ; see §
555.180[4]].

[3] Allegations

This complaint contains the following allegations essential to state a cause of action for specific performance of a
standardized assignment-of-rents clause:

- The execution and delivery of a con tract sufficiently certain in its terms, namely, the promissory note
and trust deed (Paragraphs 4 and 5) [see Civ. Code § 3390(5) ].

- The consideration received by the defendant, showing that the agreement was just and reasonable
(Paragraph 6) [Civ. Code § 3391(1), (2) ].

- The plaintiff's performance of all of his or her contractual obligations (Paragraph 7) [Civ. Code §§
3386, 3392 ].

- The occurrence of conditions entitling the plaintiff to enforce the assignment-of-rents clause, such
as the defendant's default and refusal to give the plaintiff possession (Paragraphs 8 and 9).

- The lack of an adequate legal remedy, which justifies equitable relief (Paragraph 10) [see Mines v.
Superior Court (1932) 216 Cal. 776, 778, 16 P.2d 732 ].

For further discussion of allegations necessary to state a cause of action for specific performance generally, see Ch.
528, Specific Performance.

An optional paragraph alleging notice of default and election to sell is included (Paragraph 11) for use when
nonjudicial foreclosure proceedings have been commenced. This allegation is not required but should be included if
applicable, because the plaintiff's rights under the assignment-of-rents clause will be affected by any sale of the property
[see § 555.18[1]].

[4] Appointment of Receiver

A receiver may be appointed in an action by a secured lender for specified performance of an assignment-of-rents
clause in a trust deed, mortgage, or separate assignment document. The appointment may be continued after entry of a
judgment for specific performance in that action, if appropriate to protect, operate, or maintain the property encumbered
by the trust deed or mortgage, or to collect the rents from the property while a pending nonjudicial foreclosure under
power of sale in the trust deed or mortgage is being completed [Code Civ. Proc. § 564(b)(11) ].

A receiver may be appointed in a case brought by an assignee under an assignment of leases, rents, issues, or profits
pursuant to Civ. Code § 2938(g) [Code Civ. Proc. § 564(b)(12) ; see § 555.81[6]]. That section governs a written
assignment of an interest in leases, rents, issues, or profits of real property made in connection with an obligation
secured by the property. It specifies alternative methods for the enforcement of the assignment, including the
appointment of a receiver and obtaining possession of the rents, issues, or profits [see Civ. Code § 2938(c) ].

For discussion of these statutory appointments, see § 555.81[1]. For a form of demand for turnover of rents, which
may be used in connection with the appointment of a receiver, see § 555.189. If the plaintiff will apply for ex parte
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appointment of a receiver, see § 555.186[3] for required contents of the application, which may be inserted into a
verified complaint (such as the form in [1], above) or stated in an accompanying affidavit or declaration under penalty
of perjury [see § 555.182].

[5] Verification

Verification of this complaint is not required [see Code Civ. Proc. § 128.7(a) (unless otherwise required by law,
pleadings not required to be verified)]. However, if the complaint is verified, the defendant is required to file a verified
answer in a superior court action other than a limited civil case [Code Civ. Proc. §§ 92(b), 446(a) ] and is precluded
from making a general denial in superior court actions that are not limited civil cases and in some limited civil cases
[see Code Civ. Proc. § 431.30(d) ]. For further discussion of the effect that verifying a complaint has on the answer, see
Ch. 26, Answers.

[6] Jurisdiction and Venue

An action for specific performance to enforce an assignment-of-rents clause of a trust deed must be brought in the
superior court and is not a limited civil action [see Cal. Const., art. VI, § 10 ; Code Civ. Proc. §§ 85, 86(b) ]. When title
or right to possession is to be tried, or permanent injunctive relief is sought, the case will be classified as an unlimited
civil case [see Code Civ. Proc. § 88 ].

In an action to determine a right or interest in real property, the superior court in the county in which the real
property is located is the proper court for trial [Code Civ. Proc. § 392(a)(1) ].

[7] Cross References

For discussion and forms relating to the appointment of receivers generally, see Ch. 486, Receivers.

For discussion and forms relating to specific performance generally, see Ch. 528, Specific Performance.
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§ 555.181 Notice of Motion for Receiver Pendente Lite Pursuant to Trust Deed [Code Civ. Proc. § 564(b)(10) ]

[1] FORM

Notice of Motion for Receiver Pendente Lite Pursuant to Trust Deed [Code Civ. Proc. § 564(b)(11) ]

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________

) NO. _______________
_________________________ [name], ) NOTICE OF MOTION AND

)MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT
)OF RECEIVER

Plaintiff,) Date: _______________
vs. ) Time: _______________
_________________________ [name ], ) Dept: _______________

Defendant.) Judge: _______________
) Date Action Filed: ___
) Trial Date: __________
)

To _________________ [identify party, for example, defendant] _________________ [name] and to his/her attorney of
record:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on _________________ [date] at _________________ [time], or as soon
thereafter as the matter may be heard, in [_________________ (Department or Division) _________________ of] this
court, located at _________________ [street address], _________________ [city], _________________ [specify party,
for example, plaintiff] will, and hereby does, move for an order appointing a receiver to take possession of, preserve,
manage, and collect all rents and profits accruing from the real property located at _________________ [street address
or common designation, if any] in _________________ County, California, and described as _________________
[legal description in trust deed]. The motion will be made on the ground that Code of Civil Procedure Section
564(b)(11) gives the court authority to appoint a receiver in an action by a secured lender for specific performance of an
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assignment-of-rents clause in a trust deed.

The motion will be based on this notice of motion, on the declaration(s) of _________________ [name(s)] and the
memorandum of points and authorities served and filed with this notice, on the records and file in this action, and on
evidence to be presented at the hearing of the motion.

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [firm name, if any]

By: _________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Attorney for _________________ [party's status and name]

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a notice of motion for use by a beneficiary who has brought an action for specific
performance of a standard assignment-of-rents clause [see § 555.180], to obtain appointment of a receiver to take
possession of the property pendente lite and to collect rents and profits. A superior court may appoint a receiver in an
action by a secured lender for specific performance of an assignment-of-rents clause in a trust deed, mortgage, or
separate assignment document. The court also has authority to continue that appointment after entry of a judgment for
specific performance in the action, if appropriate to protect, operate, or maintain the property encumbered by the trust
deed or mortgage or to collect the rents while a pending nonjudicial foreclosure under power of sale in the trust deed or
mortgage is being completed [Code Civ. Proc. § 564(b)(11) ].

A receiver also may be appointed in a case brought by an assignee under an assignment of leases, rents, issues, or
profits pursuant to Civ. Code § 2938(g) [Code Civ. Proc. § 564(b)(12) ]. For coverage of that statute, see § 555.81[1].

A memorandum of points and authorities must be served and filed with this notice of motion [see Code Civ. Proc.
§§ 1005(b), 1010 ; Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 313(a) ]. For discussion and forms, see Ch. 417, Points and Authorities.

For a related declaration and order, see §§ 555.182 and 555.183, respectively.

[3] Ex Parte Application for Appointment of Receiver

An order appointing a receiver pendente lite is generally obtained by a noticed motion but may instead be sought ex
parte by an application for an order to show cause why a receiver should not be appointed or by an application for an
order of appointment ex parte with a subsequent hearing by way of an order to show cause why the receiver should not
be confirmed [see Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1900 et seq. ]. For discussion and forms of orders for the ex parte appointment
of a receiver for rents, issues, and profits, see §§ 555.186 and 555.187. For further discussion of substantive and
procedural requirements for ex parte appointments, see Ch. 486, Receivers.

PRACTICE TIP:

Consult ''Local, Local'' Rules of Receivership Judges.More and more, certain departments or divisions of courts are
designated as ''writs and receivers'' departments or divisions. The practitioner seeking receiverships in these specialized
departments or divisions should consult with department guidelines, or ''local, local rules'' in common parlance. For
example, some Los Angeles County Superior Court judges do not allow for ex parte receiverships (in the absence of
waste or an impending calamity) unless the borrower is at least three months delinquent. Knowing these local, local
rules will save receivership attorneys precious time and expense when practicing in this area. By William M. Hensley
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§ 555.182 Declaration in Support of Motion for Receiver Pendente Lite Pursuant to Trust Deed [Code Civ. Proc.
§ 564(b)(11) ]

[1] FORM

Declaration in Support of Motion for Receiver Pendente Lite Pursuant to Trust Deed [Code Civ. Proc. §
564(b)(10) ]

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________

) NO. _______________
_________________________ [name], ) DECLARATION OF _______

)________ [name] IN
)SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
)APPOINTMENT OF
)RECEIVER

Plaintiff,) Date: _______________
vs. ) Time: _______________
_________________________ [name ], ) Dept: _______________

Defendant.) Judge: _______________
) Date Action Filed: ___
) Trial Date: __________
)

I, _________________ [name], declare:

1. I am _________________ [identify declarant, for example, the plaintiff] in this action to specifically enforce the
provisions of a trust deed executed by defendant _________________ [name].

2. Defendant is in actual possession of the real property that is the subject of the trust deed, which consists of
_________________ [specify income-producing aspect of property, e.g., a five-unit apartment building]. The property
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produces an income of approximately $ _________________ per month, which defendant is receiving and retaining.

3. _________________ [Name of receiver proposed by moving party], whose address is _________________,
California, is a disinterested and proper person to be appointed receiver pending trial of this action.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct.

_________________ [date]

_________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a declaration for use in supporting a motion by a beneficiary to appoint a receiver
pursuant to an assignment-of-rents clause in the trust deed, pending trial of an action for specific performance of the
clause [see Code Civ. Proc. §§ 564(b)(11), 2015.5 ; §§ 555.180 (complaint for specific performance), 555.181 (notice
of motion for receiver pendente lite)]. Supporting evidence may instead be presented by stating the necessary facts in a
verified complaint [see Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1900(a) ; § 555.180].

The declaration should provide evidence as to the income-producing aspect of the property and identify the moving
party's nominee [see Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1902 ].
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§ 555.183 Order Appointing Receiver Pendente Lite Pursuant to Trust Deed [Code Civ. Proc. § 564(b)(11) ]

[1] FORM

Order Appointing Receiver Pendente Lite Pursuant to Trust Deed [Code Civ. Proc. § 564(b)(10) ]

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________
_________________________ [name], )

Plaintiff,) NO. _______________
vs. ) ORDER
_________________________ [name ], )

Defendant.)
)

The motion of _________________ [identify party, for example, plaintiff] for an order appointing a receiver in the
above entitled action came on regularly for hearing by the court on _________________ [date]. Plaintiff appeared by
counsel _________________ [name]; defendant appeared by counsel _________________ [name].

On proof made to the satisfaction of the court that the motion ought to be granted,

IT IS ORDERED that the motion be, and it hereby is, granted, and:

1. _________________ [Name], whose address is _________________ [specify], is appointed receiver.

2. Before commencing the duties described below, the receiver shall take an oath to perform these duties faithfully
and, further, shall execute an undertaking to the State of California for the faithful performance of these duties and
subject to the orders of this Court in the amount of $ _________________.

3. After qualifying, the receiver shall take possession of the following described property: _________________
[legal description and address or other designation, description of any personal property or fixtures and furnishings,
description of any business, etc.].
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4. The receiver shall care for, preserve, and maintain the property and may incur expenses necessary for that care,
preservation, and maintenance.

5. The receiver shall demand and collect all rents now due and coming due from tenants of any portion of the
property, and tenants occupying or using any portion of the property shall pay rents to the receiver.

6. The receiver shall bring and prosecute all proper actions for the collection of rents due, or for the removal of
tenants in default or other persons, or for the protection or to recover possession of the property, and for this purpose
may employ an attorney to be approved by this Court.

7. The receiver may employ an agent to collect the rents and/or manage, maintain, or repair the property.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the receiver and _________________ [moving party, e.g., plaintiff] may apply to
this Court from time to time for further instructions or powers necessary to enable the receiver to perform the receiver's
duties properly.

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [signature]

Judge of the Superior Court

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is an order for use by a beneficiary moving for appointment of a receiver pendente lite [see
§ 555.181 (notice of motion)]. Submission of a carefully drafted order is essential because of the importance of
specifying the property that the receiver is to take into possession and the receiver's powers and duties. Additional
powers and duties that might be specified in the order include the duty to file an inventory of all property on taking
possession and to make periodic accountings; the duty to make specified payments in a specified order for the secured
obligation, taxes, insurance, maintenance expenses, senior liens, compensation for the receiver or agents, and other
payments; the duty to hold or otherwise dispose of amounts remaining after the specified payments are made; and
particular duties or instructions as to the operation of a business [see Code Civ. Proc. § 568 ]. For an illustration of a
Judicial Council form of order that may be used as a model for drafting this order, see § 555.185[1] or § 555.186[1].
Under local rules or court practice, one of those Judicial Council forms might be approved for use, with appropriate
modifications, in lieu of a custom-drafted order (or an alternative form of order might be prescribed).

[3] Notice of Order

The moving party must serve notice of the order on all other parties, unless the court orders otherwise or notice is
waived by all parties in open court and is entered in the minutes [Code Civ. Proc. § 1019.5(a) ; see Cal. Rules of Ct.,
Rule 309 (notice to be given by clerk)].
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§ 555.184 Order to Show Cause and Temporary Restraining Order--Rents, Issues, and Profits [Cal. Rules of Ct.,
Rule 1900 et seq.; Cal. Judicial Council Form RC-300]

[1] FORM

Order to Show Cause and Temporary Restraining Order--Rents, Issues, and Profits [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule
1900 et seq.; Cal. Judicial Council Form RC-300]

Click here to view image.

[2] Use of Form

The form illustrated in [1], above, is Cal. Judicial Council Form RC-300 , which may be used to obtain
appointment of a receiver for rents, issues, and profits, along with a temporary restraining order designed to preserve the
status quo respecting the receivership property [see Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1900 et seq. ]. This form would be
appropriate when exigent circumstances, not allowing for a normal noticed motion [see § 555.181[1]], evidently require
issuance of the temporary restraining order. If even more urgent circumstances require the ex parte appointment of a
receiver, the form in § 555.186[1] may be used. After the hearing on this order to show cause, the form in § 555.185[1]
may be used for the order appointing a receiver.

There is no Judicial Council form specifically for use in applying for this order. The application would be made by
verified complaint [see, e.g., § 555.180[1]] or by affidavit or declaration under penalty of perjury [see, e.g., §
555.182[1]]. The contents of the application would be essentially the same as for an application for ex parte
appointment of a receiver [see § 555.186[3]]. For further discussion of temporary restraining orders and additional
forms, see Ch. 303, Injunctions.

Use of this form is optional.This form is available in electronic format in LexisNexis TM Automated California
Judicial Council Forms. The form may also be viewed, and an interactive version accessed (for an individual or
monthly charge) at www.lexis.com or www.lexisone.com. A full size blank copy of the form is also available in
California Forms of Pleading and Practice, Judicial Council Forms Volumes.

[3] Notice of Hearing
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When a temporary restraining order is issued without notice, the matter must be made returnable on an order
requiring cause to be shown why a preliminary injunction should not be granted, on the earliest day that the business of
the court will allow, but not later than 15 days or, if good cause appears to the court, 22 days from the date the
temporary restraining order is issued [Code Civ. Proc. § 527(d)(1) ].

The hearing date will control the service and briefing schedule (see Paragraphs 7-9 of form) [see [5], below].

[4] Nomination of Receiver

No receiver is named in this order to show cause. At the hearing of an application for appointment of a receiver on
notice, each party appearing may, at the time of the hearing, suggest in writing one or more persons for appointment as
receiver, stating the reasons. For discussion of who may be appointed as a receiver, see § 555.185[3][a]. A party's
suggestion is without prejudice to the party's objections to the appointment of a receiver [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1902 ].
The court is not bound by a party's nomination, but the party's choice is usually given considerable weight. The
statement of nomination should demonstrate that the nominee is not disqualified for any statutory reason [see Code Civ.
Proc. § 566(a) ; § 555.185[3][a]].

[5] Service and Briefing Schedule

The party who obtained the temporary restraining order must, within five days from the date the temporary
restraining order is issued or two days before the hearing, whichever is earlier, serve on the opposing party:

- A copy of the complaint if not previously served;

- The order to show cause stating the date, time, and place of the hearing;

- Any affidavits to be used in the application; and

- A copy of the points and authorities in support of the application.

The court may for good cause, on motion of the applicant or on its own motion, shorten the time required for service on
the opposing party [Code Civ. Proc. § 527(d)(2) ].

The service and briefing schedule in this order will necessarily be controlled by the hearing date. For example, if
the hearing date were set 10 days after issuance of the order to show cause [see Code Civ. Proc. § 527(d)(1) ; see also
[3], above], the schedule might mandate service by the applicant (see Paragraph 7 of form) eight days before the
hearing, and service of opposition papers (see Paragraph 8) four days before the hearing, and service of any reply papers
(see Paragraph 9) two days before the hearing. This is a matter that could be governed by a local rule or practice.

When the matter first comes up for hearing, if the party who obtained the temporary restraining order has failed to
effect service as required, the court must dissolve the temporary restraining order [Code Civ. Proc. § 527(d)(3) ; but see
Code Civ. Proc. § 527(d)(5) (order may be reissued if applicant shows inability to effect service as required)]. The
opposing party is entitled to one continuance for a reasonable period of not less than 15 days or any shorter period
requested by the opposing party, to enable the opposing party to meet the application for a preliminary injunction. If the
opposing party obtains a continuance, the temporary restraining order will remain in effect until the date of the
continued hearing [Code Civ. Proc. § 527(d)(4) ].
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§ 555.185 Order Appointing Receiver After Hearing and Preliminary Injunction--Rents, Issues, and Profits [Cal.
Rules of Ct., Rule 1900 et seq.; Cal. Judicial Council Form RC-310]

[1] FORM

Order Appointing Receiver After Hearing and Preliminary Injunction--Rents, Issues, and Profits [Cal.
Rules of Ct., Rule 1900 et seq.; Cal. Judicial Council Form RC-310]

Click here to view image.

[2] Use of Form

The form illustrated in [1], above, is Cal. Judicial Council Form RC-310 , which may be used to appoint a receiver
for rents, issues, and profits after a hearing on an order to show cause [see § 555.184] and to issue a preliminary
injunction in aid of the receivership [see Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1900 et seq. ].

For examples of additional orders that could be stated in (or attached to) Paragraph 27 of this form, see §
555.188[1].

Use of this form is optional.This form is available in electronic format in LexisNexis TM Automated California
Judicial Council Forms. The form may also be viewed, and an interactive version accessed (for an individual or
monthly charge) at www.lexis.com or www.lexisone.com. A full size blank copy of the form is also available in
California Forms of Pleading and Practice, Judicial Council Forms Volumes.

[3] Order Appointing Receiver

[a] Who May Be Receiver

The receiver is the agent of the court and not of any party, and as such (1) is neutral, (2) acts for the benefit of all
who may have an interest in the receivership property, and (3) holds assets for the court and not for the plaintiff or the
defendant [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1903(a) ]. The person appointed as receiver (see Paragraph 2 of form) must be
eligible under this standard of neutrality and impartiality. The receiver should not be a party, or an attorney of a party,
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or a person otherwise interested in the action, or a relative of any judge of the court by consanguinity or affinity within
the third degree [see Code Civ. Proc. § 566(a) ].

The receiver must provide a bond and take an oath (see Paragraph 3 of form) [see Code Civ. Proc. § 567 ]. The
court should fix the amount of the receiver's bond so as to cover the value of transferable personal property and cash
that the receiver may possess at any point during the expected period of the receivership. If the bond were set too high
or too low, the appropriate remedy would be a noticed motion for a modification. Counsel should be prepared to discuss
the amount of the bond at the hearing.

[b] Prohibited Arrangements

The party seeking the appointment of the receiver may not, directly or indirectly, require any contract, agreement,
arrangement, or understanding with any receiver whom the party intends to nominate or recommend to the court, and
the receiver may not enter any such contract, arrangement, agreement, or understanding concerning any of the following
[Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1903(b) ]:

- How much the receiver will charge for services (see Paragraph 4 of form) [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule
1903(b)(2) ];

- Whom the receiver will hire, or seek approval to hire, to perform necessary services (see, e.g.,
Paragraphs 5 and 14b of form) [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1903(b)(3) ];

- How much the receiver will pay for services to appropriate or approved third parties hired to
provide services (see, e.g., Paragraphs 5 and 14 of form) [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1903(b)(2) ];

- How the receiver will administer the receivership (see Paragraph 7 et seq. of form) [Cal. Rules of
Ct., Rule 1903(b)(2) ];

- The role of the receiver with regard to the property following a trustee's sale or termination of the
receivership, without specific court permission (see Paragraph 8 of form) [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule
1903(b)(1) ]--for example, the party could not promise or agree that the receiver will get the listing for
the property after the receivership or a particular management company will get the right to manage the
property; or

- What capital expenditures will be made on the property (see Paragraph 14c of form) [Cal. Rules of
Ct., Rule 1903(b)(4) ].

[c] Inventory

A receiver must, within 30 days after appointment, or within any other time as the court may order, file an
inventory containing a complete and detailed list of all property of which the receiver has taken possession by virtue of
the appointment (see Paragraph 9 of form). The receiver must promptly file a supplementary inventory of all
subsequently obtained property [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1905 ].

[d] Monthly Reports

The receiver must provide monthly reports to the parties and, if requested, to nonparty client lienholders [Cal. Rules
of Ct., Rule 1906(a) ]. The monthly reports are not to be filed with the court unless the court so orders [Cal. Rules of Ct.,
Rule 1906(b) ]. These reports must include all of the following:

- A narrative report of events [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1906(a)(1) ];
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- A financial report (see Paragraph 13a of form) [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1906(a)(2) ]; and

- A statement of all fees paid to the receiver [see [e], below], employees, and professionals showing
all of the following [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1906(a)(3) ]:

- Itemized services;

- A breakdown of the services by six-minute increments;

- If the fees are hourly, the hourly fees; and

- If the fees are on another basis, that basis.

Unless good cause is shown, objections to a receiver's interim report and accounting (1) must be made within 10
days of notice of the report and accounting, (2) must be specific, and (3) must be delivered to the receiver and all parties
entitled to service of the interim report and accounting [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1907(b) ].

[e] Interim Fees

Interim fees (see Paragraph 13b of form) are subject to final review and approval by the court. The court retains
jurisdiction to award a greater or lesser amount as the full, fair, and final value of the services received [Cal. Rules of
Ct., Rule 1907(a) ].

[f] Employment of Attorney

A receiver must not employ an attorney without the court's approval. The application for approval to employ an
attorney must be in writing and must state the necessity for the employment, the name of the attorney whom the
receiver proposes to employ, and that the attorney is not the attorney for any party, nor associated with any party, nor
employed by an attorney for any party (see Paragraph 18 of form) [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1904 ].

[g] Final Account and Report on Noticed Motion or Stipulation

A receiver must present all of the following by noticed motion or stipulation of all parties [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule
1908(a) ]:

- A final account and report (see Paragraph 22 of form);

- A request for the discharge; and

- A request for exoneration of the receiver's surety.

No memorandum needs to be submitted in support of the motion or stipulation unless the court issues an order
requiring a memorandum [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1908(b) ]. Notice of the motion or the stipulation must be given to
every person or entity known to the receiver to have a substantial unsatisfied claim that will be affected by the order or
stipulation, whether or not the person or entity is a party to the action and has appeared in the action [Cal. Rules of Ct.,
Rule 1908(c) ]. If any allowance of compensation for the receiver or for an attorney employed by the receiver is claimed
in an account, it must state in detail what services have been performed by the receiver or the attorney, and whether
previous allowances have been made to the receiver or attorney, and the amounts [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1908(d) ].
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§ 555.186 Ex Parte Order Appointing Receiver and Order to Show Cause--Rents, Issues, and Profits [Cal. Rules
of Ct., Rule 1900 et seq.; Cal. Judicial Council Form RC-200]

[1] FORM

Ex Parte Order Appointing Receiver and Order to Show Cause--Rents, Issues, and Profits [Cal. Rules of Ct.,
Rule 1900 et seq.; Cal. Judicial Council Form RC-200]

Click here to view image.

[2] Use of Form

The form illustrated in [1], above, is Cal. Judicial Council Form RC-200 , which may be used to order the ex parte
appointment of a receiver for rents, issues, and profits [see Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1900 et seq. ], along with a temporary
restraining order, if necessary, to preserve the status quo regarding the receivership property. This form may be
appropriate for use only in the most urgent circumstances, not allowing for a normal noticed motion [see § 555.181[1]]
and not amenable to issuance of a show-cause order with a temporary restraining order [see § 555.184[1]], but evidently
requiring the immediate appointment of a receiver. It would be considered a drastic remedy [see Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule
1900(a)(1) ; see also [3], below].

For examples of additional orders that could be stated in (or attached to) Paragraph 29 of this form, see §
555.188[1].

Use of this form is optional.This form is available in electronic format in LexisNexis TM Automated California
Judicial Council Forms. The form may also be viewed, and an interactive version accessed (for an individual or
monthly charge) at www.lexis.com or www.lexisone.com. A full size blank copy of the form is also available in
California Forms of Pleading and Practice, Judicial Council Forms Volumes.

Before going into court to request the ex parte appointment of a receiver, the applicant should verify his or her
nominee's availability and obtain the information necessary to ensure that the receiver's bond and oath [see [5][b],
below] and the applicant's bond [see [5][d], below] can be immediately submitted to the court if the application is
granted.
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[3] Contents of Application

There is no Judicial Council form specifically for use in applying for this ex parte order. The application would be
made by verified complaint [see, e.g., § 555.180[1]] or by affidavit or declaration under penalty of perjury [see, e.g., §
555.182[1]]. It must show in detail (in addition to any other matters supporting an application for the ex parte
appointment of a receiver) all of the following:

- The nature of the emergency and the reasons irreparable injury would be suffered by the applicant
during the time necessary for a hearing on notice [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1900(a)(1) ];

- The names, addresses, and telephone numbers of the persons in actual possession of the property
for which a receiver is requested, or of the president, manager, or principal agent of any corporation in
possession of the property [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1900(a)(2) ];

- The use being made of the property by the persons in possession [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule
1900(a)(3) ]; and

- If the property is a part of the plant, equipment, or stock in trade of any business, the nature and
approximate size or extent of the business, and facts sufficient to show whether the taking of the property
by a receiver would stop or seriously interfere with the operation of the business [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule
1900(a)(4) ].

[4] Notice of Hearing

Whenever a receiver is appointed without notice, the matter must be made returnable on an order to show cause
why the appointment should not be confirmed. The order to show cause must be made returnable on the earliest date the
business of the court will allow, but not later than 15 days or, if good cause appears to the court, 22 days from the date
the order is issued [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1901(a) ; see § 555.184[3]].

The hearing date will control the service and briefing schedule in the form (see Paragraphs 34-36 of form) [see [6],
below].

[5] Order Appointing Receiver

[a] Who May Be Receiver

The receiver is the agent of the court and not of any party, and as such (1) is neutral, (2) acts for the benefit of all
who may have an interest in the receivership property, and (3) holds assets for the court and not for the plaintiff or the
defendant [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1903(a) ]. The person appointed as receiver (see Paragraph 3 of form) must be
eligible under this standard of neutrality and impartiality. The receiver should not be a party, or an attorney of a party,
or a person otherwise interested in the action, or a relative of any judge of the court by consanguinity or affinity within
the third degree [see Code Civ. Proc. § 566(a) ].

[b] Receiver's Bond and Oath

The receiver must provide a bond and take an oath (see Paragraph 4 of form) [see Code Civ. Proc. § 567 ]. The
court should fix the amount of the receiver's bond so as to cover the value of transferable personal property and cash
that the receiver may possess at any point during the expected period of the receivership. If the bond were set too high
or too low, the appropriate remedy would be a noticed motion for a modification. Counsel should be prepared to discuss
the amount of the bond at the ex parte hearing (and at the confirmation hearing; see § 555.187).

[c] Prohibited Arrangements
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The party seeking the appointment of the receiver may not, directly or indirectly, require any contract, agreement,
arrangement, or understanding with any receiver whom the party intends to nominate or recommend to the court, and
the receiver may not enter any such contract, arrangement, agreement, or understanding concerning any of the following
[Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1903(b) ]:

- How much the receiver will charge for services (see Paragraph 5 of form) [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule
1903(b)(2) ];

- Whom the receiver will hire, or seek approval to hire, to perform necessary services (see, e.g.,
Paragraphs 6 and 16b of form) [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1903(b)(3) ];

- How much the receiver will pay for services to appropriate or approved third parties hired to
provide services (see, e.g., Paragraph 6 of form) [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1903(b)(2) ];

- How the receiver will administer the receivership (see Paragraph 9 et seq. of form) [Cal. Rules of
Ct., Rule 1903(b)(2) ];

- The role of the receiver with regard to the property following a trustee's sale or termination of the
receivership, without specific court permission (see Paragraph 10 of form) [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule
1903(b)(1) ]--for example, the party could not promise or agree that the receiver will get the listing for
the property after the receivership or a particular management company will get the right to manage the
property; or

- What capital expenditures will be made on the property (see Paragraph 16c of form) [Cal. Rules of
Ct., Rule 1903(b)(4) ].

[d] Applicant's Bond

Because the receiver is appointed ex parte, the applicant is required to provide a bond (see Paragraph 8 of form)
[Code Civ. Proc. § 566(b) ]. Counsel should be prepared to discuss the amount of the bond at the ex parte hearing. If the
bond were set too high or too low, the appropriate remedy would be a noticed motion for a modification.

[e] Inventory

A receiver must, within 30 days after appointment, or within such other time as the court may order, file an
inventory containing a complete and detailed list of all property of which the receiver has taken possession by virtue of
the appointment (see Paragraph 11 of form). The receiver must promptly file a supplementary inventory of all
subsequently obtained property [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1905 ].

[f] Monthly Reports

The receiver must provide monthly reports to the parties and, if requested, to nonparty client lienholders [Cal. Rules
of Ct., Rule 1906(a) ]. The monthly reports are not to be filed with the court unless the court so orders [Cal. Rules of Ct.,
Rule 1906(b) ]. These reports must include all of the following:

- A narrative report of events [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1906(a)(1) ];

- A financial report (see Paragraph 15a of form) [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1906(a)(2) ]; and

- A statement of all fees paid to the receiver [see [g], below], employees, and professionals showing
[Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1906(a)(3) ]:
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- Itemized services;

- A breakdown of the services by six-minute increments;

- If the fees are hourly, the hourly fees; and

- If the fees are on another basis, that basis.

Unless good cause is shown, objections to a receiver's interim report and accounting (1) must be made within 10
days of notice of the report and accounting, (2) must be specific, and (3) must be delivered to the receiver and all parties
entitled to service of the interim report and accounting [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1907(b) ].

[g] Interim Fees

Interim fees (see Paragraph 15b of form) are subject to final review and approval by the court. The court retains
jurisdiction to award a greater or lesser amount as the full, fair, and final value of the services received [Cal. Rules of
Ct., Rule 1907(a) ].

[h] Employment of Attorney

A receiver must not employ an attorney without the court's approval. The application for approval to employ an
attorney must be in writing and must state the necessity for the employment, the name of the attorney whom the
receiver proposes to employ, and that the attorney is not the attorney for any party, nor associated with any party, nor
employed by an attorney for any party (see Paragraph 20 of form) [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1904 ].

[i] Final Account and Report on Noticed Motion or Stipulation

A receiver must present all of the following by noticed motion or stipulation of all parties [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule
1908(a) ]:

- A final account and report (see Paragraph 24 of form);

- A request for the discharge; and

- A request for exoneration of the receiver's surety.

No memorandum needs to be submitted in support of the motion or stipulation unless the court issues an order
requiring a memorandum [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1908(b) ]. Notice of the motion or the stipulation must be given to
every person or entity known to the receiver to have a substantial unsatisfied claim that will be affected by the order or
stipulation, whether or not the person or entity is a party to the action and has appeared in the action [Cal. Rules of Ct.,
Rule 1908(c) ]. If any allowance of compensation for the receiver or for an attorney employed by the receiver is claimed
in an account, it must state in detail what services have been performed by the receiver or the attorney, and whether
previous allowances have been made to the receiver or attorney, and the amounts [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1908(d) ].

[6] Service and Briefing Schedule

The applicant must serve, by personal service (see Paragraph 34 of form) on each of the adverse parties all of the
following:

- A copy of the complaint if not previously served;

- The order to show cause stating the date, time, and place of the hearing;
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- Any affidavits supporting the application; and

- A memorandum of points and authorities supporting the application.

Service must be made as soon as reasonably practical, but no later than five days after the date the order to show cause
is issued, unless the court orders another time for service [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1901(b) ].

The service and briefing schedule will necessarily be controlled by the hearing date. For example, if the hearing
date were set 10 days after issuance of the order to show cause [see Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1901(a) ; [4], above], the
schedule might mandate service by the applicant (see Paragraph 34 of form) eight days before the hearing, and service
of opposition papers (see Paragraph 35) four days before the hearing, and service of any reply papers (see Paragraph 36)
two days before the hearing. This is a matter that could be governed by a local rule or practice.

If the party that obtained the ex parte appointment fails to exercise diligence to effect service on the adverse parties,
the court may discharge the receiver [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1901(c) ].
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§ 555.187 Order Confirming Appointment of Receiver and Preliminary Injunction--Rents, Issues, and Profits
[Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1900 et seq.; Cal. Judicial Council Form RC-210]

[1] FORM

Order Confirming Appointment of Receiver and Preliminary Injunction--Rents, Issues, and Profits [Cal.
Rules of Ct., Rule 1900 et seq.; Cal. Judicial Council Form RC-210]

Click here to view image.

[2] Use of Form

The form illustrated in [1], above, is Cal. Judicial Council Form RC-210 , which may be used to confirm the ex
parte appointment of a receiver for rents, issues, and profits [see § 555.186] and to issue a preliminary injunction in aid
of the receivership [see Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1900 et seq. ].

Use of this form is optional.This form is available in electronic format in LexisNexis TM Automated California
Judicial Council Forms. The form may also be viewed, and an interactive version accessed (for an individual or
monthly charge) at www.lexis.com or www.lexisone.com. A full size blank copy of the form is also available in
California Forms of Pleading and Practice, Judicial Council Forms Volumes.

At the hearing for confirmation of an ex parte appointment, each party appearing may, at the time of the hearing,
suggest in writing one or more persons for substitution as receiver, stating the reasons. A party's suggestion is without
prejudice to the party's objections to the confirmation of the receiver [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1902 ].

If the party that obtained the ex parte appointment is not ready to proceed at the confirmation hearing, the court
may discharge the receiver [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1901(c) ]. The adverse parties are entitled to one continuance to
enable them to oppose the confirmation. If a continuance is granted, the order to show cause remains in effect until the
date of the continued hearing [Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1901(d) ].
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§ 555.188 Additional Orders

[1] FORM

[Following are examples of additional orders that could be stated in (or attached to) Paragraph 27 of form in §
555.185[1] or Paragraph 29 of form in § 555.186[1].]

A. Preservation of Property. The receiver is authorized to care for, preserve, and maintain property in the
receivership estate and, for that purpose, to make decisions or take action not specifically authorized by this order,
provided that with regard to such authority:

(1) The receiver shall first attempt to obtain a stipulated agreement from the adversarial parties relating
to a contemplated action. If the stipulation is obtained, it shall then be submitted to the court, ex parte,
with an order for signature.

(2) If unable to obtain a stipulation, the receiver shall circulate a notice, with details of the
recommended course of action, and give the parties an opportunity to object and request an ex parte
hearing. The notice shall expressly state the necessity for the contemplated action and shall advise the
parties that any objection must be written, must be specific, and must be served on the receiver and other
parties, and filed with the court within seven days from being mailed or five days from being faxed.

(3) If the contemplated action is not an emergency, the receiver or the objecting party shall move for
an order on a regularly noticed motion.

B. Contracts. If, in the receiver's judgment, a contract is necessary to administer the receivership estate, and if the
contract has a de minimis effect on the estate, no prior notice need be given, but the circumstances of entering into the
contract shall be included in the receiver's next monthly report.

C. Notification of Tenants. The receiver shall inform all tenants of the telephone number and address of the
receiver and notify tenants of the requirement that rents be paid to the receiver.
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D. New Leases (or Renewals) in Excess of One Year. The receiver shall negotiate leases in excess of one year so
as to obtain the best possible lease for the estate. Before execution of a lease, the receiver shall submit the lease to the
plaintiff and the defendant (owner), for review, and give each party an opportunity to object by a date certain. If there is
objection, the lease shall be submitted to the court for approval.

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, are examples of additional orders that, depending on the circumstances, could be stated in
(or attached to) the Judicial Council forms in § 555.185[1] (see Paragraph 27 of that form) and § 555.186[1] (see
Paragraph 29 of that form). These orders are adapted from orders sanctioned in local rules of the Los Angeles County
Superior Court [see Los Angeles Co. Super. Ct. Rule 9.51 et seq. ], now largely superseded by Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule
1900 et seq.
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§ 555.189 Demand for Turnover of Rents, Issues, or Profits [Civ. Code § 2938(j) ]

[1] FORM

Demand for Turnover of Rents, Issues, or Profits [Civ. Code § 2938(j) ]

DEMAND TO PAY RENT TO PARTY OTHER THAN LANDLORD
( CIVIL CODE SECTION 2938 )

Tenant: _________________ [name]
Property Occupied by Tenant: _________________ [address]
Landlord: _________________ [name]
Secured Party: _________________ [name]
Address: _________________ [address for payment of rent to secured party and for further information]

The secured party named above is the assignee of leases, rents, issues, and profits under _________________
[name of document] dated _________________ [date] and recorded at _________________ [recording information] in
the official records of _________________ County, California. You may request a copy of such assignment from the
secured party at _________________ [address].

THIS NOTICE AFFECTS YOUR LEASE OR RENTAL AGREEMENT RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS. YOU
ARE THEREFORE ADVISED TO CONSULT AN ATTORNEY CONCERNING THOSE RIGHTS AND
OBLIGATIONS IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING YOUR RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS UNDER
THIS NOTICE.

IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 2938 OF THE CIVIL CODE, SUBDIVISION (c) , YOU ARE HEREBY
DIRECTED TO PAY TO THE SECURED PARTY, _________________ [name], AT _________________ [address],
ALL RENTS UNDER YOUR LEASE OR OTHER RENTAL AGREEMENT WITH THE LANDLORD OR
PREDECESSOR IN INTEREST OF LANDLORD, FOR THE OCCUPANCY OF THE PROPERTY AT
_________________ [address of rental premises] WHICH ARE PAST DUE AND PAYABLE ON THE DATE YOU
RECEIVE THIS DEMAND, AND ALL RENTS COMING DUE UNDER THE LEASE OR OTHER RENTAL
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AGREEMENT FOLLOWING THE DATE YOU RECEIVE THIS DEMAND UNLESS YOU HAVE ALREADY
PAID THIS RENT TO THE LANDLORD IN GOOD FAITH AND IN A MANNER NOT INCONSISTENT WITH
THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN YOU AND THE LANDLORD. IN THIS CASE, THIS DEMAND NOTICE SHALL
REQUIRE YOU TO PAY TO THE SECURED PARTY, _________________ [name], ALL RENTS THAT COME
DUE FOLLOWING THE DATE OF THE PAYMENT TO THE LANDLORD.

IF YOU PAY THE RENT TO THE UNDERSIGNED SECURED PARTY, _________________ [name], IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THIS NOTICE, YOU DO NOT HAVE TO PAY THE RENT TO THE LANDLORD. YOU
WILL NOT BE SUBJECT TO DAMAGES OR OBLIGATED TO PAY RENT TO THE SECURED PARTY IF YOU
HAVE PREVIOUSLY RECEIVED A DEMAND OF THIS TYPE FROM A DIFFERENT SECURED PARTY.

[For other than residential tenants, add:]

IF YOU PAY ANY RENT TO THE LANDLORD THAT BY THE TERMS OF THIS DEMAND YOU ARE
REQUIRED TO PAY TO THE SECURED PARTY, YOU MAY BE SUBJECT TO DAMAGES INCURRED BY THE
SECURED PARTY BY REASON OF YOUR FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS DEMAND, AND YOU MAY
NOT BE DISCHARGED FROM YOUR OBLIGATION TO PAY SUCH RENT TO THE SECURED PARTY. YOU
WILL NOT BE SUBJECT TO SUCH DAMAGES OR OBLIGATED TO PAY SUCH RENT TO THE SECURED
PARTY IF YOU HAVE PREVIOUSLY RECEIVED A DEMAND OF THIS TYPE FROM A DIFFERENT
ASSIGNEE.

Your obligation to pay rent under this demand shall continue until you receive either (1) a written notice from a
court directing you to pay the rent in a manner provided therein, or (2) a written notice from the secured party named
above canceling this demand.

The undersigned hereby certifies, under penalty of perjury, that the undersigned is an authorized officer or agent of
the secured party and that the secured party is the assignee, or the current successor to the assignee, under an assignment
of leases, rents, issues, or profits executed by the landlord, or a predecessor in interest, that is being enforced pursuant to
and in accordance with Civil Code Section 2938 .

Executed at _________________, California, this _________________ day of _________________,
_________________.

(Secured Party)

Name: _________________ [signature]

Title: _________________

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a statutory demand for a turnover of rents, issues, and profits. It may be used to enforce
an assignment of an interest in leases, rents, issues, or profits of real property made in connection with an obligation
secured by the property. Civ. Code § 2938 governs these assignments and sets forth alternative methods of enforcing
them. One method permits enforcement by delivering to any one or more of the tenants a written demand (this form) for
turnover of rents, issues, and profits [see Civ. Code § 2938(c) ; see also [3], below].

The demand must be in the form specified in Civ. Code § 2938(j) and must be signed under penalty of perjury by
the assignee or the assignee's authorized agent [Civ. Code § 2938(d) ].

For additional discussion of Civ. Code § 2938 , see § 555.81[1].
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[3] Delivery and Effectiveness

In addition to being delivered to any one or more of the tenants, a copy of this demand must be delivered to the
assignor. A copy must be mailed to each other assignee of record of the leases, rents, issues, and profits of the real
property at the address for notices provided in the assignment or, if there is none, the address to which the recorded
assignment was to be mailed after recording [Civ. Code § 2938(c) ].

The demand will be effective against the tenant when it is actually received by the tenant at the address for notices
provided in the lease or other contractual agreement under which the tenant occupies the property or, if no address for
notices is provided, at the property [Civ. Code § 2938(d) ].

For discussion of the tenant's obligations on receipt of this demand, see § 555.81[4].
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§ 555.190 Complaint for Damages [Civ. Code § 3333 ] for Waste Impairing Security [Civ. Code § 2929 ]--By
Beneficiary

[1] FORM

Complaint for Damages [Civ. Code § 3333 ] for Waste Impairing Security [Civ. Code § 2929 ]--By
Beneficiary

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________
_________________________ [name], )

Plaintiff,) NO. _______________
vs. ) COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES
_________________________ [name ], ) [LIMITED CIVIL CASE]

Defendant.)
)

Plaintiff alleges:

1. [Capacity and residence of plaintiff. See § 555.120[1], Paragraph 1.]

2. [Capacity and residence of defendant. See § 555.160[1], Paragraph 2.]

3. [Making of promissory note. See § 555.126[1], Paragraph 3.]

4. [Execution and recordation of trust deed. See § 555.147[1], Paragraph 4.]

5. On or about _________________ [date], defendant was in possession of the property.

6. When defendant took possession, the property consisted in part of _________________ [aspect of property
wasted by defendant, e.g., 90 acres of vineyards].
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7. After taking possession of the property, defendant committed waste by _________________ [specify defendant's
acts and omissions, e.g., willfully mismanaging the property and allowing it to deteriorate from a failure to cultivate,
irrigate, fertilize, fumigate, prune, and do all other acts necessary to preserve the vineyards].

8. Defendant defaulted on the note by _________________ [specify default, e.g., failing to make payments due on
and after _________________ (date)]. After this default, plaintiff caused the property to be sold by the trustee under the
power of sale in the trust deed on _________________ [date].

9. At the time of the trustee's sale, defendant's default amounted to $ _________________. _________________
[Specify purchaser, e.g., Plaintiff] bought the property at the trustee's sale for $ _________________ and received the
customary trustee's deed.

10. As a proximate result of defendant's willful mismanagement of the property, plaintiff's security was impaired
and rendered inadequate in the amount of $ _________________ [difference between amount of outstanding debt and
amount realized by sale of property].

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays judgment against defendant as follows:

1. For damages in the amount of $ _________________;

2. For costs of suit herein incurred; and

3. For any other and further relief as the court may deem proper.

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [firm name, if any]

By: _________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Attorney for Plaintiff _________________ [name]

[Verification, if desired. See § 555.120[1].]

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a complaint for use by a beneficiary under a trust deed to sue for damages for waste that
impaired the security and was committed by the trustor in possession [Civ. Code §§ 2929, 3333 ]. The form may be
modified to state a cause of action against any other person in possession, because the duty not to commit waste applies
not only to the trustor and successors but also to any other person whose interest is subject to the trust deed [Civ. Code §
2929 ]. For further discussion, see § 555.90[1].

[3] Allegations

This complaint alleges the following essential facts [see § 555.90[5][a]]:

- The defendant's status as a person in possession of property subject to the trust deed of which the
plaintiff is the beneficiary (Paragraphs 4 and 5).

- The defendant's wasteful acts and omissions (Paragraphs 6 and 7).
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- The proximate result that the plaintiff's security was rendered inadequate (Paragraphs 8-10) [see
Hickman v. Mulder (1976) 58 Cal. App. 3d 900, 902-903, 130 Cal. Rptr. 304 ].

An additional allegation of bad faith waste is required (Paragraph 7, alleging willful mismanagement) to recover
damages when a deficiency judgment would otherwise be barred, such as after foreclosure by a private sale (Paragraph
8) [Code Civ. Proc. § 581d ; see Cornelison v. Kornbluth (1975) 15 Cal. 3d 590, 603, 605, 125 Cal. Rptr. 557, 542 P.2d
981 ; Hickman v. Mulder (1976) 58 Cal. App. 3d 900, 903, 908-909, 130 Cal. Rptr. 304 ]. For further discussion, see §
555.90[5][b].

[4] Verification

Verification of this complaint is not required [see Code Civ. Proc. § 128.7(a) (unless otherwise required by law,
pleadings not required to be verified)]. However, if the complaint is verified, the defendant is required to file a verified
answer in a superior court action other than a limited civil case [Code Civ. Proc. §§ 92(b), 446(a) ] and is precluded
from making a general denial in superior court actions that are not limited civil cases and in some limited civil cases
[see Code Civ. Proc. § 431.30(d) ]. For further discussion of the effect that verifying a complaint has on the answer, see
Ch. 26, Answers.

[5] Jurisdiction and Venue

The superior court has jurisdiction of the action, which will be classified as an unlimited civil case unless the
amount in controversy, exclusive of interest, is $ 25,000 or less, in which case it will be classified as a limited civil case
[Cal. Const., art. VI, § 10 ; Code Civ. Proc. §§ 85, 86(a)(8) ]. When title or right to possession is to be tried, or
permanent injunctive relief is sought, the case will be classified as an unlimited civil case [see Code Civ. Proc. § 88 ].

In an action for injuries to real property, the superior court in the county in which the real property is located is the
proper court for trial [Code Civ. Proc. § 392(a)(1) ].

[6] Cross References

For discussion and forms relating to tort damages in general, see Ch. 177, Damages.
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§ 555.191 Complaint for Preliminary and Permanent Injunctions [Code Civ. Proc. § 525 et seq. ; Civ. Code §
3420 et seq. ] Based on Waste Impairing Security [Civ. Code § 2929 ]--By Beneficiary

[1] FORM

Complaint for Preliminary and Permanent Injunctions [Code Civ. Proc. § 525 et seq. ; Civ. Code § 3420 et
seq. ] Based on Waste Impairing Security [Civ. Code § 2929 ]--By Beneficiary

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________
_________________________ [name], )

Plaintiff,) NO. _______________
vs. ) COMPLAINT FOR

)TEMPORARY RESTRAINING
)ORDER AND PRELIMINARY
)AND PERMANENT
)INJUNCTIONS

_________________________ [name ], )
Defendant.)

)

Plaintiff alleges:

1. [Capacity and residence of plaintiff. See § 555.120[1], Paragraph 1.]

2. [Capacity and residence of defendant. See § 555.160[1], Paragraph 2.]

3. [Making of promissory note. See § 555.126[1], Paragraph 3.]

4. [Execution and recordation of trust deed. See § 555.147[1], Paragraph 4.]

5. [Defendant's possession of property. See § 555.190[1], Paragraph 6.]
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6. When defendant took possession, _________________ [allege prior condition or nature of property, e.g., the
first floor of the building on the property consisted of a coin operated laundromat with 46 washers and 20 dryers. The
fair market value of the property at that time was $ _________________].

7. Beginning on or about _________________ [date], and continuously since then, defendant has committed, and
defendant threatens to continue to commit, waste by _________________ [specify, e.g., removing the washers and
dryers from the property].

8. On or about _________________ [date], plaintiff demanded that defendant _________________ [specify, e.g.,
not remove or otherwise dispose of the washers and dryers], but defendant has failed to do so, and threatens to continue
unless restrained.

9. Defendant's outstanding debt under the note is $ _________________.

10. Unless defendant's conduct is restrained, it will cause irreparable injury to plaintiff and render plaintiff's
security inadequate in that it will reduce the fair market value of the property to approximately $ _________________.

11. Plaintiff has no adequate remedy at law for this injury, in that _________________ [specify, e.g., plaintiff is
informed and believes and thereon alleges that defendant is insolvent].

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays judgment against defendant as follows:

1. For an order requiring defendant to show cause why defendant should not be enjoined as set forth below, during
the pendency of this action;

2. For a temporary restraining order, a preliminary injunction, and a permanent injunction, all enjoining defendant
and all persons acting under, for, or in concert with defendant from _________________ [specify, e.g., removing or
otherwise disposing of any washers, dryers, or other equipment used in operating the laundromat located on the
property];

3. For costs of suit herein incurred; and

4. For any other and further relief as the court may deem proper.

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [firm name, if any]

By: _________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Attorney for Plaintiff _________________ [name]

[Verification. See § 555.120[1].]

[2] Use of Form

This form is a complaint for use by the beneficiary under a trust deed to sue for temporary and permanent
injunctions restraining the trustor in possession from committing actual or threatened waste to impair the beneficiary's
security interest [Civ. Code §§ 2929, 3422 ; Code Civ. Proc. §§ 526, 527 ]. The form may be modified to state a cause
of action against any other person in possession, because the duty not to commit waste applies not only to the trustor
and successors but also to any other person whose interest is subject to the trust deed [Civ. Code § 2929 ]. For further
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discussion, see § 555.90[1]. The form may also be modified to include or state a cause of action restraining a third
party's injury to the property that impairs the security [see § 555.91].

The beneficiary is entitled to obtain injunctive relief before foreclosure in cases in which the waste threatens to
render the security inadequate [see Civ. Code § 2929 ; Miller v. Waddingham (1891) 91 Cal. 377, 382, 27 P. 750 ]. If
foreclosure proceedings are pending, this form may be modified to enjoin any person in possession of the property from
performing any act that injures the property, regardless of whether the acts would render the security inadequate [Code
Civ. Proc. § 745(a) ; see § 555.90[4]]. Appointment of a receiver may also be sought in a foreclosure action when acts
of waste endanger the security [Code Civ. Proc. § 564(b)(2) ]. For further discussion and forms, see Ch. 486, Receivers.

[3] Allegations

This complaint alleges the following essential facts:

- The defendant's status as a person in possession of property subject to the trust deed of which the
plaintiff is the beneficiary (Paragraph 5).

- The defendant's wasteful conduct or threatened conduct (Paragraphs 6-8).

- The likelihood that the plaintiff will suffer irreparable injury unless this conduct is enjoined
(Paragraphs 9-11) [see Miller v. Waddingham (1891) 91 Cal. 377, 382, 27 P. 750 ; Robinson v. Russell
(1864) 24 Cal. 467, 473 ].

For further discussion, see § 555.90[4].

[4] Verification

Verification [see Code Civ. Proc. § 446 ] is required if the plaintiff seeks a temporary restraining order or a
preliminary injunction on the complaint instead of on an affidavit (or declarations under Code Civ. Proc. § 2015.5 ) [see
Code Civ. Proc. § 527(a) ; see generally Ch. 303, Injunctions]. Otherwise, verification is not required [see Code Civ.
Proc. § 128.7(a) (unless otherwise required by law, pleadings not required to be verified)]. However, if the complaint is
verified, the defendant is required to file a verified answer [Code Civ. Proc. § 446(a) ] and is precluded from making a
general denial [see Code Civ. Proc. § 431.30(d) ]. For further discussion of the effect that verifying a complaint has on
the answer, see Ch. 26, Answers.

If relying on a verified complaint instead of an affidavit (or declaration), counsel must plead evidentiary facts that
would entitle the plaintiff to the relief sought [see E.H. Renzel Co. v. Warehousemen's Union (1940) 16 Cal. 2d 369,
373, 106 P.2d 1 ; San Juan G. Co. v. San Juan R. etc. Assn. (1939) 34 Cal. App. 2d 159, 174, 93 P.2d 582 ]. In addition,
counsel must append to this form a certificate relating to notice [Code Civ. Proc. § 527(a) ; Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 379
]. For discussion, a procedural checklist, and additional forms necessary to obtain a temporary restraining order or
preliminary injunction, see Ch. 303, Injunctions.

[5] Jurisdiction and Venue

An action seeking permanent injunctive relief is in the jursdiction of the superior court and is not a limited civil
action [Cal. Const., art. VI, § 10 ; Code Civ. Proc. §§ 85, 86 ]. When title or right to possession is to be tried, or
permanent injunctive relief is sought, the case will be classified as an unlimited civil case [see Code Civ. Proc. § 88 ].

In an action for injuries to real property, the superior court in the county in which the real property is located is the
proper court for trial [Code Civ. Proc. § 392(a)(1) ].

[6] Cross References
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For discussion and forms relating to injunctive relief in general, see Ch. 303, Injunctions.
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§ 555.192 Complaint for Damages for Rent Skimming [Civ. Code § 891 ]--By Lienholder

[1] FORM

Complaint for Damages for Rent Skimming [Civ. Code § 891 ]--By Lienholder

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________
_________________________ [name], )

Plaintiff,) NO. _______________
vs. ) COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES
_________________________ [name ], ) [LIMITED CIVIL CASE]

Defendant.)
)

Plaintiff alleges:

1. [Capacity and residence of plaintiff. See § 555.120[1], Paragraph 1.]

2. [Capacity and residence of defendant. See § 555.125[1], Paragraph 2.]

3. [Making of promissory note. See § 555.126[1], Paragraph 3.]

4. [Execution and recordation of trust deed. See § 555.147[1], Paragraph 4.]

5. Defendant acquired the property on _________________ [date]. The property is improved with
_________________ [describe residential nature of property, e.g., a 15-unit apartment building].

6. [Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges that during or During] the period commencing on
_________________ [date within first year of defendant's ownership] and continuing until _________________
[specify, e.g., the present time], defendant engaged in rent skimming, that is, defendant collected rents of at least $
_________________ per month in the aggregate from the property and [knowingly and willfully] expended that
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revenue [for personal purposes] without first applying it, or an equivalent amount, to payments then due on the note.

7. As a proximate result of defendant's rent skimming, plaintiff sustained damages in that _________________
[specify, e.g., defendant defaulted in the payment on the note. After giving notice of default and notice of sale as
required by law, _________________ (name), trustee under the trust deed, foreclosed the trust deed under the power of
sale and sold the property at a public auction for $ _________________. The amount then due and delinquent on the
note was $ _________________, and the expenses of the sale were $ _________________. The deficiency, after
application of the proceeds of the sale and deduction of the expenses of the sale, is $ _________________].

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays judgment against defendant as follows:

1. For actual damages in the sum of $ _________________;

[2. For exemplary damages;]

3. For reasonable attorney's fees;

4. For costs of suit herein incurred; and

5. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem proper.

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [firm name, if any]

By: _________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Attorney for Plaintiff

[Verification, if desired. See § 555.120[1].]

[2] Use of Form

This form is a complaint for use by a mortgagee or trust deed beneficiary [see Civ. Code § 891(b) (authorizing
action by mortgagee or beneficiary)] who has been injured by rent-skimming [see Civ. Code § 890(a) (definition)].
Although this complaint has named as defendant only the owner who collected the rents, the complaint may be
modified to sue any person, including officers and directors of a business organization, that authorized rent-skimming
or, being in a position of control, failed to prevent another from rent skimming [see Civ. Code § 890(c) ]. The complaint
also may be modified for use by a vendor as lienholder or by a tenant, either of whom could be injured by rent
skimming. For further discussion, see § 555.94.

For a related affirmative defense allegation, see § 555.193.

[3] Allegations

This complaint alleges the following essential facts:

- The rent skimming, that is, the failure to apply rents from residential real property, or an equivalent
amount, at any time during the first year after acquiring the property, to payments due on all mortgages
and trust deeds encumbering the property (Paragraphs 5 and 6) [see Civ. Code § 890(a) (defining rent
skimming)].
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- The plaintiff's damages (Paragraph 7) [see Civ. Code § 891(b) (mortgagee or beneficiary is entitled
to actual damages to extent of rents collected on property, attorney's fees, and costs)].

[4] Other Relief

The rights and remedies provided by Civ. Code § 891 are in addition to any other rights and remedies provided by
law [Civ. Code § 891(e) ]. In the case of a vendor or another mortgagee or beneficiary, an order for any appropriate
equitable relief is specifically authorized [see Civ. Code § 891(a), (c) ]. For instance, if the mortgage or trust deed
contains an assignment of rents as additional security, the beneficiary or mortgagee may seek to have the assignment
specifically performed, often by appointment of a receiver, and sometimes in addition to an accounting.

[5] Verification

Verification of this complaint is not required [see Code Civ. Proc. § 128.7(a) (unless otherwise required by law,
pleadings not required to be verified)]. However, if the complaint is verified, the defendant is required to file a verified
answer in a superior court action other than a limited civil case [Code Civ. Proc. §§ 92(b), 446(a) ] and is precluded
from making a general denial in superior court actions that are not limited civil cases and in some limited civil cases
[see Code Civ. Proc. § 431.30(d) ]. For further discussion of the effect that verifying a complaint has on the answer, see
Ch. 26, Answers.

[6] Jurisdiction and Venue

The superior court has jurisdiction of the action, which will be classified as an unlimited civil case unless the
amount in controversy, exclusive of interest, is $ 25,000 or less, in which case it will be classified as a limited civil case
[Cal. Const., art. VI, § 10 ; Code Civ. Proc. §§ 85, 86(a)(8) ]. When title or right to possession is to be tried, or
permanent injunctive relief is sought, the case will be classified as an unlimited civil case [see Code Civ. Proc. § 88 ].

Generally, the proper county for trial is the county in which a defendant resides [Code Civ. Proc. § 395(a) ]. In an
action by the vendor or other lienholder, in which the actual damages are essentially the deficiency or the outstanding
debt following foreclosure or loss of the security, the proper county for trial is the county in which the obligation was
entered into or is to be performed [Code Civ. Proc. § 395(a) ]. In an action by a tenant, in which the actual damages are
essentially out-of-pocket losses, the proper county for trial is the county in which injury occurs [Code Civ. Proc. §
395(a) ]. If the defendant is a corporation or association, the county in which its principal place of business is located is
a proper county for trial [Code Civ. Proc. §§ 395.2, 395.5 ].
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§ 555.193 Affirmative Defense Allegation--Rental Revenue Used for Emergency Medical Treatment or Necessary
Repairs [Civ. Code § 893 ]

[1] FORM

Affirmative Defense Allegation--Rental Revenue Used for Emergency Medical Treatment or Necessary
Repairs [Civ. Code § 893 ]

AS A [_________________ (if more than one, specify number, e.g., FIRST)] SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSE [if more than one cause of action alleged, state TO THE _________________ (specify, e.g., SECOND)
CAUSE OF ACTION], defendant alleges:

1. Within 30 days of receipt of each and every rent payment that is the subject of the complaint, defendant used the
[unapplied portion of the] revenue to pay _________________ [health care providers, as defined in Business and
Professions Code Section 6146(c)(2) , for unforeseen and necessary medical treatment for _________________
(defendant or defendant's spouse or defendant's parent or defendant's child) or _________________ (licensed
contractors or material suppliers) for _________________ (specify expenditure to correct violation of statute,
ordinance, or regulation relating to habitability of premises, e.g., repairs to the heating and plumbing systems at the
property, without which the property could not have complied with the city housing code)].

2. At the time of each and every expenditure described in Paragraph 1, defendant had no other source of funds from
which to make the expenditure.

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a form of affirmative defense for use by a defendant in an action for damages for rent
skimming, when the revenue not applied to debts secured by liens on the property were used for unforeseen medical
expenses [Civ. Code § 893(a)(1)(A) ] or to correct violations relating to the habitability of the premises [Civ. Code §
893(a)(1)(B) ]. In either case, the payment must have been made within 30 days of the defendant's receipt of the rents
that were diverted [Civ. Code § 893(a)(2) ], and the defendant must not have had any other source of funds from which
to make the payments [Civ. Code § 893(a)(2) ].
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For a complaint for damages for rent skimming, see § 555.192.

[3] Burden of Proof

The defendant has the burden of proof of each element of the defense [Civ. Code § 893(b) ].
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AUTHOR:William M. Hensley, Editorial Consultant

§ 555.194 Notice of Motion for Order Declaring That Interest Reacquired by Vendor Is Not Encumbered by
Another Lien [Civ. Code § 891(b) ]

[1] FORM

Notice of Motion for Order Declaring That Interest Reacquired by Vendor Is Not Encumbered by Another
Lien [Civ. Code § 891(b) ]

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF _________________

) NO. _______________
_________________________ [name], ) NOTICE OF MOTION AND

)MOTION FOR ORDER THAT
)PROPERTY IS NOT
)SUBJECT TO LIEN

Plaintiff,) Date: _______________
vs. ) Time: _______________
_________________________ [name ], ) Dept: _______________

Defendant.) Judge: _______________
) Date Action Filed: ___
) Trial Date: __________
)

To _________________ [identify party, e.g., defendant] _________________ [name] and to his/her attorney of record
and to _________________ [names of persons having liens on property]:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on _________________ [date] at _________________ [time] or as soon
thereafter as the matter may be heard, in [_________________ (Department or Division) _________________ of] this
court, located at _________________ [street address], _________________ [city], _________________ [specify party,
e.g., plaintiff] will, and hereby does, move for an order that his/her/its interest in the property that is the subject of this
action and that was reacquired by _________________ [specify party, e.g., plaintiff] on _________________ [date] is
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not subject to the lien of _________________ [specify, e.g., the State of California represented by that certain judgment
establishing defendant's unpaid income tax liability for the year 1985. An abstract of that judgment was recorded
_________________ (date) in _________________ County, California, at book _________________, page
_________________]. The motion will be made on the grounds that the lien sought to be avoided (1) was incurred by
defendant _________________ [name], a person who engaged in rent skimming as defined in Civil Code Section
890(a) , (2) _________________ [is or has the effect of] a judgment lien against that defendant's property, and (3) is not
related to any improvement of the property nor does it represent security for any loan made by a good faith lender
without knowledge of facts constituting a violation of Civil Code Section 890 et seq.

The motion will be based on this notice of motion, on the declaration(s) of _________________ [name(s)] and the
memorandum of points and authorities served and filed with this notice, on the records and file in this action, and on
evidence to be presented at the hearing of the motion.

Dated: _________________.

_________________ [firm name, if any]

By: _________________ [signature]

_________________ [typed name]

Attorney for _________________ [party's status and name]

[2] Use of Form

The form in [1], above, is a notice of motion for use by a vendor of an interest in residential real property who has
reacquired the interest in the property from a person who engaged in rent skimming with respect to that property, or by
a law enforcement agency, to request an order declaring that the reacquired interest is not encumbered by a lien that is
or has the effect of a judgment lien against the property of the person who engaged in the rent skimming. This relief
cannot be granted if the lien is related to any improvement of the property or if it represents security for a loan made by
a good faith lender without knowledge of facts constituting a violation of Civ. Code § 890 et seq. [Civ. Code § 891(b) ].
The requirement that the lien be incurred by a person engaged in rent skimming implies that only liens incurred during
the period in which rent was being skimmed can be avoided [see Civ. Code § 891(b) ].

A memorandum of points and authorities must be served and filed with this notice of motion [see Code Civ. Proc.
§§ 1005(b), 1010 ; Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 313(a) ]. For discussion and forms, see Ch. 417, Points and Authorities.

[3] Notice to Interested Parties

The motion pursuant to Civ. Code § 891(b) must be made on at least 30 days' written notice to all persons who may
be affected by the order, including lienholders [Civ. Code § 891(b) ].

[4] Order Granting Motion

If the requirements for relief are met, the court must issue an order granting the requested relief unless the court
determines that the interests of justice would not be served by the order [Civ. Code § 891(b) ].

[5] Jurisdiction and Venue

For coverage of jurisdiction and venue, see § 555.192[6].
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